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ABSTRACT 

AN AUTOMATED DIRECTED SPECTRAL SEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR 
SMALL TARGET DETECTION 

Stanley I. Grossman, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2014 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Tony Stefanidis 

 

Much of the current efforts in remote sensing tackle macro-level problems such as 

determining the extent of wheat in a field, the general health of vegetation or the extent of 

mineral deposits in an area. However, for many of the remaining remote sensing 

challenges being studied currently, such as border protection, drug smuggling, treaty 

verification, and the war on terror, most targets are very small in nature – a vehicle or 

even a person. While in typical macro-level problems the objective vegetation is in the 

scene, for small target detection problems it is not usually known if the desired small 

target even exists in the scene, never mind finding it in abundance. The ability to find 

specific small targets, such as vehicles, typifies this problem. Complicating the analyst’s 

life, the growing number of available sensors is generating mountains of imagery 

outstripping the analysts’ ability to visually peruse them. 
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This work presents the important factors influencing spectral exploitation using 

multispectral data and suggests a different approach to small target detection. The 

methodology of directed search is presented, including the use of scene-modeled spectral 

libraries, various search algorithms, and traditional statistical and ROC curve analysis. 

The work suggests a new metric to calibrate analysis labeled the analytic sweet spot as 

well as an estimation method for identifying the sweet spot threshold for an image. It also 

suggests a new visualization aid for highlighting the target in its entirety called nearest 

neighbor inflation (NNI).  It brings these all together to propose that these additions to the 

target detection arena allow for the construction of a fully automated target detection 

scheme. 

This dissertation next details experiments to support the hypothesis that the 

optimum detection threshold is the analytic sweet spot and that the estimation method 

adequately predicts it. Experimental results and analysis are presented for the proposed 

directed search techniques of spectral image based small target detection. It offers 

evidence of the functionality of the NNI visualization and also provides evidence that the 

increased spectral dimensionality of the 8-band Worldview-2 datasets provides 

noteworthy improvement in results over traditional 4-band multispectral datasets. The 

final experiment presents the results from a prototype fully automated target detection 

scheme in support of the overarching premise. 

This work establishes the analytic sweet spot as the optimum threshold defined as 

the point where error detection rate curves – false detections vs. missing detections – 

cross. At this point the errors are minimized while the detection rate is maximized. It then 
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demonstrates that taking the first moment statistic of the histogram of calculated target 

detection values from a detection search with test threshold set arbitrarily high will 

estimate the analytic sweet spot for that image. It also demonstrates that directed search 

techniques – when utilized with appropriate scene-specific modeled signatures and 

atmospheric compensations – perform at least as well as in-scene search techniques 88% 

of the time and grossly underperforming only 11% of the time; the in-scene only 

performs as well or better 50% of the time. It further demonstrates the clear advantage 

increased multispectral dimensionality brings to detection searches improving 

performance in 50% of the cases while performing at least as well 72% of the time. 

Lastly, it presents evidence that a fully automated prototype performs as anticipated 

laying the groundwork for further research into fully automated processes for small target 

detection. 
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1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

1.1 Introduction 
Prior to September 11, 2001, the primary focus for intelligence agencies had been 

on the traditional cold war enemies and their order of battle.  High spatial resolution 

panchromatic imagery and finely honed visual evidence-based analysis, known as literal 

exploitation, were the preferred source and method (Clark, 2010).  However, the current 

and future analytic focus has moved to the war on terror and humanitarian causes.  For 

instance, along with the search for terrorists and related activities, problems such as 

search and rescue and emergency response for natural disasters including earthquakes 

and tsunamis have become more prevalent (Messinger et. al., 2011; Park et. al., 2012). 

Searches from space were even performed in an attempt to locate debris from the 

Columbia space shuttle disaster (Kolodner, 2007). This has necessitated a change from 

exploitation based on contrast and shape to one of signature and signal.  It also moves the 

targets of interest from large scale – in the tens of meters – to ones of small scale, 

typically a few meters and less.  Moreover, the move to non-literal exploitation (methods 

other than visual examination) also brings the requirement to exploit other regions of the 

spectrum in addition to black and white images (Ashton & Schaum, 1998; Kim et al., 

2011).  Spectral data – color – becomes a significant discriminator in analysis. 

The “Yellow Taxicab Problem” is well known to most intelligence analysts and 

has come to epitomize an increasingly important class of target detection problem – with 
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a priori knowledge of what is to be identified, discover some unknown number, if any, of 

those targets in an image. The moniker “Yellow Taxicab Problem” stems from the search 

for Saddam Hussein in 2003. All the while Hussein was eluding Coalition pursuit, 

intelligence analysts knew that he was frequently traveling around Baghdad in a yellow 

taxicab; however, analysts were unable to regularly and accurately identify such a target 

in satellite imagery (Moore, 2004). Similar analytic problems are common. In one 

example, it was known that virtually all national security and police forces of a particular 

country used similarly shaped and colored vans. Therefore, an attempt was made to 

identify vans and determine from their spatial distribution and proximity to polling places 

if the security forces were unduly influencing voting. In another classic case in Somalia, 

identifying “technicals” – militarized pick-up trucks usually painted white – was difficult 

to accomplish using space-based imagery (McConnell, 2009). This concept can be 

broadened to include other analytic protocols, such as finding specific freight containers 

on ship decks or order of battle searches that might include mobile missile transporter 

erector launchers (Bergman, 1996). The underlying analytic motivation can be segregated 

into the following list that includes archetypal questions or tasks that typify the analytic 

regime: 

• Order of Battle: what is the affiliation of vehicles set up as roadblocks: 

local vigilantes or regional militia? 

• Anti-terrorism: HUMINT indicates an imminent car-bomb attack using a 

red Toyota truck; locate suspects. 
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• Political: determine if the blue security forces vans are crowding polling 

places and possibly influencing elections. 

• Strategic: is a high level meeting indicated by the presence of VIPs’ 

vehicles?  

• Anti-drug: blue tarps are used to air dry chemical precursors and shade 

facilities; locate jungle-based illicit drug camps. 

Three primary reasons can be highlighted as the underlying faults for the past 

inability to achieve desired analytic results. First, even with an influx of more technically 

savvy analysts, established analysts attempt to solve detection problems with literal 

methods by scrutinizing high spatial resolution panchromatic imagery – relying on this 

method even when attempting to solve what should be color-based queries. Second, there 

has been a historical dearth of truly high-resolution multispectral imagery able to 

discriminate targets as small as an individual vehicle. Third, when performed, most target 

searches have used in-scene methods starting with a seed from the scene and matching it 

to other possible in-scene targets or to a material in spectral databases. Seed pixels are not 

always identifiable or even available in the scene nor valid from scene-to-scene. Adding 

even more complexity to the challenge, the physical size of critical targets has shrunk. 

Intelligence community analysts have stated that upwards of 80% of all target 

exploitation is for targets that are “small” (within the “blur” circle of the sensor) (IC 

analysts, personal communication). 

The first problem is being addressed through re-training of established analysts 

and the introduction of younger, more non-literally savvy analysts. Until recently, 
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commonly available multispectral imagery has been of relatively poor quality in relation 

to these needs. The introduction of commercially available Geoeye and Worldview 

imagery, among others, is changing this situation providing higher spectral and spatial 

resolution and addressing the second problem.  

But to address the third problem, solving the yellow taxicab problem will mandate 

using different data analysis techniques as well. Exacerbating this problem is the fact that 

the new imagery mentioned above is becoming available from increasing numbers of 

sources creating a flood of imagery to be exploited – far more than can be perused in a 

timely fashion by the analytic community. The need for automated target detection 

techniques is already outstripping other analytic needs and will only intensify in the 

future. This work will address this issue advocating a new methodology for automated 

non-literal small target detection in commercial space-based MSI for intelligence 

analysis. 

1.2 Research Questions 
Much work has been accomplished since the 1970’s on detection algorithms. It 

has generated a plethora of algorithmic approaches (Adler-Golden et al., 2008; Bhanu, 

1986; Buganim & Rotman, 2006; Cohen et. al., 2012; Ren, Du, Chang, & Jensen, 2003; 

Settle, 2002), discussions on search thresholds (Holmes et. al., 1995; Weber & Chen, 

2010), and particularly in the hyperspectral domain, much work on determining how 

many and which spectral bands provide the most and best information for detection 

(Chang, Du, Sun, & Althouse, 1999; Chang & Wang, 2006; De Backer et. al., 2005; 

Kanodia, Hardie, & Johnson, 1996; Price, 1994). A significant portion of this work is 
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aimed at providing automated assistance in the detection process. However, as will be 

discussed in more detail later, target detection lacks three major components to be fully 

automated: 1) an automated method for determining the optimum detection threshold 

during a search; 2) evidence that automatable directed search methods are at least as 

efficacious as manual, in-scene search methods; and 3) a more robust target visualization 

technique than currently available. 

Analysts need to be able to identify targets of interest from commercial 

multispectral imagery, the most common type of spectral imagery available to them on a 

regular and taskable basis. Further, because of the increasing volumes of data crossing 

their workstations, there is an increasing need for fully automated methods of searching 

for and highlighting targets of interest and therefore images of interest. At the same time, 

this methodology must be consistent, easily repeatable, and reliable. 

This work postulates that analytically acceptable results for small target detection 

in Worldview-2 datasets are obtainable from spectral directed search techniques. 

Therefore, the research question to be considered is: can fully automated directed search 

techniques spectrally recognize small targets satisfactorily to intelligence community 

analysts? Analysts will typically state that any result is better than no result; however, 

when pressed detection rates of 50% or higher are frequently cited. This work will strive 

for 70% or better detection rates. Combining this question with the three gaps in 

automated target detection spawns the following three derivative hypotheses to be tested: 
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H0 #1: the mean of the histogram of a set of detection threshold values from a 

search with a threshold large enough to include nearly all true targets will 

approximate the optimum search threshold. 

H0 #:2 spectral small target directed search detection techniques perform at least 

as well as in-scene search methodologies. 

H0 #3: nearest neighbor inflation target estimation technique provides an 

improved localization of individual targets. 

The successful defense of these hypotheses presents the opportunity for a fully 

automated target detection protocol that can be scripted and batched to process a myriad 

of images, queue the analyst to those images with targets of interest, and enhance the 

analytic visualization. 

1.3 Significance of the Study 
For much of the recent past, research efforts in automated target detection has 

been concentrated in the forward looking infrared (FLIR), synthetic aperture radar 

(SAR), laser radar (LADAR), millimeter wave (MMW) radar, even low-light television 

and full motion video (FMV) (Bir Bhanu et al., 1997).  The methods evolved over the 

years from simple detection schemes to statistical pattern recognition, multi-domain 

fusion, model-based computer vision approaches, and knowledge-based systems. Its 

purpose has been to harness the power of the computer to process large quantities of data 

with sometimes esoteric qualities to reduce the human workload (Carevic, 1999; Darken 

& Jones, 2007; Bilge Karaçali & Snyder, 2002; Zhang, Zou, Wei, & Zhang, 2007). My 
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work will concentrate on the characteristics and processes necessary to perform fully 

automated target detection in the spectral domains. 

Over the decades, traditional intelligence analytic techniques have emphasized the 

use of increasingly higher spatial resolution panchromatic imagery in order to perform 

better spatial recognition. In the past, these techniques matched up well with the 

exploitation needs of the times. During the 1960’s, -70’s, -80’s, even into the decade of 

the 1990’s, the typical analyst was researching large-adversary, military order-of-battle 

targets such as planes and ships, while at the same time denial and deception (D&D) 

techniques were relatively crude. However, with the more recent trend towards non-state 

entities as enemies and battles of the individual (“Global Trends 2025: A Transformed 

World,” 2008), the physical scale of analytic targets has been reduced and the 

observables are frequently no longer simply spatial.  Further, the increased public 

awareness of spatial exploitation techniques has spurred improvement in D&D 

techniques and use. For instance, Russian and Chinese decoys are visually incredibly 

realistic (see Figure 1). Today, intelligence analysts must work with non-literal 

radiometric observables, such as thermal, spectral, phase history, and polarimetric 

qualities using passive and active sensors. Therefore, along with shape and contrast, 

signature is becoming a necessary component of analytic tradecraft (“Geospatial 

Intelligence Basic Doctrine,” 2006). 
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Figure 1 Russian inflatable decoys (People’s Daily Online - Chinese Defense, 2010) 

 

Adding complexity to the challenge, the physical size of critical targets has 

shrunk. It is considered common knowledge among intelligence analyst teams that 

upwards of 80% of all target exploitation is for targets that are “small”; of these, over 

80% are “very small” (IC Analysts, personal communication). These targets are driving 

the need for even higher spatial resolution and better signature isolation across the 

electro-magnetic spectrum. Therefore, analysts and scientists believe that non-literal 

exploitation means are the only viable solution to most of the current and future analytic 

tasks.  

One non-literal approach is to exploit the spectral signatures of the targets. While 

non-literal techniques are relatively new to the average imagery analyst, the concepts are 

long accepted in other endeavors, such as the typical police alert bulletin description: 

size, shape, and color. Exploiting the color (spectral data) of a target can allow the 

analyst to separate a target from its background and may even be the discriminating 

factor, such as in the case of the yellow taxicab (Bergman, 1996). 

However, simply applying color to the image analysis process is not sufficient. 

One reason this option is not exercised more often is that there is no automated 
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methodology. Using panchromatic imagery, there are numerous algorithms that are self-

sufficient in finding spatial features. The analyst can set a simple set of criteria – or in 

some cases allow the algorithm itself to set the criteria – and then set it searching. The 

results are easily marked for visualization frequently using, ironically, contrasting colors. 

For spectral target detection, no such automated criteria exist. The analyst must provide 

an educated guess at a sufficient search threshold, repeating the search until satisfactory 

results are achieved. Alternately, the analyst might choose to set an arbitrary error 

threshold not to be exceeded but with no possible way of knowing if the established error 

rate corresponds to an adequate detection rate. Further, some substantial part of most 

multispectral and hyperspectral imagery is in non-visible spectral bands. Intuitive guesses 

about how much invisible near infrared or short wave infrared is reflected by a target are 

not possible without an understanding of the material properties of the target. An analyst 

highly familiar with the spatial linear and contrast features of an armored vehicle 

probably has little concept of how camouflage paint intended to mimic near infrared 

features of vegetation will impact the spectral signature. 

This work, through the introduction of an automated threshold detection routine 

combined with automated, demonstrated directed search techniques will bring the art and 

science of spectral target detection within the grasp of the average analyst. Further, 

because it will be automated, an entire day’s collection of imagery could be batched into 

an overnight detection run, performing a first line of analysis, queuing up the results for 

an analyst to review the next day. In one proven case where a similar improvement was 

used by a military intelligence center for a different remote sensing regime, the output of 
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one dedicated analyst for an entire shift manually searching for targets and setting aside 

interesting images for second shift exploitation, was reduced to one hour of automated 

time allowing the first analyst to get a seven hour jump on the work (IC analysts, 

personal communication). 

1.4 Motivation 
In 2012, Director Long of the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) 

established the Agency strategy for the 2013 Future Years Defense Program (FYDP) 

(“NGA Strategy: 2013-2017,” 2013). It states that a primary goal of NGA is to “broaden 

and deepen our analytic experience to produce new value” and specifically to “… employ 

new technologies and techniques, develop new tradecraft [author’s emphasis]…”. To 

carry out this goal, that document specifies objectives to be achieved in the allotted 

timeframe. Strategic Objective #3 stipulates: 

“To maximize GEOINT analysis, NGA will develop new analytic 

techniques, leverage new technologies, and integrate advanced geospatial 

sensor data to enable more sophisticated analytic products and services. 

To take advantage of these emerging capabilities, NGA will evolve 

analytical tradecrafts that promote the use of non-literal data in addition 

to traditional and non-traditional sources.” 

In my tenure at DoD, I have had the privilege of working with some of the finest 

analytic minds in the intelligence community who are focusing on this objective. I started 

my career as a geospatial analyst and, while short-lived, I came to regard with awe and 

wonder what these dedicated people accomplish every day. I was eventually assigned to 
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manage the development of a new software system to provide spectro-radiometric non-

literal analytic exploitation that utilized all sources of imagery. That team has provided a 

unique, advanced analytic capability. In doing so, I became intimately aware of the 

current state of software used for exploitation; its uses of commonly available algorithms, 

commonly used techniques, and its limitations in providing for the analysts’ needs. Along 

the way, I acquired an extensive on-the-job education that provided an extremely focused 

foundation for my dissertation research. When given the opportunity by DoD to pursue a 

Ph.D. as a full time student, I knew that I wanted to bring back to these analysts a 

capability of immediate use to them. Coincidentally, as I was preparing for my 

educational sabbatical, the problem of finding known small targets was again a topic of 

high interest. Particularly, the need to be able to use laboratory measured signatures to 

find spectral targets, like the yellow taxi cab or a police vehicle in denied areas. As I was 

leaving to pursue my Ph.D., analysts were trying to track specific shipping containers of 

high interest. Solving this problem piqued my interest and I knew that bringing back 

methods for accomplishing this would be personally rewarding and satisfy my desire to 

bring direct benefit from my educational opportunity to the analysts in the front line. 

1.5 Contribution 
This work highlights three additions to the standard methods used in the fields of 

remote sensing and intelligence analysis. First, it suggests a new detection metric and a 

new method for estimating that sweet spot. The new metric and estimator enable 

automation of the search methodologies. The “analytic sweet spot” metric is a calculable 
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measure that may be used as an automated threshold for directed searches and is tunable 

to specific analytic goals (S. Grossman, 2012).  

Second, it increases knowledge about the effectiveness of directed search 

methodologies supporting the hypothesis that appropriately modeled target signatures 

improve detection performance. Because directed search methods are automatable, unlike 

in-scene search methods, demonstrating that directed search is at least as efficacious as 

in-scene searches, in conjunction with the analytic sweet spot, opens the door to the 

wholesale use of automated searching. Also, it is a study of the value of new Worldview-

2 multispectral imagery to the analysis community; specifically, improved capabilities 

that more multispectral bands bring to the existing analytic methods. 

Third, it brings a new way of enlarging single pixel designations to encompass 

neighboring pixels that are probably part of the target. The new target estimator grows 

the original point target into a polygon shapefile entry that is likely to encompass the 

majority of the target. This improves visualization and provides a robust finishing touch 

on the process.  

Lastly, the combination of this new calculable metric and estimation method 

along with the directed search suggest an approach to fully automating the target 

detection scheme. This new methodology will allow analysts to execute more powerful 

and relevant searches that empower the analyst who knows what he/she is looking for; it 

enables spectro-radiometric searches, not just visual ones; and enables the analyst to run 

“what if” scenarios. The automation that becomes available to the analyst allows for 
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effective scene-to-scene comparisons; automated processing for large batches of images; 

and automated processing highlighting images for further exploitation. 

1.6 Intended Audience 
This work is intended for three specific audiences: the geospatial intelligence 

academic community, the general community of remote sensing scientists, and the 

intelligence community’s image scientists. It would be natural to want to assume that the 

average image analyst would have a direct interest in this work and its conclusions; 

however, in reality his real interest is in the software and engineering outcomes of this 

work that may one day provide better, easier to use analytic tools. The three cited 

audiences have vested interests in the results and conclusions expressed here. They also 

have the educational and the practical experience to evaluate them and, hopefully, 

eventually put them to constructive use. 
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the scope of this work via the research questions and their significance. 

Chapter two provides a précis of the field of remote sensing in general and target 

. This is accomplished through a literature review of the technical 

concepts and previous directions in target detection research. It starts with 

discussion of theoretical concepts. It then delves deeper into the particular technical areas 

of importance through continued literature review. It offers discussion concerning critical 

factors to successful target detection, highlighting factors related to spectral exploitation 
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factors to successful target detection, highlighting factors related to spectral exploitation 
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including atmospheric compensation and the generation of reflectance signatures, 

accuracy assessments, and target signature modeling and generation. 

Chapter three details the experiments performed. It provides particulars on the 

protocol to be employed as well as details on the use of supporting elements such as the 

generation of appropriate signatures. It discusses the study area and data and provides 

details on algorithmic processing. It is broken into six discussions: the first catalogues 

common elements of the experiments to present them once, such as specifics of the study 

area; three correspond to experiments testing the hypotheses outlined in Chapter 1; the 

fifth addresses the ancillary investigation into 8-band versus 4-band datasets; while the 

sixth brings the experiments together into a prototype fully automated process. This 

chapter presents the experimental results, documents them, and organizes them in an 

orderly fashion to facilitate analysis and the presentation of conclusions. 

Chapter four consolidates the analysis summary and provides conclusions to be 

drawn from the analytic results. It also provides additional areas of interest to be pursued 

and further paths for research. 

Chapters six (Appendix A) and seven (Appendix B) provide background 

information. Chapter six includes the spreadsheet data used in the programs developed by 

the author to perform the experiments. Chapter seven includes the MATLAB source code 

used in those experiments. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

2.1 Theoretical Concepts  

The background for this work is presented in this section. It covers general history 

and principles of remote sensing by laying out basic concepts and important categories 

that underpin the target detection experiments discussed later. 

2.1.1 Overview of Optical Imagery Exploitation 

The concepts of projecting a representation of some portion of the outside world 

onto a surface that could be examined was first suggested by Al Hazan of Basra in 1038 

and elucidated by Leonardo da Vinci in 1490.  The modern camera’s first incarnations 

appeared in 1837 when Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre created the first non-fading 

photographic print followed by Henry Talbot’s invention in 1849 of the negative-positive 

photographic print process that enabled the printing of copies from a photograph. These 

developments allowed electromagnetic radiation to be collected and focused via a lens 

onto a recording medium. This removed the sensing process one step away from the five 

organic senses and initiating the camera as a key remote sensing device of the next 

century (Bayhan, 2002; Short, Sr., n.d.). 

A seemingly unrelated scientific undertaking was the endeavor to explore the 

environs immediately above the earth’s surface. The first successful attempt to rise above 

the ground occurred in October of 1783 when scientist Jean-François Pilâtre De Rozier 

rose to 250 feet and safely landed again. This first balloon was held aloft through hot air 

from burning straw. Designs and methods improved to more efficient fuels and even 

combinations of heated air and lighter than air gases such as hydrogen. By the mid 19th 
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century, long distance travel had been accomplished including crossing the English 

Channel. In January of 1793, the first American balloon flight was witnessed by George 

Washington as it traveled between Philadelphia, PA and Gloucester County, NJ. An 

ardent balloonist, Thaddeus Lowe recognized the reconnaissance value of balloons and in 

April, 1861convinced President Abraham Lincoln to form the Balloon Corps. In 

September, the first military balloon was launched near Washington, DC. From a height 

of 1000 feet, Lowe observed Confederate troops in Virginia and telegraphed the details to 

the ground. Based on the information, Union troops successfully bombarded the 

Confederate soldiers succeeding in the first collection of intelligence from altitude and 

the first accurate assault on an unseen enemy (“A Short History of Ballooning,” n.d., 

“Balloons in the American Civil War,” n.d.). 

 

 
Figure 3 Photo of Boston taken from a balloon by James Wallace Beck, October, 1860 
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Not an uncommon combination, the needs of war and the auspicious confluence 

of technology birthed a new scientific domain. The maturation of the hot air balloon as a 

reconnaissance platform and the photographic camera as a collection device combined to 

form the new remote sensing discipline of aerial photography. In 1858, Gasper Felix 

Tournachon (nom de plume “Nadar") took the first photograph from a balloon, and while 

none of the photos survive it is reported that this combination was used by both sides in 

The War Between the States; an exemplar of this type of aerial photograph is shown in 

Figure 3. The first practical use of truly remotely sensed information through aerial 

photography occurred in 1906. George Lawrence used several kites to carry a camera 

aloft to take pictures of the damage caused by the Great San Francisco earthquake 

(“Balloons in the American Civil War,” n.d.; Hemphill, 2004). 

World War I was the impetus that moved aerial photography from a curious art 

form to an essential reconnaissance operation. In 1915, Lieutenant Colonel J. T. C. 

Moore Brahazon of the Royal Air Force developed improvements that made the camera 

suitable to the vagaries of flight. Aerial photographic reconnaissance became the 

mainstay of intelligence gathering and at one point in the war over 10,000 prints were 

produced daily. This development spawned the specialty of image interpretation. 

Between the world wars, aerial photography was used heavily for mapping and resource 

management. World War II saw a renewed and rapidly expanding reliance on aerial 

photographic reconnaissance with attending refinements and improvements. 

Two of the significant improvements stemming from World War II were the 

development and/or expanded use of color and color infrared film. Color film was first 
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developed in 1924 at the Eastman Kodak Research Laboratory. With longer exposure 

times, color film was not widely used, but specific importance was attached to its use for 

bathymetry and locating submerged objects while mapping Pacific coral reefs. In 1940, 

the U.S. Army’s desire to detect camouflage spurred a team at the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology to identify the chlorophyll feature at 700 nm as an observable and develop 

color infrared film. The term “remote sensing” first came into use following World War 

II; Ms. Evelyn Pruitt of the U.S. Office of Naval Research initiated the use of the term in 

the 1950’s (Hemphill, 2004; “Remote Sensing : Introduction and History,” n.d.; Short, 

Sr., n.d.). 

 

 
Figure 4 First CORONA image of a Russian airbase in August, 1960 (“The CORONA Gallery - Images from 
Space,” n.d.) 

 

The Cold War brought further reliance on photo reconnaissance and more 

improvement to the cameras and the platforms carrying them.  In 1957, the USSR 

launched Sputnik I inaugurating the race for space and its use as the ultimate aerial 
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reconnaissance domain. In 1960, NASA launched the Television Infrared Observation 

Satellite Program (TIROS-1) which became the first weather satellite using television 

remote sensing capabilities. The infamous U-2 incident in 1962 brought the use of remote 

sensing apparatus into public focus. Soon after, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) 

developed a system with nine identical cameras but different filters providing the first 

multispectral images (MSI). Also in the 1960’s, the now famous (but then highly 

secretive) CORONA program launched satellites that photographed intelligence targets, 

particularly Russian missile launch sites and production facilities using high resolution 

panchromatic (PAN) film. NASA has continued to develop and launch imaging platforms 

including the Earth Observation System series and the highly successful Landsat series of 

PAN and MSI sensors. Additionally, the DoD and intelligence communities both 

continue to launch secret imaging platforms with capabilities that are speculated about by 

those outside the community (“A Look Back … CORONA: The Nation’s First 

Photoreconnaissance Satellite,” 2010; Bayhan, 2002; Hemphill, 2004). 

During the 1960’s and 1970’s film sophistication continued to grow and the 

purely visual interpretation of the film picture began to migrate into the quantitative 

exploitation of the film data. This became the field of radiometric image exploitation. By 

the 1980’s cameras began making the move to digital medium with the introduction of 

integrated circuits, microchips, and semiconductor sensors (e.g., charged-couple devices). 

Cameras moved from film to arrays of charged-couple devices (CCDs) which allowed the 

sensor to collect and count individual photons. These quantitative values could be used to 

represent levels of intensity in a picture but more importantly, they could be used to 
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mathematically equate the values to first principle physics and draw new information 

from the images such as thermal or polarimetric information. These non-literal forms of 

image exploitation have begun to supersede visual exploitation in the 21st century 

(Baumann, 2009; Bayhan, 2002). 

Since, space first opened to human endeavors, the United States and the Soviet 

Union have used space-based surveillance to gather intelligence and to help verify 

accords whether formal treaty or simple agreement (University of Toronto, 1987). Until 

the 21st century, the means to observe from space remained a capability only available to 

large governments, usually in a military or intelligence capacity but also to select civilian 

organizations. For instance, NASA and NOAA in the United States have launched 

weather and earth observing satellites to study and provide improved and publicly 

available weather, ecology, geology, and hydrology data. Over time, this select club was 

joined by other nations such as the People’s Republic of China, Japan, France, and India. 

Satellites created a new form of non-intrusive observation. Today, commercial entities 

around the globe offer a constellation of possible observation platforms with data 

available to not just governmental agencies but also to non-state organizations, 

corporations, and even individuals. 

2.1.2 Literal versus Non-literal Exploitation 

Non-literal exploitation is the methods, models and techniques for measuring 

material properties, material identification, and relative/absolute radiance values 

(Bromley, 2009).  This distinction from traditional visual exploitation is necessary 

because the focus of analytic tradecraft has shifted in concert with a shift in technology as 
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depicted in Figure 5. As explained by Clark (2010), literal information is in a form used 

by humans for communication (e.g., visual or aural), while non-literal information 

requires processing and examination beyond the human communication level. Traditional 

forms of literal information include open source (OSINT) from publicly available sources 

such as newspapers and trade magazines; human intelligence (HUMINT) acquired from 

human sources through field operatives and access to sensitive information; signals 

intelligence (SIGINT) acquired from electronic transmissions in various forms including 

interception of voice, data, and telemetry transmissions; cyber collections (CYBINT), 

and imagery intelligence (IMINT) acquiring photographs of places, things, and events 

either from cameras or imaging sensors placed at any level from the ground up into 

space.  Non-literal information requires additional processing and exploitation to leverage 

the underlying signal or signature captured in the imager or sensor. Non-literal sources 

include measurements and signatures intelligence (MASINT) which identifies distinctive 

characteristics of sources and/or emitters to provide identifying and discriminating 

information; and IMINT when the underlying quantitative values in the image are 

exploited, sometimes known as imagery-derived MASINT. Most recently, geospatial 

intelligence (GEOINT) has become an umbrella term for the combined used of these 

INTs with the non-literal aspects labeled advanced geospatial intelligence (AGI) or full 

spectrum GEOINT (FSG). For instance, traditional literal exploitation of panchromatic 

imagery involved spatial exploitation of length, width, and characteristic visually 

interpretable shape features of military vehicles; however, once these vehicles are hidden 

in foliage or under camouflage non-literal means of discovery must be employed, such as 
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differentiating spectral signature or interpreting reflected radar signals (Manolakis, 

Marden, & Shaw, 2003). 

 

 
Figure 5 Literal vs. Non-Literal Methodology (Bromley, 2009) 

 

The purpose of non-literal exploitation is to dig below the visually obvious and 

leverage the information advantage of each sensor, each region of the electro-magnetic 

spectrum, and each data band. Due to the overwhelming volume of imagery now 

inundating analytic cadres, more and more demand is being made for automated and 

semi-automated processing. The concept of non-literal exploitation also begs for the 

increasing use of data fusion – bringing imagery from different sensors, spectral domains, 

different dates, and different orbital passes together to create composite signatures. While 

in its most limited sense, non-literal exploitation takes advantage of the signature 

available in a single image, the software used to assist in this exploitation facilitates the 

fusion of data from many images and the complex exploitation of composite signatures 

from different images and different sensors relying on automation as much as possible 

and as allowable. 
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The non-literal process consists of two sets of actions (Bromley, 2009). The first 

creates calibrated datasets that may be compared directly. This involves calibrating the 

datasets, compensating for atmospheric conditions and collection geometry (illumination 

and sensor), and standardization to a database of signature information. The second 

process uses computer software and systems to capitalize on the calibrated data by means 

of predictive and forensic modeling, algorithms and software tools built to analyze some 

portion of the data, and workflows to control the data mining, extraction, and synthesis.  

2.1.3 Target Detection 

The term target detection is used for a wide range of problems and, with little 

attempt to constrain the term, it has become an inclusive label encompassing many 

diverse activities. It is used to describe the process of finding anomalies within an image, 

identifying like pixels in an image, and matching library signatures to pixels. It may take 

such diverse forms as spatial pattern recognition (Larsen, Koren, & Solberg, 2009; Xie, 

Chen, Meligrana, Lin, & Ren, 2013), for instance through morphology, or as signal 

pattern recognition such as that exploited in radar phase history. Schott (2007) describes 

target detection as the process of classifying each pixel as either a target or background 

class thereby locating pixels that represent the target class. He further notes that usually 

this is aimed at finding scarce or low probability targets as opposed to traditional 

classification of large swaths of image pixels. This work will embrace Schott’s 

description of target detection and apply it to the process of finding pixels of interest in 

an image based on their spectral characteristics. One unifying aspect of target detection is 

that it does not rely on spatial characteristics to isolate the target – detection is performed 
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in non-literal realm. It is possible to inform the detection process with spatial constraints 

such as target size or target phasing relative to the image; however, this is not included in 

this work. 

It is first important to draw the distinctions between traditional classification (or 

segmentation) and target detection. Image classification is the process of assigning pixels 

to classes (Campbell, 2007) while segmentation subdivides an image into constituent 

regions (Gonzalez & Woods, 2008). Classification/segmentation is intended to organize 

similar groupings of pixels within an image; as a rule there are numerous instances of 

each class of pixel with some degree of variation among the instances. Typically, 

classification is used for remote sensing of the natural environment for applications such 

as: mineral exploration, land cover analysis, and crop health characterization. 

Classifications usually categorize broad swaths without predefined shapes and, therefore, 

occasional errors in classification of individual pixels are not noteworthy (Manolakis et 

al., 2003). Moreover, classifiers (exemplars of the class) are scene specific and therefore 

frequently are uncalibrated and ignore atmospheric effects (Schott, 2007). 

It is possible to think of target detection as a classification problem where there 

are only two classes: the target and the background (Schott, 2007). Except that target 

detection is intended to find relatively small numbers of entities with a specific spectrum 

and possibly specific shape (Manolakis et al., 2003) or as explained by 

Manolakis & Shaw (2002) it searches the pixels in an image for the presence of a specific 

material, also known as the target. The number of targets is usually so small that the 

estimation of the target materials’ statistical properties required in classification schemes 
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is not possible. Further, the targets may not be clearly resolved or may not even be 

present in the scene. Intelligence analysts frequently think of target detection in terms of 

“point targets”, which Bar-Tal & Rotman (1996) define as a target whose angular size 

viewed by an imager is much lower than the sensor instantaneous field of view; in other 

words, smaller than the ground resolution distance of the pixel. Because there are few 

target pixels that are generally spread across the scene, clustering of samples as used in 

classification, for instance object-based classification as discussed by Toure et al. (2013), 

is all but meaningless (Figure 6). However, targets are resolvable by other means even if 

spatially undetectable. An example provided by Manolakis et al. (2003) is of an orange 

life preserver at sea; it is too small to be detected spatially but may be detected spectrally 

through the contrast of the orange signature against a gray/blue/green ocean background. 

 

 

Figure 6 Graphic depiction of difference between classification and target detection (Manolakis et al., 2003) 
 

The need for automated and semi-automated target detection methods is growing 

exponentially. Ever changing search areas, the move to multi-band datasets, the plethora 

of sensor platforms, and the increasing rate of data collection are driving the need for 
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faster and more accurate automation in support of analysis (Eckstein & Irvine, 2001). 

Therefore, to detect something, some set of physical requirements must be met, without 

which detection is not possible but when met do not necessarily guarantee detection. 

Koopman (1956) stated this as:  

“Detection is an event which under definite conditions has a definite 

probability, the numerical value of which may be zero or unity or any-

thing in between. Thus when the target just barely fulfills the physical 

conditions for possible detection, the probability of detection will be close 

to zero (at least when the time for observation is very limited). As the 

conditions improve, the chance of detection increases, and it may become 

close to or equal to unity; detection becomes practically certain.” 

Target detection algorithms come in many flavors and may be divided into 

categories in many ways. Perhaps the best first differentiation is into detectors that 

require knowledge of the target and those that do not (Buganim & Rotman, 2006). 

Manolakis, et. al. (2009) state that the performance gains achieved by more sophisticated 

forms of the algorithms are negligible in practical application because of the uncertainties 

associated with the sensor collection. Therefore, only a handful of basic algorithms need 

be discussed. 

Detectors not requiring target knowledge are known as anomaly detectors which 

highlight pixels that are substantially different from the background in which they occur 

(Manolakis et al., 2009); the detected targets may or may not be similar to each other and 

detections do not distinguish between natural anomalies, man-made anomalies, and actual 
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targets of interest. Anomaly detectors first attempted to find targets in clutter (Chen & 

Reed, 1987) which led to the RX algorithm named for its authors (Reed & Xiaoli, 1990). 

The RX algorithm is Mahalanobis-distance-based algorithm that produces a non-central 

χ
2 distribution (Manolakis, 2005). These detectors are not well suited for use in urban 

environments. Their basic mechanism is to separate anomalies from a relatively 

homogenous background, for instance a tractor might separate well from the soil or 

vegetation background of the crop field. However, almost by definition, urban scenes are 

compositionally complex and far from homogenous; e.g., detecting a vehicle in a 

congested urban street scene is problematic. 

The second category of detectors – when there is knowledge of the target – 

attempts to minimize the background while matching the image pixels to the target 

(Buganim & Rotman, 2006). These are spectral matching algorithms that require spectral 

information about the target of interest which must be distinguishable from the 

background. Matching algorithms tend to perform better in general as detectors because 

they are searching for specific spectrally defined targets (Manolakis, 2005). This is 

particularly true in urban environments. These algorithms are particularly suited to small 

targets because they operate at the pixel to subpixel level and are attempting to identify 

specific qualities (e.g., a spectral curve) in relative independence from the target 

material’s spatial shape in an image.  

Within the knowledge-of-the-target category, another general methodology 

trifurcation is between stochastic, geometric, and unmixing algorithms. Stochastic 

algorithms determine the image statistics generally using covariance to characterize the 
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background and the mean to isolate the signatures. This family of detectors is referred to 

as matched filters and has been used with many variations. Matched filters whiten the 

space which is a way of smoothing the data as represented in spectral hyperspace, de-

correlating and normalizing the hyperspace before additional processing. Variations of 

the matched filter algorithm include: the spectral matched filter (SMF), constrained 

energy minimization (CEM), and the adaptive cosine estimator (ACE). While these 

algorithms are applicable to subpixel, whole pixel, and pixel group detection, their 

performance tends to improve as the pixel purity increases. 

Geometric measures – also known as deterministic –attempt to compare 

knowledge of the target and observed signatures to determine similarity in an n-

dimension Euclidean space where n is the number of spectral bands. Typically, angular, 

Euclidean, or Mahalanobis distance is employed with a threshold bounding identification 

of similar pixels (detection of target). These are perhaps the simplest detectors in 

operation but still provide excellent results. Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) is perhaps one 

of the most widely employed algorithms across many types of target detection problems. 

It calculates the angular distance between two position vectors (the target signature and 

the pixel signature) to determine similarity. A threshold is used to determine when two 

signatures are in close enough proximity to be labeled as similar with smaller angles 

corresponding to better matches. When used with calibrated imagery, SAM is not 

influenced by topographic illumination, geometry variations, or general albedo 

differences because it ignores vector magnitude and only thresholds on angular 

seperation. One aspect related to the issue of fit is that SAM provides a single figure of 
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closeness which cannot indicate if a lack of exact match is due to a single wildly outlying 

band or the accumulation of all bands being slightly off the target (Aspinall, Marcus, & 

Boardman, 2002; Hecker, van der Meijde, van der Werff, & van der Meer, 2008; Kutser, 

Miller, & Jupp, 2006). Geometric algorithms also work best on full pixels and are well 

suited to urban scenes because they only consider the two signatures (target and pixel) 

without regard for the surrounding background (not including radiometric restoration 

effects). 

The third group of methods related to knowledge-of-the-target algorithms is pixel 

unmixing.  The basic premise of spectral unmixing is that the scene is dominated by a 

small number of materials with relatively constant signatures (endmembers); that most of 

the spectral variability in the scene is due the mixture of the endmembers; and that the 

mixing relationship is linear (Manolakis et al., 2009). Most of these algorithms attempt to 

decompose the constituent signatures that comprise a mixed pixel by assuming there is a 

linear relationship between signature endmembers and the observed pixel signature, and 

applying linear systems to resolve the constituents. As is the case in the previous 

categories, there are several variations of linear unmixing algorithms as well as non-

linear (not discussed here) unmixing algorithms. In linear unmixing, a matrix of 

endmembers from background component signatures (not to exceed the number of sensor 

image bands minus one: n-1) is constructed with the target signature becoming the nth 

entry. Once the linear system is solved, the usual result for a pixel provides a set of 

weights or abundances for each endmember and a set of residuals representing 

uncertainty. Generally, if the target endmember is the largest abundance then the pixel is 
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selected as a detection. Sometimes a threshold is used to further qualify the selection or 

the residuals are used to disqualify the detection, e.g., 50% or greater abundance value. 

Obviously, these detectors are intended to work with subpixel abundances of materials; 

however, if the endmember set is not representative of the scene or the scene is too 

complex for the size of the endmember matrix (as urban scenes may well be for 

multispectral images), poor results are likely. Even when the endmember matrix is well 

suited to the scene, a target detection only indicates the best fit based on the available 

matrix; the pixel may well be something entirely different from any endmember in the 

matrix. 

2.1.4 What is a Small Target? 
This work is concerned with target detection of small targets, as already 

mentioned several times. Yet, the term “small target” is nebulous and requires definition. 

Every intelligence analyst intuitively knows what is meant by the term “small 

target”. However, this knowledge is highly subjective and experience driven. One analyst 

versed in land cover analysis will supply a significantly different stipulation than an 

analyst exploiting terrorist training camps. When pressed for a repeatable definition, the 

analyst will most often supply a minimum spatial feature that must be identifiable in the 

viewed image. While not a scientific definition, this response does address the heart of 

the issue – what is the smallest feature in the image that may be reasonably recognizable 

to the viewer? However, a repeatable and calculable method for determining a small 

target measure is required.  
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The science of optics has addressed this issue by bounding the problem and 

providing a solution. The Photonics Dictionary (2012) defines a blur circle as, “The 

image formed by a lens system, on its focal surface, of a point source object.” This 

definition derives from the nature and operation of an optical lens and specifically bounds 

the issue to a point source. The principles were first established with pin-hole cameras 

but are unchanged in today’s highest technology digital imagers. The purpose is to 

identify the smallest resolvable distance between two point source targets (Riguer, 

Tatarchuk, & Isidoro, 2003). 

Light from a source (reflected off the observed object) enters the lens and is 

refracted onto the image plane (focal surface or sensor) as shown in Figure 7. However, 

diffraction from the edge of the lens will cause some of the light rays to interfere with 

each other. Diffraction establishes a pattern of concentric circular brightness variations on 

the image plane known as Airy disks. The size of the first disk, frequently referred to as 

the blur circle, is calculated as: 

 

Equation 1 

� = 1.22� �� 

 

where λ is the wavelength,  r is the disk radius, f is the focal length, and d is the aperture 

diameter. The constant 1.22 is derived from the first zero of the Bessel function of the 

first kind divided by π. The Rayleigh criterion stipulates that a point is resolvable from a 

nearby point if the distance between the two points is at least r (Arfken & Weber, 2005; 
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Diffraction limited photography: pixel size, aperture and airy disks, 2012; Koran, 2012; 

Mikhail, Bethel, & McGlone, 2001). However, this definition of smallest resolvable point 

is frequency dependent and does not adequately address the issue of identifiable target. 

For typical Worldview-2 multispectral images, r would be 8.113µm on the image plane 

or 0.577m on the ground. A point target this small while computationally and 

radiometrically separable is simply not visually distinguishable in a 2.2m pixel. 

 

 
Figure 7 Refraction of light through a lens to form an image (Koran, 2012) 

 

Therefore, reverting from imagery exploitation back to photographic 

interpretation with its roots in photography rather than optics, it is possible to derive a 

different measure of blur circle. In a camera, refraction causes the light to be redirected 

through the lens towards the image plane; the rays of a perfectly in focus picture will 

converge at the image plane and will result in a sharp image on the sensor. The lens’ 

effects are dictated by the depth of field (DOF) which is controlled by the size of the 

aperture. Light from objects outside the effective DOF passing onto the lens will 

converge either before or after the image plane causing these objects to be blurry (Levin, 
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Fergus, Durand, & Freeman, 2007). The passed light will approach the focal point but not 

perfectly converge on it describing an imaginary circle on the image plane. This shape 

defines the beginning of the area of blur and is known as the circle of confusion (CoC). 

The smallest possible non-blur is labeled the circle of least confusion and defined as 

(Photonics Dictionary, 2012), “Best point of focus for an image in a beam of light at the 

smallest cross section of the beam.”  In Figure 7, anything farther away than the point Sr 

or closer than the point Sf would exceed the circle of least confusion and appear blurry 

(out of focus). The circle of least confusion is therefore a measure of focus (sharpness) of 

the image and the blur circle can be calculated from it. 

Unfortunately, the circle of least confusion is frequently confused with the optical 

blur circle. However, the circle of confusion is related to image resolution and to the 

presentation of an image; to avoid uncertainty the circle of confusion based blur circle 

will be relabeled for this work as the photographic blur circle. This principle is easily 

demonstrated using a traditional 35mm camera as an example. A typical print photograph 

of 8”x10” will be most comfortably viewed from approximately one foot away. For most 

people with normal eyesight, this distance will result in a required resolution of five lines 

per millimeter. This equates to dots (print) or pixels of approximately 25mm (250µm) for 

maximum sharpness and is the maximum permissible circle of confusion on the 

photograph (Bockaert, 2012). Continuing the example, the 8”x10” photo print would 

possess a diagonal dimension of ~325mm while the 35mm film would be only 43.27mm 

diagonally. The camera image must be enlarged by a factor of 7.5 to arrive at the 

photographic print and using this ratio and Equation 2, one finds that the maximum circle 
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of confusion is 0.027mm on the image plane. This is the size on the image plane of the 

smallest feature that would be clearly recognizable in the photo print. It is also the size of 

the photographic blur circle. 

 

Equation 2 

	
	 = 	 � 1
��
����
�� ÷ ��������	�������	��� � 

 

By means of Equation 2, the example can be extended to other digital camera 

systems (Gardner, 2008). In the case of Worldview-2, the pixel size for the multispectral 

focal array is 32µm; the typical number of pixels captured in a scan line is approximately 

9,200; and the typical number of scan lines is near 7,200 (Kramer, n.d.). This gives a 

diagonal measurement of nearly 374mm. The reckoning for the Worldview-2 

multispectral sensor yields a circle of confusion of 0.299mm on the focal plane. 

Converting to micrometers and dividing by the size of a pixel yields a photographic blur 

circle diameter of 9.35 pixels which at a typical WV-2 image GSD of 2.2m equates to the 

smallest identifiable object on the ground being approximately 20.57m. Therefore, the 

roughly 48.5m by 38m aircraft (15 pixels) in an image are easily recognized while the 

yellow buses (7 pixels) are blobs of roughly 11m by 2.5m (see Figure 8). 

Using this methodology, it becomes possible to accurately and consistently define 

a small target as any object of interest in the image that is smaller than the photographic 

blur circle of the image. 
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Figure 8 Examples of the photographic blur circle effect; a) aircraft are larger than the blur circle and easily 
identified; b) yellow bus is smaller than the blur circle and not visually identifiable 

 

2.2 Technical Considerations 
While the last section discussed general concepts and issues related to remote 

sensing as a whole, this section address concepts and considerations that specifically 

impact target detection as it pertains to the present study. 

2.2.1 Review of Directed Search Methodology Components 
In general, previous work by numerous authors establishes that spectral target 

detection is viable and a reasonable approach to target detection. It further emphasizes the 

need for calibrated data of both target and image to include sensor calibration and 

atmospheric compensation. This is critical due the independent nature of the signatures 

involved; the target signature will be drawn from a library independent of the scene and 

therefore both the image pixel and target pixel must be referenced in the same 

comparable domain (e.g., both in reflectance or both in radiance). The literature also 

demonstrates that many different algorithms perform acceptably. However, the 

successfulness of the results fluctuates due to varying spectral signature quality/quantity, 

a b 
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differing collection geometries, different background characterization methods, 

contrasting simulation parameters, and dependence on single dataset outcomes. 

The question becomes: what is really necessary to adequately address and control 

an experiment in spectral target detection methodology? The answer is concisely 

represented in four categories: 

• appropriately characterized target; 

• appropriately high resolution imagery; 

• appropriate methods applied to searching for the target; and 

• appropriate methods of accuracy assessment. 

An appropriately characterized target translates into sensor characterization, 

spectral signature library quality, understanding the impact of illumination and collection 

geometry, understanding the nature of surface reflectance, and atmospheric 

compensation. Appropriate imagery includes discussion of spatial and spectral resolution. 

Methods of searching for a target must include the proper selection of target detection 

algorithms and directed search techniques. Lastly, accuracy assessment must employ 

methods that will properly assess the results of the experiments. 

2.2.2 Sensor Characterization 
It is vitally important that a spectral sensor be well characterized; in particular, it 

is important that the relative spectral response be well defined and that it covers 

appropriate ranges of the spectrum with clarity and little overlap. Spectral response is the 

performance of the sensor detector in terms of responsivity and detectivity (Ready, 2012). 

The relative spectral response is a set of curves that identify the photonic response of the 
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sensors by wavelength. Typically, on multispectral sensors prior to the Worldview era the 

relative spectral response characteristics were somewhat less than desired. Most sensors 

only provided four or fewer bands in the visible and near infrared (VNIR) range; it was 

not uncommon for there to be gaps in spectral coverage between bands and band 

response functions that overlapped significantly between bands (Figure 9). The 

Worldview-2 sensor is well constructed providing eight bands with near complete 

coverage in the VNIR range (400-954 nm) with very little spectral overlap between most 

bands (Figure 10). 

 

 
Figure 9 Typical relative response functions for multispectral sensors (Cook et al., 2001; DigitalGlobe, 2011; 
Podger, Cowell, & Taylor, 2011; Satellite Imaging Corporation, n.d.) 
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Figure 10 Relative spectral response for Worldview-2 (Updike & Comp, 2010) 

 

2.2.3 Importance of Modeled Spectral Signature Generation 

Many factors attenuate and impact the solar flux on its path from sun to object to 

sensor. All of the factors impact the reflectance value observed at the sensor. The 

atmosphere is the largest component of the difference between the radiance leaving the 

object and that observed at the sensor. However, other factors such as the illumination 

angle of the sun, the collection angle of the sensor, and the directional presentation of the 

object have significant impact on the reflectance value. Simply, things do not look the 

same when viewed from nadir as they do from across the object at grazing angles. 

Illumination effects change from nadir to grazing, also. The optical, compositional, and 

morphological properties of the object material will also impact the nature of the object’s 

reflectivity. For instance, a material might reflect in a generally diffuse manner; however, 

it may become specular at certain viewing angles. Under these circumstances, if the 

signature derived from a hemispherically diffuse illumination source viewed at nadir is 
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used to search for an object in an image illuminated by the sun at 45° and viewed at a 

grazing angle by the sensor, a match may not be found even though the object is in 

abundance in the image. Figure 11 illustrates the change in target signature for several 

different images and collection geometries. Executing SAM between the directional 

hemispherical reflectance (DHR) signature and each of the respective modeled signatures 

results in angular differences between 0.0665 and 0.1519 radians. It becomes clear that to 

accurately assess directed search results using library signatures, target signatures must 

be appropriately modeled to compensate for atmosphere, collection geometry, and 

material characteristics. 

 

 
Figure 11 Impact of collection geometry on target signature generation for blue Toyota Corolla 

 

2.2.4 Spectral Libraries 
Many spectral libraries have been created and are in use by the remote sensing 

community. However, most are not generally distributed or available to the public; some 
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are not even available in softcopy form (Gomez, 2001). By far the most common class of 

spectral library in use is the purpose built library. Purpose built embodies all the efforts 

that painstakingly measure materials in the field using mobile spectrometers and then 

create a database of the acquired spectra for a specific purpose or project. Typical 

examples of this approach are: the urban infrastructure by Herold, Gardner, & Roberts 

(2003), the wetland species database collected by Zomer, Trabucco, & Ustin (2009), or 

the Santa Monica regional vegetation by Roberts et. al. (1999). 

The Santa Barbara Urban Spectral Library is a typical example of a purpose built 

library (University of California Santa Barbara, n.d.). It contains spectra acquired from 

several sources including hand-held and airborne spectrometers between 1999 and 2004. 

The library includes natural and man-made materials collected under “different geometry, 

conditions, and age”. The content is specific to Santa Barbara, CA. The specificity of 

location and the variable quality represented by the library entries is typical of purpose 

built libraries and not very suitable for general target detection. 

There are six publically available spectral libraries; however, the ASTER library 

is simply the amalgam of the Johns Hopkins University (JHU) library, the Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory (JPL) library, and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) library, all of which 

are primarily comprised of mineral signatures. The Specchio library is an open source 

collection of ground truth campaigns maintained by the University of Zurich. The Non-

conventional Exploitation Factors Database (NEF) is a Department of Defense signature 

library discussed in detail in section 3.1.2. Features and material content of the publically 

available spectral libraries are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Comparison of public spectral library features 

 
ASTER 

SPECCHIO NEF 

 
JHU JPL USGS 

Chemicals 
    

X 

Vehicles 
    

X 

Paints 
    

X 

Building materials 
    

X 

Roofing 
    

X 

Pavement 
    

X 

Vegetation X 
 

X X X 

Rock/soil X X X X X 

Ice/snow X 
  

X X 

Minerals X X X X X 

Water 
    

X 

Extra-terrestrial 

material 
X 

    

Computed 

materials   
X 

 
X 

Calibrator 

References     
X 

Tarpaulins 
    

X 

Utility equipment 
    

X 

Wet materials 
    

X 

Algorithms 
    

X 

Web-based 
   

X 
 

Irradiance 
    

X 

Sensors 
    

X 

Atmosphere 
    

X 

 
 

2.2.5 Surface Reflectance Properties 
Properly classifying a material to distinguish spectral differences requires some 

method of characterizing the surface reflectance; in particular, this means accounting for 
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perturbations caused by the atmosphere and non-Lambertian surface reflectance (Lee & 

Kaufman, 1986).  This relationship can be defined by linear combinations of target basis 

vectors which account for illumination, sensor, and atmospheric conditions (Bajorski, 

Ientilucci, & Schott, 2004). As noted in Figure 12, there are several radiance paths to the 

sensor; however, only one represents the pure reflectance of the target. Some method of 

identifying and, as much as possible, compensating for these other paths is required. The 

most comprehensive method for addressing the non-Lambertian portion of this 

complexity is the bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) which defines 

the relationship of reflected radiance to incident irradiance (Meyer & Westlund, 2002). 

 

 
Figure 12 Major radiative transfer atmospheric effects (Schiller et. al., 2003) 
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Early physics-based versions of reflectance functions were derived from wave 

optics (Beckmann & Spizzichino, 1963) and incorporated shadowing and masking of 

surface features (Torrance & Sparrow, 1967). However, the complexity of the models 

developed from this work became extreme, which impeded actual use. Eventually, the 

Beard-Maxwell model combining physical and empirical characteristics was developed 

which only requires the storing of a minimal set of parameters in a database (Meyer & 

Westlund, 2002). The Beard-Maxwell model treats the surface as a group of micro-facets 

and predicts the Fresnell effects of first surface reflectance (light reflected directly off the 

facet surface) and volumetric reflectance (light reflected out of the surface after entering 

the medium). 

The ability to properly characterize surface reflectance is fundamentally necessary 

to the process of material characterization for target detection. The angle of illumination 

and the angle of collection both strongly influence the observed nature of the visible and 

sensed object (Galvão, Roberts, Formaggio, Numata, & Breunig, 2009; Lobell, Asner, 

Law, & Treuhaft, 2002). A simple way to illustrate this principle is: while standing, view 

the top of a polished mahogany wood table, and then while bending down view across the 

same table. The spectral views will be remarkably different, varying from a deep reddish-

brown color to an almost whitish glare. The importance of surface scattering and 

collection geometry is further illustrated in Figure 13 where simply changing the viewing 

azimuth of the sensor provides an entirely different picture to the observer, masking and 

unmasking a potential target. One study documented improving classification results for 

soybeans in Hyperion imagery as the observation moved from forward scatter to back 
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scatter geometry (Galvão et al., 2009) and another noted higher reflectance values for 

canopy and soil in AVIRIS data when viewed from a back scatter geometry, specifically 

identifying BRDF effects as the primary explanation (Lobell et al., 2002). 

 

 
Figure 13 These two images of the same location/time from opposing sides highlight the relationship of scatter 
and viewing angle (Metzler, 2010) 

 

The study performed by Rogers (2012) further emphasizes the need to understand 

the impacts of collection geometry. In this study, the full Non-conventional Exploitation 

Factors (NEF) database from the DoD was reproduced including only Lambertian 

assumptions for the data. A set of 19 training materials was extracted from both the 

original full BDRF characterized data and the Lambertian data. Then experiments in 

pattern matching were performed. As shown in the forward-scatter situation in Figure 13, 

 

 
 

Forward Scatter Back Scatter 
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while the Lambertian assumption might be within acceptable error bounds at nadir, as 

imagery collection moves away from nadir the effects of geometry become more 

pronounced. 

 

 
Figure 14 Prediction results for the 19 group materials at the forward-scatter geometry using the Lambertian 
database (left) and the full NEF database (right) for effective reflectivity generation (Rogers, 2012) 

 

2.2.6 Atmospheric Compensation 
The atmosphere affects satellite remote sensing signatures through numerous 

mechanisms, including molecular absorption and scattering, and aerosol absorption and 

scattering (Gomez, 2001, 2002; Manolakis et al., 2003). These processes are material and 

wavelength dependent; for instance, certain aerosols only scatter certain wavelengths. 

Atmospheric compensation is the process of adjusting the perceived radiance through the 

atmosphere back to actual radiance leaving the target (Schott, 2007). While each consists 

of a growing number of sub-constituents, there are two prevalent categories of effect – 

atmospheric absorption and atmospheric scattering. Further complicating the data, the 

atmosphere is diverse and should be addressed as some number of compositionally 
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aluminum 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% aluminum 105 0 74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 11 0 0 0 0 2 0 47.5%

rusted steel 2 0 34 64 29 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 4 0 0 6 43 16 0 100.0% rusted steel 0 95 0 0 2 38 10 0 28 1 1 0 0 17 0 1 7 0 0 52.5%

steel 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0% steel 23 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 25.0%

brick 0 0 0 188 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.0% brick 0 0 0 185 0 2 3 0 0 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5%

gravel 0 8 0 24 50 9 4 5 18 7 24 8 14 3 6 0 9 8 3 75.0% gravel 0 0 0 3 96 0 9 15 0 34 22 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 5 52.0%

rubber roof 0 0 14 90 34 3 0 0 3 2 3 0 7 0 0 1 31 11 1 98.5% rubber roof 0 55 0 0 3 79 27 3 12 0 0 0 0 19 2 0 0 0 0 60.5%

tar roof 0 2 0 82 48 3 0 0 4 1 12 1 19 4 3 0 7 10 4 100.0% tar roof 0 3 0 0 6 28 116 4 0 0 1 0 0 15 25 0 0 0 2 42.0%

asphalt roof 0 28 0 0 3 57 19 60 2 6 0 11 0 2 12 0 0 0 0 70.0% asphalt roof 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 192 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 4.0%

concrete 4 0 54 41 37 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 7 27 25 0 100.0% concrete 0 32 0 1 0 10 0 0 130 3 1 0 0 8 0 10 2 3 0 35.0%

asphalt 0 10 0 0 8 1 7 4 12 148 1 6 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 26.0% asphalt 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 33 0 142 10 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 29.0%

soil 0 0 0 23 3 0 0 0 1 5 160 7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 20.0% soil 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 28 165 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 17.5%

blue paint glossy 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0% blue paint glossy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0%

blue tarp 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0% blue tarp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0%

black paint glossy 0 4 0 12 23 22 2 1 1 0 3 5 5 9 3 48 27 25 10 95.5% black paint glossy 0 0 0 0 2 1 18 3 0 0 0 0 0 95 33 40 0 0 8 52.5%

black paint diffuse 0 16 0 48 29 5 20 8 1 15 5 13 18 7 11 0 0 4 0 94.5% black paint diffuse 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 38 0 0 0 0 0 7 147 0 0 0 0 26.5%

white auto paint 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 0 0 0 0.0% white auto paint 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 0 0 0 0.0%

wood 197 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0% wood 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 2 0 0 0 163 8 0 18.5%

blue PVC roof 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0% blue PVC roof 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 195 0 2.5%

dead grass 0 8 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 6 7 3 0 0 8 2 164 18.0% dead grass 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 197 1.5%

forward-scatter database - full NEFDS tested against Lambertian training forward-scatter database - full NEFDS tested against full NEFDS training
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unique layers (atmospheric profile). Lastly, the atmosphere interferes not once, but twice 

as the irradiance makes its way to the target and then from the target to the sensor 

(atmospheric transmission – τ). 

When working with imagery and spectral libraries, a method of incorporating 

some atmospheric compensation model is necessary to produce apparent reflectance. 

Atmospheric correction adjusts calibrated at-aperture radiance for additive and 

subtractive effects on the total radiance transmitted through the atmosphere to the sensor. 

One such relatively simple in-scene algorithm is the empirical line method (ELM) which 

fits image spectra to match as closely as possible to previously measured counterparts 

(i.e., library spectra) producing calibration coefficients. Using linear regression, ELM 

produces a set of offsets and gains and therefore compensates for the inconvenient 

transmission path components in the energy flow profile. Another compensation method 

is the use of a radiative transfer model, such as MODTRAN (MODerate resolution 

atmospheric TRANsmission), utilizing physics-based models and numerous atmospheric 

transmission parameters at varying atmospheric depths to estimate the reflectance based 

on actual or predicted weather and atmospheric components for each desired wavelength 

(Aspinall et al., 2002). Two other commonly used compensation methods are the Fast 

Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH) and the Quick 

Atmospheric Correction (QUAC). FLAASH is a first principles atmospheric 

compensation tool while QUAC is an in-scene compensation method that claims to arrive 

at a reflectance value that is ±15% of the first principles approach. Both are available 
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through ENVI™ (Allred, Jeong, & Chetwynd, 1998; L. Bernstein & Adler-Golder, 2011; 

L. S. Bernstein, 2005, 2012). 

The choice of atmospheric compensation technique is a major component in 

achieving successful exploitation. Figure 15 reveals the variability in results from several 

atmospheric calibration methods. 

 

 
Figure 15 Raw digital count and atmospheric calibration results for one pixel of Probe1 hyperspectral data 
using several atmospheric correction methods (Aspinall et al., 2002) 

 

Exploitation may be performed using in-scene or directed methods. With in-scene 

exploitation, all target and background pixels are presumed to be affected by similar 

environmental and collection factors; therefore, the impacts of atmosphere and collection 

geometry are less of a issue and may be discounted through in-scene adjustments. 
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However, when exploiting with directed methods, spectral libraries are used to identify 

particular targets and atmospheric interference and collection geometry are critical factors 

for successful detection. Nevertheless, a considerable advantage of directed exploitation 

is that the library can be extended over expansive land area, multiple images, and 

unforeseen targets (Aspinall et al., 2002). Therefore, atmospheric compensation is a 

necessary component of the small target problem. 

2.2.7 Imagery Resolution 

2.2.7.1 Spatial Resolution 
Spatial resolution is customarily defined as the ability to discriminate between 

two objects near each other spatially on an image. Resolution is usually ascertained by 

determining the most closely spaced set of line pairs per unit distance that are separable 

(Sabins, 2007). While technically different from resolution, in the vernacular ground 

sample distance (GSD) has become almost synonymous with spatial resolution. GSD is 

the size of the pixel on the ground and is really a measure of the area from which photons 

originate that are measured by the sensor for that pixel. 

The recent advent of comparatively high spatial resolution multispectral imagery 

has opened new avenues in remote sensing. Traditionally, relatively large swaths of the 

earth were exploited using relatively large pixels, typically ranging from 10-100m GSD. 

When working in land cover applications, this magnitude was not restricting. However, 

when working in small targets, even 10m pixels may contain multiple targets with several 

(and perhaps dozens) of signatures all competing and blending in the sensed pixel. As 

noted by Gomez (2002), a 10m pixel of a truck stop would likely contain input spectra 
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from asphalt, concrete, grass, soil, unique vehicle signatures, various buildings, even oil 

and petrol spills. The advent of less than 2m multispectral imagery, while not obviating 

this issue, significantly reduces the problem and drastically improves the possibility of 

obtaining reasonably pure small target pixels. For instance, the typical vehicle is 1.7m by 

4m (Eikvil, Aurdal, & Koren, 2009); this means that in 10m GSD imagery the vehicle 

would be lost in one highly mixed pixel and if the image acquisition process was most 

unfortunate it could be distributed over as many as four partial pixels; in either case the 

endmember target signature would be a small fraction of the total reflectance. 

Comparatively, in 2m GSD imagery, the vehicle could be represented by as little as two 

nearly pure pixels or as many as eight mixed pixels with at least one comprised of 50% or 

more target endmember reflectance. 

 

 
Figure 16 Comparison of spatial and spectral resolution for Worldview-2 and IKONOS spectral imagery 

Worldview-2 

MSI 

2m 

8 bands 

IKONOS 

MSI 

4m 

4 bands 
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2.2.7.2 Spectral Resolution 
Spectral resolution is the number and size of the bands (intervals of wavelength in 

the electromagnetic spectrum) comprising the sensed signature (Jenson, 2005). It is 

usually expressed as band number with an associated wavelength interval, e.g., band 1 

equates to 400-600nm. However, sensor detectors do not operate in perfect square waves 

and are usually expressed as Gaussian curves. Therefore, the spectral resolution is usually 

measured at and expressed as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) or the full 

spectral width of the Gaussian curve at the half maximum intensity for the detector. 

Spectral resolution plays a key role in exploitation by determining how much 

spectral signature detail the sensed data represents the actual scene being imaged 

(Manolakis et al., 2003). It is determined from two factors: the width of a band and the 

number of bands (Aspinall et al., 2002; Herold, Gardner, & Roberts, 2003). Clearly, the 

number and placement of specific bands in a sensor are critical to successful exploitation. 

2.2.8 Accuracy Assessment 
The ability to judge a particular algorithm’s or procedure’s success in predicting a 

target is essential for declaring support for or rejection of the proposed hypotheses. In 

typical classification processes accuracy assessment is accomplished through the 

presentation of some form of confusion matrix with counts and percentages of pixels 

correctly and incorrectly identified. However, the intelligence analyst’s goal is not 

number of pixels but number of targets and the determination of success or failure at the 

fine granularity of the pixel level might lead to the possibly erroneous conclusion of poor 
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detection performance when only one pixel is present or over detection when multiple 

pixels highlight one target.  Another reason that consumer’s and producer’s indices may 

be less appropriate for target detection analysis is that the strict ratio of “good” to “bad” 

pixels determining producer’s and consumer’s indices may produce relatively low values.  

The proper determination of target recognition is whether the target is positively 

highlighted; stipulation by one pixel or a dozen pixels weighs equally. The very nature of 

the test is that of a binary predictor and the use of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 

curves may be a better measure of realization (Gönen, 2006; Kerekes, 2008). ROC curves 

assist in assessing the accuracy of binary predictions. 

Typically, a forecast table similar in nature to a confusion matrix is established 

with four categories based on observed and forecast results as shown in Table 2:  

• True positive: predicted and forecast agree on occurrence 

• True negative: predicted and forecast agree on non-occurrence 

• False positive: predicted an occurrence when none occurred 

• False negative: failed to predict an occurrence that did occur 

 

Table 2 Forecast table for binary predictors (Gönen, 2006) 
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Through various formulas, these statistics may be boiled down to two key 

metrics: 1) a measure of positive predictive value = probability of detection (Pd), and 2) a 

measure of negative predictive value = probability of false detection (Pfd). When graphed 

as the x- and y-axes, respectively, the resulting curve is known as a receiver operating 

characteristic (ROC) curve. The nature of the curve when compared with some selected 

standard describes the performance of the studied process. An additional measure is the 

concordance or area under the ROC curve. Concordance is a measure of probability 

identifying how well an algorithm predicts true positives and true negatives. The use of 

Pd vs. Pfd is common but not mandatory. This work will sometimes employ probabilities 

along the x-axis and the target algorithmic threshold along the y-axis to present 

sensitivity curves rather than ROC curves. 

 

 
Figure 17 Typical ROC curves (Krishnamurthy, Willet, & Raginsky, n.d.) 

 

The purpose for using ROC curves is the comparison of rates, for instance, the 

rate of positively predicting a result versus negatively predicting a result (Barnes et. al., 

2007). These rates are presented as a related curve of sensitivity against specificity. In the 
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case of this study, there are three illustrative ROC sensitivities: 1) probability of detection 

(Pd) representing the number of true predictions divided by the sum of true targets; 2) 

probability of false detections (Pfd) which is the number of false predictions over the sum 

of the false predictions and true targets; and 3) probability of missed detections (Pmd) 

being the number of true targets not predicted over the sum of true targets. The ROC 

curve is then produced by juxtaposing one  rate (sensitivity) against another rate 

(specificity). Comparison of ROC curves provides a relative method for judging 

acceptable performance. 
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3. MATERIAL, METHODS, AND RESULTS 

The methodology consists of three distinct efforts in support of the three 

hypotheses. However, this chapter is presented in six sections. The first section sets the 

ground work for the subsequent sections and includes common processes or data 

elements. The next three sections present the experiments performed specifically to 

support the hypotheses. Each of these sections delineates the specific experiment 

methodology, any differences from the general information in the first section, the 

experiment results and analysis. The fifth section addresses an issue of derived interest: 

the determination of whether 8-band datasets provide a measurable increase in detection 

performance over 4-band datasets. The last section presents a prototype fully automated 

detection process based on the experiments with visualization results supporting the 

overarching premise. 

3.1 Collective Elements 

3.1.1 Study Data 
Imagery acquired via Worldview-2 (WV-2) is analyzed here. Launched in 2009, 

Worldview-2 offers multispectral imagery with ground sample distance (GSD) as high as 

1.84 meters at nadir and 2.08 meters at 20° off-nadir. WV-2 also provides high 

radiometric resolution with an 11-bit dynamic range. In addition to the high spatial 

resolution, it offers increased spectral resolution with one PAN band and eight 
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multispectral bands: two blue (400-450nm, 450-510nm), one green (510-580nm), one 

yellow (585-625nm), two red (630-690nm, 705-745nm), and two near infrared (770-

895nm, 860-1040nm) (DigitalGlobe, 2011).  The study area is located in the El Segundo, 

CA, vicinity (approximately 33° 54’ 52” N, 118° 23’ 38” W).  The imagery was collected 

in June of 2011 when the climate is Mediterranean-like with an average day-time 

temperature near 70°F and relatively clear and dry days. For this work, three images have 

been gathered representing three dates and differing collection geometries. The images 

have been subset to contain as closely as possible the same scene in each image. This 

scene is representative of an urban environment and includes parking lots, streets, and 

some of the terminal tarmac at Los Angeles International Airport. A description of the 

data is given in Table 3 and Figure 18. 

 

Table 3 Collection information for each of the study images 

 
 



 

Figure 18 Graphical depiction of study data collection geometries
sensor geometries; box diagram of sun and sensor position for b) J4, c) J6, and d) J23

 

The Worldview-2 datasets provi

the traditionally available multispectral imagery. In almost all cases it at least doubles the 

available bands in the VNIR range. Spatially, except for some IKONOS data and also 

new Geoeye datasets, it pro

normally available. 

For these experiments, the images have been subset to acquire as closely as 

possible the same scene in each image

asphalt parking lots, concrete and asphalt 

some of the terminal tarmac at Los Angeles International Airport. As noted in 
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Graphical depiction of study data collection geometries; a) polar plot of solar (yellow wedge) and 
sensor geometries; box diagram of sun and sensor position for b) J4, c) J6, and d) J23 

2 datasets provide both spectral and spatial improvements over 

the traditionally available multispectral imagery. In almost all cases it at least doubles the 

available bands in the VNIR range. Spatially, except for some IKONOS data and also 

new Geoeye datasets, it provides significant improvement over the 10-30 meter GSD 

For these experiments, the images have been subset to acquire as closely as 

possible the same scene in each image (Figure 19). This scene includes concrete 

asphalt parking lots, concrete and asphalt streets, buildings, a section of the terminal, 

some of the terminal tarmac at Los Angeles International Airport. As noted in 

 
; a) polar plot of solar (yellow wedge) and 

de both spectral and spatial improvements over 

the traditionally available multispectral imagery. In almost all cases it at least doubles the 

available bands in the VNIR range. Spatially, except for some IKONOS data and also the 

30 meter GSD 

For these experiments, the images have been subset to acquire as closely as 

concrete and 

buildings, a section of the terminal, and 

some of the terminal tarmac at Los Angeles International Airport. As noted in Table 3, 
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three images have been gathered representing three dates and differing collection 

geometries.  

 

 
Figure 19 True color composite (bands 2,3,5 as blue, green, red) image of the study area subset from image J23 
which includes streets, car parks, airport tarmac near the terminal. © [2011 DigitalGlobe, Inc.]. Reproduced by 
permission of DigitalGlobe, Inc. Permission to reuse must be obtained from the rightsholder 

 

3.1.2 Target Signatures 
The Non-conventional Exploitation Factors (NEF) material database has been 

selected for the generation of spectral signatures for the directed spectral target detection 

search because it offers sophisticated algorithms to model spectral signatures for varied 

atmospheric conditions, material properties, collection geometries, and solar geometries. 

This signature is the effective reflectivity (Metzler, 2011) and is the ratio of the aperture 

radiance for a material to the aperture radiance of a reference material (spectralon) under 

identical view/illumination geometry conditions. Using the WV-2 spectral response 

functions, the specified collection parameters from the imagery headers, and standard 
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model atmospheres, the NEF algorithms were used to generate scene appropriate 

modeled spectral signatures for use as the target signatures (Figure 20). In this study, 

three different materials from the NEF database were used to generate spectral signatures 

for automobile targets: a blue Toyota Corolla automotive paint, a red GEO Metro 

automotive paint, and a yellow paint on aluminum metal as a surrogate for yellow 

automotive paint (Table 4). 

 

Table 4 Target materials selected from the NEF with spectral description 

 
 



 

Figure 20 NEF modeled signatures for each target and image
 

3.1.3 Ground Truth 
Real world intelligence target detection problems do not include ground truth; 

imagery is collected after which 

possible to conduct site surveys coincident with the collects, especially in denied areas. 

The same is true for the datasets used in this work. They were originally collected for a 

different purpose and a ground truth survey of vehicles was not performed. As a 

substitute for this, a pan-sharpened image for each collect was examined and a manual 

count was conducted; the results of that effort serve as the total true target figures for 

each image for each target automobile signature.
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NEF modeled signatures for each target and image 

Real world intelligence target detection problems do not include ground truth; 

imagery is collected after which analysts are asked to find specific target objects. It is not 

possible to conduct site surveys coincident with the collects, especially in denied areas. 

The same is true for the datasets used in this work. They were originally collected for a 

pose and a ground truth survey of vehicles was not performed. As a 

sharpened image for each collect was examined and a manual 

count was conducted; the results of that effort serve as the total true target figures for 

or each target automobile signature. 

 

Real world intelligence target detection problems do not include ground truth; 

analysts are asked to find specific target objects. It is not 

possible to conduct site surveys coincident with the collects, especially in denied areas. 

The same is true for the datasets used in this work. They were originally collected for a 

pose and a ground truth survey of vehicles was not performed. As a 

sharpened image for each collect was examined and a manual 

count was conducted; the results of that effort serve as the total true target figures for 
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3.1.4 Algorithms 
The spectral angle mapper (SAM) and spectral matched filter (MF) were chosen 

for this study. These algorithms were selected because they represent fundamentally 

differing but popular detection methods. A linear spectral unmixing algorithm was also 

tested; however, the results were very erratic with extremely low detection rates. It would 

appear that the WV-2 imagery’s spectral dimensionality is still too low to properly 

characterize the endmember collection. Therefore, the spectral unmixing results are not 

included in this work. 

The spectral similarity methodology employed by spectral angle mapper was 

originally proposed by Kruse et al. (1993). It has been adopted as a de rigueur algorithm 

when exploiting spectral imagery and is available in most digital light tables (Hecker et 

al., 2008; Nidamanuri & Zbell, 2011). SAM represents a known and an unknown 

spectrum as vectors in n-vector space where n is the number of bands and then compares 

the angular distance between the two vectors (Equation 3). A threshold is used to 

determine when two signatures are in close enough proximity to be labeled as similar 

with smaller angles corresponding to better matches. SAM angle values are in radians as 

the dot product of two spectral vectors − the reflectance of the unknown signature (p) and 

the reflectance of the target signature (t) − divided by the product of the magnitudes of 

the two vectors (Hecker et al., 2008; Luc, Deronde, Kempeneers, Debruyn, & Provoost, 

2005). When used with calibrated imagery, SAM is not influenced by topographic 

illumination, geometry variations, or general albedo differences because it ignores vector 

magnitude and only thresholds on angular distance (Aspinall et al., 2002; Hecker et al., 

2008; Kutser et al., 2006).  
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Equation 3 

��� = cos"# � � ∙ �
‖�‖‖�‖� 

 
where t is the target signature, p is the pixel signature 

 

The matched filter (MF) represents a family of similar algorithms based on 

projecting the demeaned test pixel signature vector onto the demeaned target signature 

vector in a whitened space. The most basic form of this genre is the spectral matched 

filter expressed in Equation 4. This is usually used in conjunction with an assigned 

threshold η where values greater than or equal to η are targets and those less than η are 

not. This algorithm maximizes the signal–to-clutter ratio thereby highlighting targets of 

interest (Schott, 2007) accomplished by suppressing the background. The MF requires 

calculations of the covariance matrix of the spectral image dataset which assume the 

target and the background are multivariate normal; i.e., that Γt = Γb, and that the 

components are derived from populations of spectra with the same covariance structure. 

The distribution is transformed to spherical distribution via whitening (Γ-1) for t – µ 

where µ is the background mean.  The detection result is the projection of the whitened 

pixel along the transformed t – µ vector. Therefore, “matched” is the amount of 

correlation between the background-centered target and the pixel in whitened space. 
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Equation 4 

�& = '� − )*+Γ"#'� − )*+ 
 
where t is the target signature, p is the pixel signature, Γ is the image covariance matrix, and µb is the image 
background mean 

 

3.2 A Novel Method for Determining Target Detection Thresholds 

Target detection is the act of isolating objects of interest from the surrounding 

clutter. In some cases this is accomplished through anomaly detection which simply 

identifies anything substantially different from the background. A more typical problem 

involves separating some known object from the background; for instance, isolating all 

red objects or exceptionally hot objects. Generally, an appropriate detection algorithm is 

employed and some form of test (e.g., distance, likelihood ratio) is engaged to include 

objects in the found class. However, the method of determining the threshold to be 

employed in the test is overlooked relying on manual determination either through 

empirical observation or guesswork. Some previous work with constant false alarm rate 

algorithms have addressed this issue; however, it points to methods for identifying a 

threshold derived from an a priori error rate (Chen & Reed, 1987). Work by Johnson, 

Smith, & Adams (1992) examined the use of standard deviation of the background, 

target, and mixtures of the target and background to estimate thresholds. Additionally, 

Sabol et al. (1990) used continuum threshold analysis and Gillespie et al. (1990) used 

residual threshold analysis to estimate thresholds for spectral unmixing problems. 

Unsupervised classifiers also skirt the issue, using multivariate analysis to separate 

classes based on a predetermined number of classes but provide no insight into the best 
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selection criterion for a specific target separation (Sohn & Rebello, 2002). Some work 

has been performed in the medical field to identify cut-point criteria between positive and 

negative test markers, such as the closest-to-[0,1] method (Perkins, 2006). The question 

remains: how does an analyst identify the detection threshold that will produce the 

optimum results? 

This work demonstrates a new metric for identifying the optimum target detection 

search algorithm threshold – the analytic sweet spot – and suggests an automated 

approach for determining that threshold. 

3.2.1 Background 
Determining the acceptable threshold that describes the decision boundary 

between target and background is not well defined. The desired threshold should 

minimize errors and maximize true detections. If the probabilities of presence and 

absence are known the detector can be optimized to a Bayes criterion to minimize errors 

or to a Neyman-Pearson criterion to maximize true detections while keeping errors at a 

constant rate. Either method will suggest a threshold. However, neither provides the 

optimum threshold that both maximizes detections while minimizing errors and in the 

case of Neyman-Pearson criterion the selection of the error level is still subjectively set. 

Stefanou (2008) cites the need for a practical function to determine detection thresholds 

without operator intervention. 

Detection thresholds serve as the delimiter between the target and the background. 

It is most commonly expressed in the form of a likelihood test (Chen & Reed, 1987; 

Manolakis et al., 2009; Reed & Xiaoli, 1990). Two hypotheses are created: H0 represents 
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the non-occurrence of some event and H1 represents the occurrence of the same event. 

The probability of occurrence and non-occurrence is calculated and the ratio of these 

probabilities becomes the likelihood. This approach requires more information than may 

be available; therefore, a simple replacement is to choose a particular value k from the 

range of possible values for the algorithm, for instance, some value between 0 and π/2 for 

a spectral angle algorithm. When the algorithmic value calculated for a particular pixel 

falls within the appropriate range bounded by k and a perfect match, the pixel is noted as 

satisfying the H0 hypothesis. However, generally the value of k is arbitrarily set. This 

work will establish a new method for determining an optimal k for use in bounding the 

target detection problem. 

Typically, classification experiment results are expressed through the presentation 

of a confusion matrix with counts and percentages of pixels correctly and incorrectly 

identified (Congalton & Green, 2009). This assumes that there is a corresponding ground 

truth campaign and the ability to absolutely know the correctness of each assignation. 

Real world target detection scenarios are rarely well documented which is one of the 

rationales for employing probabilities and the general likelihood ratio. The nature of the 

target detection test is that of a binary predictor (H0 or H1) and the use of receiver 

operating characteristic (ROC) curves as assessors for the accuracy of the binary 

predictions (detected/not detected) is frequently employed (Gönen, 2006). 

ROC curves present the comparison of rates; for instance, the rate of positively 

predicting a result versus negatively predicting a result (Barnes et al., 2007). These rates 

are presented as a related curve of sensitivity against specificity as some independent 
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variable changes, such as time or in the case of this work, threshold. Typically, ROC 

curves are presented as probability of detection for the sensitivity against the probability 

of false detection for the specificity (Zweig & Campbell, 1993). This work borrows on 

the concepts of ROC curves but employs only the concepts of sensitivity and specificity 

without the third independent component. The various detection rates equate to the 

sensitivities and the algorithm threshold is the specificity (which in a true ROC curve 

would serve as the independent variable). In investigating the detection performance 

against algorithm threshold, there are three illustrative sensitivities: 1) probability of 

detection (Pd) representing the number of true predictions divided by the sum of true 

targets; 2) probability of false detections (Pfd) which is the number of false predictions 

over the sum of the false predictions and true targets; and 3) probability of missed 

detections (Pmd) being the number of true targets not predicted divided by the sum of true 

targets. The comparison curves are then produced by juxtaposing each detection rate 

(sensitivity) against the detection threshold (specificity) and graphed together.  

In determining an optimal threshold, k, it is necessary to first establish a 

repeatable definition of the “optimum” target detection threshold.  “Optimum” for 

constant false alarm algorithms maximizes true detections while holding the rate of false 

detections constant, e.g., the maximum detection rate achievable while not exceeding 

10% rate of false detections (Reed & Xiaoli, 1990). However, this not the maximum true 

detection rate possible, simply the one at a predetermined alarm level from a priori 

knowledge – frequently an educated guess. Another definition frequently in use employs 

minimization of one of the error rates, e.g., identifying the best detection rate possible 
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while minimizing false detections. The minimization approach excludes consideration of 

any other errors which might be overwhelming the total results. This work defines 

optimum detection rate as the maximization of the true detection rate while minimizing 

simultaneously both the false and missed detection rates, similar to the concept of 

spectrum sensing error in the mobile phone communications industry (Dong-Chan & 

Yong-Hwan, 2009). A set of target detection observations including Pd, Pmd, and Pfd is fit 

to curves through cubic interpolation. As first suggested by Grossman (2012), the 

intersection of the Pfd curve with the Pmd curve represents an analytic sweet spot. At this 

spot, the competing error sets are in equilibrium with each error rate being the lowest 

possible without further inflating the other rate. Further, from this point, any change in 

the rate of detection will require increasing one or the other of the error rates. It is 

postulated that this sweet spot represents the optimal threshold for a given target 

detection problem by representing the tipping point at which changes in Pd represent 

trades away from the combined minimum of missed detections and false detections. In 

other words the true detection rate is maximized while the two error rates are minimized 

simultaneously. 

It must be noted that within the analysis community, there is no established 

acceptable or minimum detection rate. Analysts frequently state that any result is better 

than no result. Further, the nature of the analytic problem will alter the optimum detection 

rate definition. For instance, if it is absolutely necessary to only identify red vehicles then 

a higher missed detection rate might be traded for a lower false detection rate and 
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commensurate lower true detection rate. This work assumes no special weighting to 

achieve optimum detection but could accommodate it in practice. 

Consequently, there is no systematic standard minimized combined error rate 

either; changes in the choice of spectral and spatial resolution, detection algorithm, 

collection geometry, and atmospheric conditions will cause changes in the location of the 

analytic sweet spot. Here, the sweet spot is empirically derived for several differing 

images; an automated method for finding these sweet spots without a priori knowledge 

of the detection rates is then presented. 

3.2.2 Methodology 
The original image datasets provided from DigitalGlobe are radiometrically 

corrected image pixel values which must be converted to band integrated radiance. 

DigitalGlobe provides the calculations necessary to perform this translation using 

calibration coefficients (Updike & Comp, 2010). A custom MATLAB program reads 

each pixel in the scene, performs the conversion, and calculates a simple radiative 

transfer atmospheric compensation to produce top of the atmosphere (TOA) reflectance 

(Equation 5). 

 

Equation 5 

-./0123,5678 =
9:./0123,5678 − :;<./0123,5678 − :=>?@./0123,5678A × CD × E

FG × FH × IG.5678 × J
�'KG+  

 
where -./0123,5678 is the target reflectance, :./0123,5678 is the target radiance, :;<./0123,5678 is the upwelling radiance, 

:=>?@./0123,5678 is the downwelling radiance, D is the distance to the sun, τs is the transmissivity along the solar path 

approximated by cos(θs), τv is the transmissivity along the sensor viewing path approximated by cos(θv), E
s is the band 

averaged solar irradiance normal to the target, and the final cos(θs) accounts for the projected area effect of the solar 
angle to target 
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A series of directed target detection searches is executed using MATLAB code 

for a spectral angle mapper (SAM) algorithm as in Equation 3 and a matched filter (MF) 

algorithm as in Equation 4 varying the detection threshold from a low level of detections 

through a high level of detections. These algorithms were applied and the results 

analyzed independently. The detection procedure involves a detection search for each 

combination of dataset, target, and algorithm. Each search consists of multiple runs 

varying the detection threshold to collect a series of observations for each search. For 

instance, for dataset J4, the SAM algorithm, and the GEO red paint signature, the search 

is executed successively incrementing the threshold in steps of 0.05 radians. The 

threshold is increased until the error counts overwhelm the results. Each pixel detected as 

a target (true or false) is written as a point element in a shapefile specific to each run. 

This generates 18 sets of observations with a varying number of shapefiles per 

observation. 

Once the shapefile has been generated, it is visualized over a PAN-sharpened 

version of the dataset. A manual count of true, false, and missed detections at each 

threshold is performed. The resulting sets of count-per-threshold values are converted to 

probabilities (Pd, Pfd, and Pmd) and through a shape-preserving piecewise cubic 

interpolation fit into the appropriate sensitivity curves. These curves are then plotted and 

the crossing point of the Pfd and Pmd is calculated to empirically identify the associated 

analytic sweet spot threshold. Next, the first moment statistic of the histogram for the 

detection values captured in the shapefile with the most permissive threshold is 

calculated. Lastly, statistical correlation and similarity analyses are performed between 
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the empirical sweet spot results and the first moment results to determine if the second is 

a reasonable predictor of the first. 

3.2.3 Results and Discussion 
A total of 18 sets of observation were generated. Figure 21 and Figure 23 present 

the plots for the results from the detection runs. The solid line represents the probability 

of true detections at each threshold; the long-dashed line is the probability of missed 

detections; and the short-dashed line is the probability of false detections. The vertical 

dot-dashed line marks the threshold where the Pfd and Pmd curves cross – the analytic 

sweet spot. One plot for each of the 18 observations was prepared. Next, for each of the 

observation sets, the shapefile representing the loosest threshold was selected and a 

histogram was generated from the detection values including all target pixels whether 

true or false. Figure 22 and Figure 24 present the histogram plots matching the sensitivity 

plots in Figure 21 and Figure 23. Each plot includes the histogram by threshold and the 

calculated histogram’s first-moment statistic drawn as a dark vertical line. Table 5 

presents the analytic sweet spot threshold values and the corresponding histogram first-

moment values derived from these plots. 

 



 

Figure 21 Sensitivity plots for SAM detection ra
signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature
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plots for SAM detection rates; the top row is for image J4, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature

 
, a) red signature, b) yellow 

signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
, c) blue signature 



 

Figure 22 Histogram plots for SAM detection rates; the top row is for image J
signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow signature,
signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature
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Histogram plots for SAM detection rates; the top row is for image J4, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow signature,
signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature

 
, a) red signature, b) yellow 

signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature 



 

Figure 23 Sensitivity plots for MF detection rates; the top row is for image J
signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature
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plots for MF detection rates; the top row is for image J4, a) red signature, b) yellow 
ture, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 

signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature

 
, a) red signature, b) yellow 

ture, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature 



 

Figure 24 Histogram plots for MF detection rates; the top row is for image J
signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red sign
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plots for MF detection rates; the top row is for image J4, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature

 
, a) red signature, b) yellow 

signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
ature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature 



 

Table 5 Empirically derived sweet spot threshold values and corresponding histogram mean predicted threshold 
values 

 

To begin the comparative analysis, the empirically derived sweet spot thresholds 

and the histogram mean predictive thresholds were plotted. Visually, these two curves 

appear highly correlated. The two plots present very similar curves with very little 

residual differences between the point pairs; 

observations. 
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derived sweet spot threshold values and corresponding histogram mean predicted threshold 

 

To begin the comparative analysis, the empirically derived sweet spot thresholds 

and the histogram mean predictive thresholds were plotted. Visually, these two curves 

appear highly correlated. The two plots present very similar curves with very little 

dual differences between the point pairs; Figure 25 displays the two plots for all 18 

derived sweet spot threshold values and corresponding histogram mean predicted threshold 

To begin the comparative analysis, the empirically derived sweet spot thresholds 

and the histogram mean predictive thresholds were plotted. Visually, these two curves 

appear highly correlated. The two plots present very similar curves with very little 

displays the two plots for all 18 



 

Figure 25 Plot of sweet spot and corres
 

To support this inference, a statistical analysis was performed on the two sets of 

threshold values. Six different statistical tests of similarity and correlation were 

performed and presented in

calculated to characterize the overall difference in results. The RMSE is very low 

indicating very little residu

similarity – difference of means and Kolmogorov

determine if the data are from similar distributions. The difference of means test is based 

on the t-statistic and is the measure of the variability of the differences between the 

sample means (Bartlein, 2013)

with strong ordering are from the same distribution 

measures of similarity, the hypothesis that the two threshold lists were significantly 

different was rejected therefore indicating similarity between the two curves. The final 

assessments directly tested the correlation. The coefficient of determination (R
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Plot of sweet spot and corresponding histogram mean threshold values for all observations

To support this inference, a statistical analysis was performed on the two sets of 

threshold values. Six different statistical tests of similarity and correlation were 

performed and presented in Table 6. First, a root mean squared error (RMSE) was 

calculated to characterize the overall difference in results. The RMSE is very low 

indicating very little residual difference in the two sets of results. Next, two tests for 

difference of means and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) – were performed to 

from similar distributions. The difference of means test is based 

nd is the measure of the variability of the differences between the 

(Bartlein, 2013).  The K-S test determines if two samples of ordinal type 

with strong ordering are from the same distribution (Wong & Lee, 2005). For both 

measures of similarity, the hypothesis that the two threshold lists were significantly 

was rejected therefore indicating similarity between the two curves. The final 

assessments directly tested the correlation. The coefficient of determination (R

 
ponding histogram mean threshold values for all observations 

To support this inference, a statistical analysis was performed on the two sets of 

threshold values. Six different statistical tests of similarity and correlation were 

. First, a root mean squared error (RMSE) was 

calculated to characterize the overall difference in results. The RMSE is very low 

al difference in the two sets of results. Next, two tests for 

were performed to 

from similar distributions. The difference of means test is based 

nd is the measure of the variability of the differences between the 

S test determines if two samples of ordinal type 

. For both 

measures of similarity, the hypothesis that the two threshold lists were significantly 

was rejected therefore indicating similarity between the two curves. The final 

assessments directly tested the correlation. The coefficient of determination (R2) 
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computes the goodness of fit for the model itself by regression fitting the two curves and 

reporting the proportion of variability accounted for by the regression (Wilks, 2006b). 

Lastly, Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient, which is the ratio of the 

covariance of the two samples to the product of the standard deviations (Wilks, 2006a), 

was calculated along with an evaluation of its significance.  The correlation coefficient 

was extremely high – approaching unity – and the significance test rejected the 

hypothesis of insignificance. This correlation is supported by a very high coefficient of 

determination indicating that the model approximates the data very well. These statistical 

results confirm that the mean of the histogram would appear to be an accurate predictor 

of the analytic sweet spot threshold. 

The data are then split by algorithm, by dataset, and by signature, and the 

statistical analyses then performed on each of these broke out sets of data. Although the 

results may be somewhat suspect due to the small number of samples in each subset (as 

low as six in some cases), the results in all cases closely reflected those of the data as a 

whole. As an example, Table 7 presents the statistical outcomes for only the matched 

filter algorithm. 

 



 

Table 6 Statistical analysis results for all observations

 

Table 7 Statistical analysis results for only matched filter (MF) observations

 

The statistical results are remark

particular dissimilarities are worth note even though they do not impact the statistical 

results. In the first case, the impact of collection geometry can be deduced. While the 

statistical results still demonstrate correlation, there is a notable a steepening of the linear 

trend line through the threshold plot between the J23 image and the other two images, 

shown in Figure 26. This is presumably the result of a back scatter collection posture for 

the J23 image and a relatively forward scatter collection for the other two images.  The 

second difference is seen in the blue signature target data. Here there is a magnitude shift 

where the threshold is much higher for SAM or lower for MF for the blue signature 
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Statistical analysis results for all observations 

Statistical analysis results for only matched filter (MF) observations 

The statistical results are remarkably consistent for all the analyses; however, two 

particular dissimilarities are worth note even though they do not impact the statistical 

results. In the first case, the impact of collection geometry can be deduced. While the 

monstrate correlation, there is a notable a steepening of the linear 

trend line through the threshold plot between the J23 image and the other two images, 

. This is presumably the result of a back scatter collection posture for 

the J23 image and a relatively forward scatter collection for the other two images.  The 

second difference is seen in the blue signature target data. Here there is a magnitude shift 

here the threshold is much higher for SAM or lower for MF for the blue signature 

 

 

ably consistent for all the analyses; however, two 

particular dissimilarities are worth note even though they do not impact the statistical 

results. In the first case, the impact of collection geometry can be deduced. While the 

monstrate correlation, there is a notable a steepening of the linear 

trend line through the threshold plot between the J23 image and the other two images, 

. This is presumably the result of a back scatter collection posture for 

the J23 image and a relatively forward scatter collection for the other two images.  The 

second difference is seen in the blue signature target data. Here there is a magnitude shift 

here the threshold is much higher for SAM or lower for MF for the blue signature 



 

targets than for the red or yellow signature targets (see 

due to the increased difficulty in separating the blue targets from a similar, relatively dark 

background in much of the scene. However, this movement towards opposite extremes is 

to be expected. The SAM algorithm threshold is more open recognizing mo

when the threshold value is larger while the MF algorithm achieves the same results as 

the threshold reduces. This is because for SAM a perfect match would result in an 

angular separation between the target signature and the pixel signature of 0

perfect match for MF would be a unitless result of 1. One additional note of caution 

should be mentioned. While this method appears to be an excellent predictor for any 

given image, the results from

Differences in atmospheric conditions and collection geometries will cause the sweet spot 

to shift from image to image. This is easily seen in the plots presented in 

 

Figure 26 Plot of sweet spot threshold values and corresponding histogram mean threshold values 
and signature with linear trend line; (a) J4 dataset only, (b) J6 dataset only, (c) J23 dataset onl
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targets than for the red or yellow signature targets (see Figure 27). Presumably, thi

due to the increased difficulty in separating the blue targets from a similar, relatively dark 

background in much of the scene. However, this movement towards opposite extremes is 

to be expected. The SAM algorithm threshold is more open recognizing mo

when the threshold value is larger while the MF algorithm achieves the same results as 

the threshold reduces. This is because for SAM a perfect match would result in an 

angular separation between the target signature and the pixel signature of 0

perfect match for MF would be a unitless result of 1. One additional note of caution 

. While this method appears to be an excellent predictor for any 

from one image should not be assumed valid for anoth

Differences in atmospheric conditions and collection geometries will cause the sweet spot 

to shift from image to image. This is easily seen in the plots presented in 

Plot of sweet spot threshold values and corresponding histogram mean threshold values 
with linear trend line; (a) J4 dataset only, (b) J6 dataset only, (c) J23 dataset onl

). Presumably, this is 

due to the increased difficulty in separating the blue targets from a similar, relatively dark 

background in much of the scene. However, this movement towards opposite extremes is 

to be expected. The SAM algorithm threshold is more open recognizing more targets 

when the threshold value is larger while the MF algorithm achieves the same results as 

the threshold reduces. This is because for SAM a perfect match would result in an 

angular separation between the target signature and the pixel signature of 0° while a 

perfect match for MF would be a unitless result of 1. One additional note of caution 

. While this method appears to be an excellent predictor for any 

one image should not be assumed valid for another image. 

Differences in atmospheric conditions and collection geometries will cause the sweet spot 

to shift from image to image. This is easily seen in the plots presented in Figure 27. 

 
Plot of sweet spot threshold values and corresponding histogram mean threshold values by algorithm 

with linear trend line; (a) J4 dataset only, (b) J6 dataset only, (c) J23 dataset only 



 

Figure 27 Plot of sweet spot threshold values and corresponding histogram mean threshold values; (a) red GEO 
Metro signature only, (b) yellow surrogate signature only, (c) blue Toyota Corolla signature only

 

Figure 28 displays the empirical sweet spot thresholds against the histogram mean 

predictions as scatter plots.

histogram mean as a predictor is reasonable overall. However, subsetting by algorithm 

highlights the fact that the predictor appears to select a slightly more open threshold

accepting more target detections)

when reviewing the total observation set because for SAM more open equates to larger 

angular values and for MF more open moves toward smaller 

opposing values to compensate for each other

graph, or statistical calculation
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Plot of sweet spot threshold values and corresponding histogram mean threshold values; (a) red GEO 
Metro signature only, (b) yellow surrogate signature only, (c) blue Toyota Corolla signature only

displays the empirical sweet spot thresholds against the histogram mean 

predictions as scatter plots. The plot for all observations reinforces the conclusion

histogram mean as a predictor is reasonable overall. However, subsetting by algorithm 

highlights the fact that the predictor appears to select a slightly more open threshold

accepting more target detections) than the actual sweet spot. This tendency is not obvious 

when reviewing the total observation set because for SAM more open equates to larger 

values and for MF more open moves toward smaller unitless values, allowing the 

compensate for each other in when presented together in a chart, 

graph, or statistical calculation. 

 
Plot of sweet spot threshold values and corresponding histogram mean threshold values; (a) red GEO 

Metro signature only, (b) yellow surrogate signature only, (c) blue Toyota Corolla signature only 

displays the empirical sweet spot thresholds against the histogram mean 

The plot for all observations reinforces the conclusion that the 

histogram mean as a predictor is reasonable overall. However, subsetting by algorithm 

highlights the fact that the predictor appears to select a slightly more open threshold (i.e, 

tendency is not obvious 

when reviewing the total observation set because for SAM more open equates to larger 

values, allowing the 

ted together in a chart, 



 

Figure 28 Scatter plots of empirical sweet spot vs. histogram mean prediction; a) all observations, b) only SAM 
observations, c) only MF observations

 

This correlation between histogram mean and 

represented by the crossed 

improving automated target detection rou

threshold to set for detection. There has been a tremendous increase in volume of the 

imagery required to be processed by intelligence analysts on a daily basis. Traditional 

methods of semi-automating spectral target searches require 

little more than guesses or accepted error levels that have no known direct relationship to 

maximum detection success. For instance, target detections may be executed for an 

established constant alarm rate of 10%. Alternately, analysts might follow the time 

consuming process of selecting a threshold manually, executing a search, and then 

adjusting the threshold as required to achieve the necessary detection success. For the 

method suggested in this work, the target detection would be executed in two automated 

passes. In the first pass, the detection threshold would be set arbitrarily high, for instance 

0.5 radians for a SAM algorithm, and the algorithm values (e.g., the calculated SAM 

value per pixel) for all targets (true and false detections) would be collected. 

the histogram for the collected values would be calculated. In the second pass, the 
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Scatter plots of empirical sweet spot vs. histogram mean prediction; a) all observations, b) only SAM 
observations, c) only MF observations 

This correlation between histogram mean and empirically derived sweet spot 

represented by the crossed sensitivity curves may be exploited to suggest a method for 

improving automated target detection routines by providing a derivable optimum 

t for detection. There has been a tremendous increase in volume of the 

imagery required to be processed by intelligence analysts on a daily basis. Traditional 

automating spectral target searches require a priori thresholds which are 

more than guesses or accepted error levels that have no known direct relationship to 

maximum detection success. For instance, target detections may be executed for an 

established constant alarm rate of 10%. Alternately, analysts might follow the time 

ming process of selecting a threshold manually, executing a search, and then 

adjusting the threshold as required to achieve the necessary detection success. For the 

method suggested in this work, the target detection would be executed in two automated 

es. In the first pass, the detection threshold would be set arbitrarily high, for instance 

0.5 radians for a SAM algorithm, and the algorithm values (e.g., the calculated SAM 

value per pixel) for all targets (true and false detections) would be collected. 

the histogram for the collected values would be calculated. In the second pass, the 

 
Scatter plots of empirical sweet spot vs. histogram mean prediction; a) all observations, b) only SAM 

empirically derived sweet spot 

may be exploited to suggest a method for 

optimum 

t for detection. There has been a tremendous increase in volume of the 

imagery required to be processed by intelligence analysts on a daily basis. Traditional 

thresholds which are 

more than guesses or accepted error levels that have no known direct relationship to 

maximum detection success. For instance, target detections may be executed for an 

established constant alarm rate of 10%. Alternately, analysts might follow the time 

ming process of selecting a threshold manually, executing a search, and then 

adjusting the threshold as required to achieve the necessary detection success. For the 

method suggested in this work, the target detection would be executed in two automated 

es. In the first pass, the detection threshold would be set arbitrarily high, for instance 

0.5 radians for a SAM algorithm, and the algorithm values (e.g., the calculated SAM 

value per pixel) for all targets (true and false detections) would be collected. The mean of 

the histogram for the collected values would be calculated. In the second pass, the 
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detection would be executed using the calculated histogram mean as the threshold. A 

weighting factor could be included to shift the threshold to allow for more misses to 

ensure only true targets are detected or to allow more false targets to ensure more 

questionable targets are included depending on the analytic need. In this fashion, imagery 

collected during some time period might be processed as a batch, with each subjected to 

the double-pass sweet spot detection process. Images with no detections could be ignored 

(or archived) and the shapefiles from images with targets created during the second pass 

would be provided to the analysts to perform additional literal exploitation. 

3.3 A Comparison of Directed Search and In-scene Search Target 

Detection in Worldview-2 Datasets 
Spectrally based target detection has tended to concentrate on hyperspectral 

imagery (HSI) collections and has labored under two constraints: pixel size and band 

dimensionality (Gu, Zhang, & Zhang, 2008; Satellite Imaging Corporation, 2012). The 

HSI world has been addressing these issues through airborne collections to reduce ground 

sample distance and through a number of dimensionality reduction algorithms to limit the 

detection problem to a reasonable number of spectrally important bands (Beauchemin & 

Fung, 2001; Jenson, 2005). Multispectral imagery – which represents the most common 

form of spectral data available to intelligence analysts – suffers from too few bands, 

frequently only providing three or four bands of data, such as IKONOS and Quickbird. 

Even work using the seven-band Landsat datasets has tended to limit itself to only a few 

of the bands at one time. Additionally, these Landsat datasets suffer from the first 

handicap – 30 meter pixels which are too large for most target detection problems. The 
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relatively new Worldview-2 multispectral datasets now available address both these 

issues. 

One final difficulty affecting target detection is that the process is significantly 

affected by scene collection characteristics not addressed by the detection algorithm 

itself. The most impactful sources of detection uncertainties are atmospheric effects (e.g., 

scattering and transmittance) (Chavez Jr., 1996; Kaufman, 1984) and variability due to 

changes in collection geometry (Escadafal & Huete, 1991; Quilan & Foschi, 2012; Shaw 

& Burke, 2003). Therefore, much target detection work has avoided directed search 

detections, rather working with relative image methods and negating realms of 

uncertainty with in-scene atmospheric compensation and nadir collection strategies (Heo 

& FitzHugh, 2000; Pegler et. al., 2007). The work presented here addresses all three of 

these issues by assessing the comparative performance of in-scene searches against 

directed searches with calibrated data using the higher resolution (both spectrally and 

spatially) eight-band, two meter GSD Worldview-2 multispectral datasets. It will utilize 

directed search target detection methods to discover small targets from spectral signatures 

calculated from appropriate image, atmospheric, and sensor parameters. 

3.3.1 Target Detection via Directed Search 
Directed search begins by modeling a spectral signature for the desired target to 

the specifics of the scene. This signature is then used as a seed in the selected algorithm; 

each pixel in the scene will be compared directly against this target for similarity based 

on a pre-determined threshold. This method requires calibrated data that has been 

atmospherically corrected and the corresponding ephemeris metadata (Giri, 2012). The 
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information is used to generate a target spectral signature as it should occur in this image 

allowing the target signature to be directly compared to the pixel signature. This form of 

detection can be automated to facilitate searching multiple images – an important quality 

for today’s intelligence analysts who are being overwhelmed by an increasing quantity of 

imagery requiring exploitation (Eckstein & Irvine, 2001). 

Alternatively, relative exploitation manually locates a target pixel in the scene and 

then uses its signature as the seed in the detection algorithm. This form of exploitation 

has the advantage of not requiring calibration or atmospheric correction because the two 

pixels are assumed to be affected by similar conditions relative to each other. However, 

this target signature is only valid within the parent image and the manual target location 

process must be initiated anew for each subsequent image. Relative exploitation is 

frequently used when small numbers of images are being processed because, beyond the 

somewhat tedious task of locating a potentially non-existent target pixel, it is easily 

performed in commercially available exploitation software such as ENVI™ and Socet 

GXP™. This less rigorous approach cannot be automated because of the person-in-the-

loop. 

A simple search will reveal a preponderance of target detection literature using 

hyperspectral datasets primarily trying to exploit the potentially numerous spectral 

features. However, relatively little work has been done in the multispectral regime using 

directed search techniques. At best, some work has been done using purpose-built 

signature libraries from spectra collected by hand in the ground truth location (Gomez, 

2001; Herold, Gardner, Noronha, & Roberts, 2003; Roberts et al., 1999; Zomer et al., 
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2009). Further, multispectral-based studies suffer from the limitations listed previously; 

for instance, Ren et al. (2003) used a 3-band green-red-near infrared dataset and Ashton 

(1999) used a 5-band dataset with two red, two near infrared, and one shortwave infrared. 

Studies with higher multispectral resolution have been generated, however, they use 7-

band synthesized data (Buganim & Rotman, 2006) or sub-sampled hyperspectral data 

into 7-bands (B. Karaçali & Snyder, 2002). 

3.3.2 Methodology 
The process for evaluating directed search versus in-scene search for target 

detection consists of three parts: 1) generate the in-scene targets, 2) generate the directed 

search targets, and 3) compare the two sets of data through visualization and statistical 

analysis. The process is presented graphically in Figure 29. Fundamentally, the first three 

parts are the same process: atmospherically correct the data, search for and record targets, 

iterate the search on increasing thresholds. However, they differ in detail as explained in 

the following. 

Part one (green boxes in Figure 29) develops a reference target list as described 

section 3.1.3. Part two (red boxes in Figure 29) develops a target list from the in-scene 

search methodology. The first step is to atmospherically correct the image. This was 

accomplished using the Quick Atmospheric Correction (QUAC) available through 

ENVI™. Bernstein (2012) describes it as an in-scene compensation method using 

observed pixel spectra and suggests that this method will correct to ±15% of physics-

based models. Once the scene has been corrected, a target pixel is selected from the 

image and the appropriate ENVI™ algorithmic function, either MF or SAM, is 
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implemented. This generates an ENVI™ layer with the target pixels highlighted. The 

final step exports the target pixels exceeding an established threshold from the ENVI™ 

layer into a shapefile of point type entries for each identified target pixel. These steps are 

repeated with increasing threshold values from a low level of detections through a high 

level of detections. This process is repeated for each combination of algorithm, signature, 

and scene. 

 

 
Figure 29 Graphical representation of the directed vs. in-scene detection experiment 

 

In the third part (blue boxes in Figure 29), targets are generated via the directed 

search method. The original image datasets provided from DigitalGlobe are in 
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radiometrically calibrated pixel values and must be converted to top-of-the-atmosphere 

(TOA) reflectance. The process described in section 3.2.2 is again followed to produce 

TOA reflectance. 

A series of directed target detection searches is executed using MATLAB code 

implementing the SAM algorithm as in Equation 3 and the MF algorithm as in Equation 

4. The detection procedure involves a detection search for each combination of dataset, 

target, and algorithm. Each search consists of multiple runs varying the detection 

threshold to collect a series of observations for each search. For instance, for dataset J4, 

the SAM algorithm, and the GEO red paint signature, the search is executed successively 

incrementing the threshold in steps of 0.05 radians. The threshold is increased until the 

error counts overwhelm the results or 100% of the targets are found. As each pixel is 

detected a nearest neighbor inflation (Grossman, 2013) is performed to identify 

surrounding pixels that presumably comprise the full target. The full target is written as a 

polygon element in a shapefile specific to each run. This generates 18 sets of 

observations (3 images × 3 signatures × 2 algorithms) with a varying number of 

shapefiles corresponding to the number of threshold runs executed per observation. 

Once each shapefile has been generated, it is visualized over a PAN-sharpened 

version of the dataset. A manual count of the visualized targets identifying the true, false, 

and missed detections at each threshold is performed. The resulting sets of count-per-

threshold values are converted to probability detection rates: 

1) probability of detection (Pd) representing the number of true predictions 

divided by the sum of true targets;  
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2) probability of false detections (Pfd) which is the number of false predictions 

over the sum of the false predictions and true targets; 

3) probability of missed detections (Pmd) being the number of true targets not 

predicted over the sum of true targets  

and through cubic interpolation into the appropriate sensitivity curves. This work 

employs the concepts of sensitivity and specificity from receiver operating characteristic 

(ROC) curves but without the third independent component – in the case of target 

detection, the third component would be the varying detection threshold. The detection 

rates equate to the sensitivities and the algorithm threshold is the specificity (which in a 

true ROC curve would serve as the independent variable). The comparison curves are 

then produced by juxtaposing each type of detection rate (sensitivity) against the 

detection threshold (specificity) and graphed together. The crossing point of the Pfd and 

Pmd is calculated to empirically identify the associated analytic sweet spot threshold 

(Grossman, in review, 2013) for each observation set.  

In part four (remaining boxes in Figure 29), statistical correlation and similarity 

analyses are performed between the directed search and in-scene search results to 

evaluate the premise that the directed search target detection performs at least as well as 

the in-scene approach. First, true ROC curves are produced for each pair of directed and 

in-scene results (Pd vs. Pfa as the threshold changes). The curves are analyzed to judge 

head-to-head performance. Next, the rates of true detection (Pd ) and false detection (Pfd) 

are plotted for the directed vs. in-scene results at the sweet spot. Correlation values 

between the plots are calculated to test if the two plots indicate a relationship between the 
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two performances. A two-tail difference of means test is performed testing the hypothesis 

that the directed search performs significantly differently than the in-scene search, and in 

which direction, while the difference of the area under the ROC curves calculation 

determines whether the relative performance is positive or negative.  

3.3.3 Results and Discussion 
A total of 18 observation sets comprised of 162 execution runs of various 

combinations of algorithm, image, signature, and detection threshold were completed for 

the directed search and a corresponding number of observations/runs for the in-scene 

search. The sensitivity curves for the detection and error rates for each observation set 

were plotted (directed search: Figure 21 and Figure 23, in-scene: Figure 30 and Figure 

31) and ROC curves produced. The analytic sweet spot was identified and the 

conforming rates were recorded. These results were analyzed individually, as a total 

group, and then as concomitant subsets, e.g., all results for an image or all results for an 

algorithm. 



 

Figure 30 Sensitivity plots for SAM detection rates for in
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature 
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plots for SAM detection rates for in-scene searches; the top row is for image J
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 

 
for image J4, a) red 

signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 



 

Figure 31 Sensitivity plots for MF detections rate for in
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature 

 

As a first pass, the ROC curves were analysed

Resultant true and false detections rates for the in

detection threshold was varied. The same was pe

cases, the empirically derived sweet spot was plotted as a tic

The related plots were then analysed to determine relative performance. 

cases, the in-scene performance was cl

more true detections with fewer false detections at the sweet spot. However, in 
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plots for MF detections rate for in-scene searches; the top row is for image J
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 

As a first pass, the ROC curves were analysed (Figure 32 and Figure 

Resultant true and false detections rates for the in-scene searches were plotted as the 

detection threshold was varied. The same was performed for the directed search. In both 

cases, the empirically derived sweet spot was plotted as a tic-mark on the plotted curves. 

The related plots were then analysed to determine relative performance. In two of the 

scene performance was clearly better than the directed search, identifying 

more true detections with fewer false detections at the sweet spot. However, in 

 
scene searches; the top row is for image J4, a) red 

signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 

Figure 33). 

scene searches were plotted as the 

rformed for the directed search. In both 

mark on the plotted curves. 

In two of the 

early better than the directed search, identifying 

more true detections with fewer false detections at the sweet spot. However, in 9 of the 



 

cases the directed search clearly performed better and in the remaining cases the 

performances were either the same 

performs at least as well as in

underperforming only 11% of the time; the in

of the time. 

 

Figure 32 ROC curves for SAM directed searches vs. in
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature 
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cases the directed search clearly performed better and in the remaining cases the 

performances were either the same or extremely close. In other words, directed search 

performs at least as well as in-scene search techniques 88% of the time and grossly 

underperforming only 11% of the time; the in-scene only performs as well or better 50% 

ROC curves for SAM directed searches vs. in-scene searches; the top row is for image J
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 

nd the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 

cases the directed search clearly performed better and in the remaining cases the 

directed search 

scene search techniques 88% of the time and grossly 

scene only performs as well or better 50% 

 
scene searches; the top row is for image J4, a) red 

signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
nd the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 



 

Figure 33 ROC curves for MF directed searches vs. in
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature 

 

Next, all the results were analysed as a 

for the in-scene and directed search observation sets 

generated representing the true

(Figure 34). Reviewing these plots, it 

appears to correctly detect at a higher rate with a lower false detection 

scene search. To confirm this, f

performed for the true detection rates which indicated a significant moderate correlation 
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ROC curves for MF directed searches vs. in-scene searches; the top row is for image J
signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 

signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 

Next, all the results were analysed as a single group; the detection and error rates 

scene and directed search observation sets are presented in Table 

generated representing the true detection and false detection rates at the sweet spot 

). Reviewing these plots, it is evident that, in general, the directed search 

ect at a higher rate with a lower false detection rate than the in

scene search. To confirm this, first a Pearson’s Product-Moment Correlation was 

performed for the true detection rates which indicated a significant moderate correlation 

 
scene searches; the top row is for image J4, a) red 

signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 

single group; the detection and error rates 

Table 8. Plots were 

detection and false detection rates at the sweet spot 

general, the directed search 

rate than the in-

Moment Correlation was 

performed for the true detection rates which indicated a significant moderate correlation 



 

(Table 9a). However, a coefficient of correlation calculation determined that this 

correlation does not indicate that one search method models the other to any serious 

degree. Next, a difference of means test rejected the hypothesis that the directed search 

rate was significantly different than the in

ROC curve (AUC) determined that the directed search did discover appreciably more 

targets. A similar analysis was performed on the false detection rates (

similar results indicating the directed search 

of false detections. All of this together supports the visual interpretation that the directed 

search performs better but not 

 

Table 8 In-scene and directed search detection rates for all observations
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a). However, a coefficient of correlation calculation determined that this 

correlation does not indicate that one search method models the other to any serious 

fference of means test rejected the hypothesis that the directed search 

rate was significantly different than the in-scene rate; but comparing the area under the 

curve (AUC) determined that the directed search did discover appreciably more 

imilar analysis was performed on the false detection rates (Table 

similar results indicating the directed search generates a lower, but not significantly, rate 

of false detections. All of this together supports the visual interpretation that the directed 

search performs better but not in a statistically significant way. 

earch detection rates for all observations 

a). However, a coefficient of correlation calculation determined that this 

correlation does not indicate that one search method models the other to any serious 

fference of means test rejected the hypothesis that the directed search 

scene rate; but comparing the area under the 

curve (AUC) determined that the directed search did discover appreciably more 

Table 9b) with 

a lower, but not significantly, rate 

of false detections. All of this together supports the visual interpretation that the directed 

 



 

Figure 34 Plots of in-scene vs. directed search detection rates at the sweet spot for all observations: a) true 
detections, b) false detections 
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scene vs. directed search detection rates at the sweet spot for all observations: a) true 
 

scene vs. directed search detection rates at the sweet spot for all observations: a) true 



 

Table 9 Statistical analysis of detection rates for similarity and relative performance: a) true detections and b) 
false detections 

 

Breaking down the observation sets by algorithm, by image, and by signature 

provides overall similar results and is summarized in 

are mixed; for instance, the 

groups, and the J6 image group show varying degrees of 

remaining three groups do not.  However, all of the groups demonstrated higher 

true detection rates and lower 

significantly. 
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tical analysis of detection rates for similarity and relative performance: a) true detections and b) 

Breaking down the observation sets by algorithm, by image, and by signature 

provides overall similar results and is summarized in Table 10.  The correlation results 

are mixed; for instance, the SAM and MF algorithm groups, the red and yellow signature 

and the J6 image group show varying degrees of significant correlation while the 

groups do not.  However, all of the groups demonstrated higher 

true detection rates and lower average false detection rates for the directed search, b

tical analysis of detection rates for similarity and relative performance: a) true detections and b) 

 

Breaking down the observation sets by algorithm, by image, and by signature 

.  The correlation results 

red and yellow signature 

correlation while the 

groups do not.  However, all of the groups demonstrated higher average 

false detection rates for the directed search, but not 



 

Table 10 Summary of statistical analysis of detection rates for similarity and relative performance: a) true 
detections and b) false detections

 

An interesting conclusion to be drawn from the data is that in

MF algorithm clearly performs markedly better than the SAM algorithm. 

presents the mean detection rates by image and signature within

observed that both the true detection and false detection means are appreciably better for 

the MF algorithm. The means come closest in the J23 image which is a backscatter 

geometry in which shadows are minimized. At this look angle

as noted by Adler-Golden et al. (2008)

is a better performer in reduced sunlight (i.e., shadows) due to its magnitude insensitivity.
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tatistical analysis of detection rates for similarity and relative performance: a) true 
detections and b) false detections 

conclusion to be drawn from the data is that in a directed search the 

MF algorithm clearly performs markedly better than the SAM algorithm. 

presents the mean detection rates by image and signature within algorithm. It is easily 

observed that both the true detection and false detection means are appreciably better for 

the MF algorithm. The means come closest in the J23 image which is a backscatter 

geometry in which shadows are minimized. At this look angle, it would seem the results, 

Golden et al. (2008), call into question the accepted po

is a better performer in reduced sunlight (i.e., shadows) due to its magnitude insensitivity.

tatistical analysis of detection rates for similarity and relative performance: a) true 

 

a directed search the 

MF algorithm clearly performs markedly better than the SAM algorithm. Figure 35 

algorithm. It is easily 

observed that both the true detection and false detection means are appreciably better for 

the MF algorithm. The means come closest in the J23 image which is a backscatter 

, it would seem the results, 

question the accepted position that SAM 

is a better performer in reduced sunlight (i.e., shadows) due to its magnitude insensitivity. 



 

Figure 35 Plot of directed search mean detection rates 
detections, b) false detections 

 

Visual analysis by scatter plot once again highlights differences in performance 

based on grouping. The scatter plot

previous conclusions that overall the directed search performs at leas

scene search method and that while the SAM results are somewhat ambivalent, the MF 

filter clearly performs better. The breakout by image provides a diverse set of results. The 

side-scatter geometry clearly tends toward better directed s

while the overall tendency for the other two plots is towards directed search, the trend

present a more complicated result that indicates geometry is a factor in detection success. 

A different is provided by the signature plots
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irected search mean detection rates for SAM and MF by image and signature

Visual analysis by scatter plot once again highlights differences in performance 

based on grouping. The scatter plots for all observations and by algorithm support the 

previous conclusions that overall the directed search performs at least as well as the in

scene search method and that while the SAM results are somewhat ambivalent, the MF 

performs better. The breakout by image provides a diverse set of results. The 

scatter geometry clearly tends toward better directed search performance; however, 

while the overall tendency for the other two plots is towards directed search, the trend

present a more complicated result that indicates geometry is a factor in detection success. 

by the signature plots. In this case, the red and yellow scatter plots 

 
by image and signature: a) true 

Visual analysis by scatter plot once again highlights differences in performance 

s for all observations and by algorithm support the 

t as well as the in-

scene search method and that while the SAM results are somewhat ambivalent, the MF 

performs better. The breakout by image provides a diverse set of results. The 

earch performance; however, 

while the overall tendency for the other two plots is towards directed search, the trends 

present a more complicated result that indicates geometry is a factor in detection success. 

. In this case, the red and yellow scatter plots 



 

demonstrate similar performance between the two search types but tending toward the 

directed search; however, the blue plot clearly indicates a preference towards directed 

search. 

 

Figure 36 Scatter plots of directed search vs. in
observations, c) MF observations

 

Figure 37 Scatter plots of directed search vs. in
observations, b) image J6 observations, c) 
signature observations, f) blue signature observations
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demonstrate similar performance between the two search types but tending toward the 

however, the blue plot clearly indicates a preference towards directed 

Scatter plots of directed search vs. in-scene detection rates by algorithm; a) all observation
observations, c) MF observations 

Scatter plots of directed search vs. in-scene detection rates by image and signature
observations, c) image J23 observations, d) red signature observations, e) yellow 

signature observations, f) blue signature observations 

demonstrate similar performance between the two search types but tending toward the 

however, the blue plot clearly indicates a preference towards directed 

 
scene detection rates by algorithm; a) all observations, b) SAM 

 
and signature; a) image J4 

, d) red signature observations, e) yellow 
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3.4 A Morphological Adaptation to Spectral Target Detection Searches 

3.4.1 Background 
Target detection is the act of isolating objects of interest from the surrounding 

clutter. Many approaches and algorithms have been developed to attack this problem, but 

primarily it has been an exercise in isolating the target from the background. For instance, 

anomaly detection attempts to characterize the background and then determine which 

pixels vary significantly from it (Molero et al., 2011; Soofbaf, Fahimnejad, Zoej, & 

Mojaradi, 2007). Other detectors use probability distributions and hypothesis testing to 

identify pixels similar to a target signature that are not the background (Howari, 2003; 

Manolakis et al., 2003; West, 2005). Commonly used algorithms include spectral angle 

mapper (SAM), matched filter (in numerous forms), and spectral unmixing (Campbell, 

2007; Schaum, 2006; Schott, 2007). Attention has even been drawn to detection threshold 

constraints such as constant false alarm rate (Chen & Reed, 1987) and analytic sweet spot 

metric (Grossman, 2012). However, very little attention has been given to better 

visualization of targets once they have been detected. This work addresses one method of 

finding target boundaries and highlighting them for better visualization of identified 

targets when reviewing the image. 

3.4.2 Methodology 
Typically, target detection algorithms will serially search an image testing each 

pixel to determine if the pixel contains the target (Manolakis, 2004). Any pixel for which 

a calculated detection value exceeds a set threshold – for instance a spectral angle value 

less than 0.1 radians – will be considered a target hit. Each hit is catalogued and 

frequently the results are written to a shapefile for future display and visual exploitation. 
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Figure 1(a) presents typical results from this method in which the target pixels were 

written to a shapefile as point entries with associated latitude and longitude coordinates. 

They were then visualized as an overlay on a multispectral image with a ground sample 

distance (GSD) of 2.3 m and denoted by a red cross in the northwest corner of each target 

pixel.  These designations are hard to see when exploiting the image visually. They do 

not locate or outline the actual target and furthermore clusters of pixels may indicate one 

large target or individual pixels of several different targets. 

This work suggests a new method of target estimation related to morphological 

techniques. In morphology, a spatial target is designated by dilation and/or erosion 

(Soille, 2003). Various masks and criteria are used to determine if neighboring pixels are 

in the same class as the target pixel. In erosion, these criteria are used to remove pixels 

from the target list based on spatial constraints. Dilation adds pixels that may have 

otherwise been excluded. This work will use a nearest neighbor dilation. However, while 

typical dilation relies on spatial considerations, this work will utilize spectral constraints 

as the dilation agent. 

Nearest neighbor inflation (NNI) estimates the spatial target by expanding the 

spatial reference through an n-way nearest neighbor spectral search using the original 

target detection algorithm; however, rather than use the initial target signature, it 

substitutes the detected pixel’s signature for the target. As each original detection is 

found, the NNI is performed cataloging each neighbor that is detected with the search. 

When the nearest neighbor search is complete, a bounding box is calculated with 

coordinates that encompass all the cataloged pixels for the original target and its targeted 
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neighbors. A polygon element generated from this bounding box is then written to the 

target shapefile. The NNI search buffer will be a multiple of an eight-way nearest 

neighbor (i.e., 8-way, 16-way …) chosen based on the anticipated target size. For 

instance, if the GSD is 2.5 m and a typical target is 5 m, a one-pixel nearest neighbor 

(eight-way) would suffice; however, if the target is 10 m, perhaps a two-pixel nearest 

neighbor (16-way) would be more appropriate. 

As an example, suppose that a SAM target detection search is being performed 

using a library spectral signature d. Pixel T passes the threshold test and is designated a 

target. An NNI search is then performed using the same SAM algorithm with the same 

threshold value; however, the library signature d is replaced with the signature t of pixel 

T. Additional neighbor pixels are identified that are similar to the signature t of pixel T. 

The latitudes and longitudes of the original target pixel T and each of the additionally 

identified neighbor pixels are determined and a bounding box enclosing all of them is 

constructed. This bounding box becomes the target polygon to be used in later 

visualization. 

3.4.3 Results and Discussion 
A representative target detection search was run on a Worldview-2, eight-band 

multispectral dataset. The target detection search was executed using the spectral angle 

mapper and matched filter algorithms to identify primary target pixels. Once a primary 

target pixel was identified, an NNI search was executed on the surrounding eight-way 

neighbor pixels. To track identified target pixels – both primary target pixels and NNI 

identified pixels – the routine relies on a zero-filled matrix mirroring the image dataset to 
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record the primary detection and NNI pixel hits. As a detection is found, a unique one-up 

identifier is assigned to the corresponding primary target pixel location in the matrix. The 

NNI is performed placing the same identifier in each matching neighbor that is detected 

with the altered search. When the nearest neighbor search is complete, the latitudes and 

longitudes for all of the identified pixels for that primary target pixel are listed and a 

bounding box is created using the most northern and southern latitude and the most 

eastern and western longitude coordinates from that list. This will represent a box large 

enough to encompass all the targeted pixels associated with the original target pixel. A 

polygon target for the bounding box is then written to the target shapefile. Any pixel in 

the matrix with an identifier already assigned is ignored in subsequent NNI searches to 

prevent duplication of targets. 

 

 
Figure 38 Target visualization; a) typical visualization of detected target pixels denoted by a red cross in the 
northwest corner of each target pixel; b) NNI results visualized as a shape in a multispectral image; (c) NNI 
results visualized as a shape in the corresponding pan-sharpened imag 

 

Figure 38 displays two targets from the results of the detection run using SAM 

with a threshold of 0.28 radians for a library signature of jockey red marine fabric. Figure 

38a displays the typical target detection visualization on an MSI image as individual 

pixel targets with red crosses in the northwest corner of the pixels; a total of four pixels 
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are pinpointed – one pixel in the left physical target and three in the right physical target. 

Figure 38b visualizes the results of the corresponding NNI searches for each target; two 

target polygons representing the two physical targets now encompass nine pixels. Figure 

38c presents the same target polygon overlaid on a pan-sharpened version of the image. 

The new visualization in Figure 38b makes it easy to find and catalogue the limit of the 

complete targets in the original multispectral image even if the GSD is too coarse to 

characterize the targets. However, when the same visualization is overlaid on the pan-

sharpened image in Figure 38c, it is easily determined that these targets are the red 

sails/tarps on two sailboats. 

 
Figure 39 Possible errors resulting from NNI; a) single target visualized as two targets; b) several targets 
visualized as a single target 

 

While this process works well in general, it is susceptible to two forms of error. 

The first is a result of an NNI buffer size that is too small for the desired target; Figure 

39a shows a single target for which an eight-way NNI search resulted in two targets. The 

second form of error demonstrated in Figure 39b displays five targets that have been 

lumped into one which is caused when the buffer is too large or possibly when the targets 

are extremely close together. 
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3.5 Determining the Performance Differential in Searches using 8-band 

Data versus 4-band data 

3.5.1 Background 
It is a natural to assume that increasing the dimensionality of the multispectral 

dataset will provide a corresponding improvement in search results. However, this is not 

necessarily the case as found in much of the hyperspectral target detection literature 

(Groves, 2003, 2003; Kanodia et al., 1996; Skurichina, Verzakov, Paclik, & Duin, 2006). 

More bands do not equate to better detection and frequently a reduction in available 

bands provides improved detection performance over the fully available dimensionality. 

Up to this point, this work has demonstrated that using 8-band data directed searches are 

a viable target detection basis. This experiment addresses the question of whether this 

higher spectral resolution data provides an improvement over traditional 4-band datasets 

– assuming all other factors, such as pixel size and viewing/illumination geometry, are 

equal. 

3.5.2 Methodology 
The method used for this experiment is very similar to that used in the directed 

search versus in-scene search in section 3.3.2. However, both searches will be performed 

as directed searches and the second dataset will be a simulated 4-band dataset. 

It is important to minimize the potential sources of variation other than the 

number of bands. To do this, the original 8-band datasets were spectrally subset, choosing 

the blue, green, red, and NIR1 bands. This band selection most closely corresponds to 

those of traditional 4-band sensors such as IKONOS and Quickbird. Additionally, by 
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using the original datasets, all possible variation in results has been reduced to that 

directly related to the dimensionality reduction. 

Once that data was prepared, the exact same methods as used in the directed 

search versus in-scene search – substituting the 4-band data for the in-scene data –were 

employed to access detection rates for plotting on the sensitivity curves. Lastly, similar 

statistical and visual analysis was performed using the 4-band results in place of the in-

scene results. 

3.5.3 Results and Discussion 
Figure 40 and Figure 41 present the sensitivity curves plotted for the 4-band 

directed searches. The sweet spot results are tabulated in Table 11. The 8-band results in 

this table are from section 3.3.3 while the 4-band results were collected from the 

simulated data.  

 



 

Figure 40 Sensitivity plots for SAM detections rate for 4
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for i
signature 
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plots for SAM detections rate for 4-band searches; the top row is for image J3, a) red 
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 

 
band searches; the top row is for image J3, a) red 

signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
mage J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 



 

Figure 41 Sensitivity plots for MF detections rate for 4
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; th
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature 
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plots for MF detections rate for 4-band searches; the top row is for image J3, a) red 
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 

 
band searches; the top row is for image J3, a) red 

e middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 



 

Table 11 Detection rates from the 8

 

Figure 42 presents the plots for the sweet spot detection rates for each 

observation. Visual inspection produces the impression that, while the r

in general the 8-band search results do outperform the 4

the sweet spot by image or signature, this inference is even more obvious as plotted in 

Figure 43. In the detection plots in 

separately, in only one case is the 4
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Detection rates from the 8-band vs. 4-band target searches 

presents the plots for the sweet spot detection rates for each 

observation. Visual inspection produces the impression that, while the results are similar, 

band search results do outperform the 4-band results. When averaged at 

the sweet spot by image or signature, this inference is even more obvious as plotted in 

. In the detection plots in Figure 43 where the SAM and MF results are plotted 

separately, in only one case is the 4-band detection rate greater than the 8

 

presents the plots for the sweet spot detection rates for each 

esults are similar, 

band results. When averaged at 

the sweet spot by image or signature, this inference is even more obvious as plotted in 

where the SAM and MF results are plotted 

on rate greater than the 8-band. 



 

Figure 42 Plot of a) true and b) 
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b) false detection sweet spot rates for 8-band vs. 4-band data 
 



 

Figure 43 Plot of average by image and signature of 
a) SAM, b) MF 

 

Next, ROC curves were generate

band results. The ROC curves were analysed (

cases, the 8-band search performance was clearly better than the 

true detections with fewer 

the 4-band search clearly performed better and in the remaining cases the performances 

were either the same or extremely close. In other words, in 

search performed better than the 4

least as well. The 4-band datasets only perform as well 50% of the time.
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average by image and signature of true detection sweet spot rates for 8-band vs. 4

ROC curves were generated juxtaposing the 8-band results against the 4

he ROC curves were analysed (Figure 44 and Figure 45). In 

performance was clearly better than the 4-band, identifying more 

true detections with fewer false detections at the sweet spot. However, in 

search clearly performed better and in the remaining cases the performances 

were either the same or extremely close. In other words, in 50% of the cases the 

better than the 4-band search, while in 72% of the cases it performed at 

band datasets only perform as well 50% of the time. 

 
band vs. 4-band data: 

band results against the 4-

). In ten of the 

, identifying more 

false detections at the sweet spot. However, in five of the cases 

search clearly performed better and in the remaining cases the performances 

% of the cases the 8-band 

band search, while in 72% of the cases it performed at 

 



 

Figure 44 ROC curves for SAM directed searches 
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow s
signature 
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ROC curves for SAM directed searches for 8-band vs. 4-band data; the top row is for image J3, a) red 
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow s

 
; the top row is for image J3, a) red 

signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 



 

Figure 45 ROC curves for MF directed searches 
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 
signature 

 

Lastly, a Pearson’s Product

detection rates which indicated a si

a coefficient of correlation calculation determined that this correlation does not indicate 

that one search method models the other to any serious degree. Next, a difference of 

means test rejected the hypothesis that the 

than the 4-band rate; but comparing the area under the curve (AUC) determined that the 

8-band search did discover more targets. A similar analysis was performed on the false 
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ROC curves for MF directed searches for 8-band vs. 4-band data; the top row is for image J3, a) red 
signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue signature; the middle row is for image J6, a) red signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 

a Pearson’s Product-Moment Correlation was performed for the true 

detection rates which indicated a significant moderate correlation (Table 

a coefficient of correlation calculation determined that this correlation does not indicate 

d models the other to any serious degree. Next, a difference of 

means test rejected the hypothesis that the 8-band search rate was significantly different 

rate; but comparing the area under the curve (AUC) determined that the 

did discover more targets. A similar analysis was performed on the false 

 
; the top row is for image J3, a) red 

signature, b) yellow 
signature, c) blue signature; and the bottom row is for image J24, a) red signature, b) yellow signature, c) blue 

Moment Correlation was performed for the true 

Table 12a). However, 

a coefficient of correlation calculation determined that this correlation does not indicate 

d models the other to any serious degree. Next, a difference of 

search rate was significantly different 

rate; but comparing the area under the curve (AUC) determined that the 

did discover more targets. A similar analysis was performed on the false 



 

detection rates (Table 12b) with similar results indicating the 

lower, but not significantly, rate of false detections. All of this together supports the 

visual interpretation that the 

 

Table 12 Statistical analysis of the sw
false detections 

 

An analysis of scatter plots reveals interesting characteristics. Plotting all the 

observations reinforces the conclusion that 8

searches; similarly, the MF 8

the SAM results are less specific

impact search results are s

searches. Lastly, the red and blue results show a 

performance while the yellow signature results show a marked tendency towards 

band performance. There is an extra red and blue band available in t

providing some additional information
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b) with similar results indicating the 8-band search detects a 

lower, but not significantly, rate of false detections. All of this together supports the 

visual interpretation that the 8-band search performs better but not significantly.

Statistical analysis of the sweet spot rates the 8-band vs. 4-band target searches: a) true detections, b) 

n analysis of scatter plots reveals interesting characteristics. Plotting all the 

observations reinforces the conclusion that 8-band searches are superior to 

, the MF 8-band search clearly performs better than the 4

less specific. Also, the same indications that collection geometry 

impact search results are seen here mirroring the results in the directed vs. in

searches. Lastly, the red and blue results show a slight tendency towards 

while the yellow signature results show a marked tendency towards 

band performance. There is an extra red and blue band available in the 8-

providing some additional information in these regions of the spectrum accounting for the 

search detects a 

lower, but not significantly, rate of false detections. All of this together supports the 

search performs better but not significantly. 

: a) true detections, b) 

 

n analysis of scatter plots reveals interesting characteristics. Plotting all the 

band searches are superior to 4-band 

band search clearly performs better than the 4-band while 

. Also, the same indications that collection geometry 

vs. in-scene 

tendency towards better 8-band 

while the yellow signature results show a marked tendency towards better 8-

-band signatures 

in these regions of the spectrum accounting for the 



 

slight tendency shift. However,

yellow regime (589-627 nm

signatures.  

 

Figure 46 Scatter plots of 8-band search vs. 4
observations, c) only MF observations

 

Figure 47 Scatter plots of 8-band search vs. 4
observations, b) image J6 observations, c) image J23 observations, d) red signature observations, e) yellow 
signature observations, f) blue signature observations
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slight tendency shift. However, the 8-band signature provides unique information in the 

nm) with a separate band not represented in the 4

band search vs. 4-band search detection rates; a) all observations, B) only SAM 
observations, c) only MF observations 

band search vs. 4-band search detection rates by image and signature; a) image J4 
observations, b) image J6 observations, c) image J23 observations, d) red signature observations, e) yellow 
signature observations, f) blue signature observations 

band signature provides unique information in the 

sented in the 4-band 

 
band search detection rates; a) all observations, B) only SAM 

 
band search detection rates by image and signature; a) image J4 

observations, b) image J6 observations, c) image J23 observations, d) red signature observations, e) yellow 
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3.6 Prototype Implementation of the Fully Automated Methodology 

3.6.1 Background 
This work has postulated the possibility of a fully automated target detection 

process with improved visualization. Section 3.2 provided a method for determining the 

optimum threshold for a detection search; section 3.3 confirmed the viability of directed 

searches using modelled signatures; and section 3.4 developed an improved target 

visualization layer. All that remains is to string these components together to perform an 

automated target detection search, which is the purpose of this experiment. 

3.6.2 Data 
To validate the efforts, a different scene from the previous work was generated. 

This scene was subsetted from a second image collected on the 04 June 2011 pass, but 

the area of interest is now the San Pedro community in the Long Beach harbour area (33° 

43' 53" N, 118° 16' 24" W) and is labelled J4boat. The image collection information is 

presented in Table 13 and the scene is displayed in Figure 48. It contains marinas with 

private boats, a freighter, loading dock with palletized shipping containers, and water. 

Signatures were generated for a jockey red marine fabric, a pacific blue marine fabric, 

and a green paint over aluminium (Figure 49). 

 

Table 13 Collection information for image J4boat 

Study Scene 

ID 
WV-2 Image ID 

Collection 

Date 

GSD 

(m) 

Solar 

Geometry 

Collection 

Geometry Samples Lines 

El Az El Az 

J4boat 052543584010_01_P007 4-Jun-11 2.325 72.7° 126.0° 58.8° 47.6° 465 226 
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Figure 48 Study area subset from image J4boat which includes streets, car parks, marinas, and commercial 
freight docks. © [2011 DigitalGlobe, Inc.]. Reproduced by permission of DigitalGlobe, Inc. Permission to reuse 
must be obtained from the rightsholder 

 

 
Figure 49 NEF modeled signatures for image J4boat 
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3.6.3 Methodology 
The automated detection sequence is performed in seven steps: 

1) Acquire the source image to be searched. 

2) Generate the appropriate spectral signature from the ephemeris and other 

auxiliary data. 

3) Perform an initial target detection; apply a large threshold. 

4) Calculate the mean of the histogram of the target detection scores for the 

results in step 3. 

5) Perform another target detection pass using the mean value from step 4 as 

the target threshold. 

6) During the search, utilize the NNI target estimator to estimate each target. 

7) Visualize the resulting shapefile. 

For the purpose of this experiment, it is assumed that step one is already 

completed as would be the case in a production environment. In addition, the target 

signatures have been calculated in advance. The NEF system, which is used to generate 

these signatures, provides a programming interface that facilitates the automatic 

generation of signatures and this interface is well established. Having no need to further 

prove the interface, this work bypassed coding this action. 

Picking up at step 3, this work incorporates MATLAB code written to perform 

steps 3-6. The code was consolidated from isolated efforts in support of the previous 

experiments into a single codebase to perform an automated search. The program 

requires as input only the image and the target signature. For step 3, it assumes a 

threshold of 0.5 radians for the SAM algorithm and 0.01 (unitless) for the MF algorithm. 



 

The output of this program is a shapefile with the targets detected at the calculated 

optimum threshold. The image is then loaded into EN

overlaid on the image. The resulting display is then exploited visually.

3.6.4 Results 
The automated process was run for each signature. Using the SAM algorithm, it 

calculated sweet spot thresholds of

blue signature, and 0.42 radians for the green signature. 

calculated sweet spot thresholds of 0.

and 0.06 for the green signature. 

 

Figure 50 Visualization for the entire scene of results for the
threshold calculation with red oval
calculation with red oval highlighting area of interest
red oval highlighting area of interest
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The output of this program is a shapefile with the targets detected at the calculated 

optimum threshold. The image is then loaded into ENVI™ and the shapefile is displayed 

overlaid on the image. The resulting display is then exploited visually. 

The automated process was run for each signature. Using the SAM algorithm, it 

calculated sweet spot thresholds of 0.3 radians for the red signature, 0.42

radians for the green signature. Using the MF algorithm, it 

calculated sweet spot thresholds of 0.14 for the red signature, 0.12 for the blue signature, 

gnature.  

for the entire scene of results for the automated process; a) SAM, blue signature, 0.42 
with red ovals highlighting area of interest, b) MF, red signature, 0.14 threshold 

calculation with red oval highlighting area of interest, c) MF, green signature, 0.06 threshold calculation with 
red oval highlighting area of interest 

The output of this program is a shapefile with the targets detected at the calculated 

and the shapefile is displayed 

The automated process was run for each signature. Using the SAM algorithm, it 

0.42 radians for the 

Using the MF algorithm, it 

for the blue signature, 

 
SAM, blue signature, 0.42 

MF, red signature, 0.14 threshold 
MF, green signature, 0.06 threshold calculation with 



 

Figure 50through 

shapefiles over the PAN-

several of the search executions. It can be seen that the number and dispersion of the 

target hits (green polygons) seems appropriate to the problem 

indicating large false detection errors nor too few indicating large missed detections (i.e., 

minimization of errors). 

 

Figure 51 Detailed visualization of 
threshold, b) MF blue signature with 0.12 threshold
Google, Map data ©Google 2013]

 

Figure 51 displays an area in the north of 

for boats near the waterfront.  

blue signature highlighting severa

same area but with the MF algorithm. It can be seen that these results continue to 

reinforce the notion that the MF algorithm produces better results than 

the MF results do include a couple of false detect
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through Figure 54 show visualized results from displaying the generated 

-sharpened image. Figure 50 visualizes the entire results from 

several of the search executions. It can be seen that the number and dispersion of the 

ns) seems appropriate to the problem – neither too many 

indicating large false detection errors nor too few indicating large missed detections (i.e., 

isualization of storage lot (upper highlight in Figure 50a); a) SAM blue signature with 0.42 
MF blue signature with 0.12 threshold, c) Google Maps image of area from 2013 [Imagery 

Google 2013] 

displays an area in the north of Figure 50a which includes a storage lot 

for boats near the waterfront.  Figure 51a visualizes the results of the SAM run for the 

blue signature highlighting several boats with blue sails or tarps. Figure 51

same area but with the MF algorithm. It can be seen that these results continue to 

the MF algorithm produces better results than does

the MF results do include a couple of false detections, they also includes several 

show visualized results from displaying the generated 

visualizes the entire results from 

several of the search executions. It can be seen that the number and dispersion of the 

neither too many 

indicating large false detection errors nor too few indicating large missed detections (i.e., 

 
SAM blue signature with 0.42 

, c) Google Maps image of area from 2013 [Imagery ©2013 

a which includes a storage lot 

a visualizes the results of the SAM run for the 

51b displays the 

same area but with the MF algorithm. It can be seen that these results continue to 

does SAM; while 

also includes several 



 

detections missed by the SAM algorithm. 

Maps in 2013; this aerial photograph confirms the lot’s purpose and, remarkably, even 

shows several of the boats and vehicles still in their same locations.

 

Figure 52 Detailed visualization of 
0.42 threshold, b) MF blue signature with 0.12 threshold, c) Go
©2013 Google, Map data ©Google 2013]

 

Figure 52 displays an area in the south of 

small craft and fishing boats.  

blue signature highlighting a number of blue items on the dock. 

same area but with the MF algorithm. Again, the advantage of the MF algorithm is
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detections missed by the SAM algorithm. Figure 51c captures the same area from 

Maps in 2013; this aerial photograph confirms the lot’s purpose and, remarkably, even 

shows several of the boats and vehicles still in their same locations. 

isualization of working dock (lower highlight in Figure 50a); a) SAM blue signature with 
0.42 threshold, b) MF blue signature with 0.12 threshold, c) Google Maps image of area from 2013 [Imagery 

Google 2013] 

displays an area in the south of Figure 50a of commercial docks for 

small craft and fishing boats.  Figure 52a visualizes the results of the SAM run for 

blue signature highlighting a number of blue items on the dock. Figure 52

same area but with the MF algorithm. Again, the advantage of the MF algorithm is

c captures the same area from Google 

Maps in 2013; this aerial photograph confirms the lot’s purpose and, remarkably, even 

 
a); a) SAM blue signature with 

ogle Maps image of area from 2013 [Imagery 

a of commercial docks for 

a visualizes the results of the SAM run for the 

52b displays the 

same area but with the MF algorithm. Again, the advantage of the MF algorithm is 



 

evident. Figure 52c captures the same area from 

photograph confirms that the blue objects are still in use two years later and seem to be 

tarps covering material and/or equipment temporarily stored on the dock.

 

Figure 53 Detailed visualization of 
Google Maps image of area from 2013 [Imagery 

 

In Figure 53a, part of a marina is displayed along with the adjacent parking and a 

pavilion from the highlighted area in 

Google Maps in 2013.  The arrows highlight corresponding obj

and the Google Maps image; the red arrows tie together the sails on a sailboat and the 

seats in the cockpit of a powerboat, green arrows, the red cars (still in the same spots two 
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c captures the same area from Google Maps in 2013; thi

photograph confirms that the blue objects are still in use two years later and seem to be 

tarps covering material and/or equipment temporarily stored on the dock.

isualization of marina (highlight in Figure 50b); a) MF red signature with 0.14 threshold, b) 
Google Maps image of area from 2013 [Imagery ©2013 Google, Map data ©Google 2013] 

a, part of a marina is displayed along with the adjacent parking and a 

pavilion from the highlighted area in Figure 50b; Figure 53b captures the same area from 

Google Maps in 2013.  The arrows highlight corresponding objects in the WV

and the Google Maps image; the red arrows tie together the sails on a sailboat and the 

seats in the cockpit of a powerboat, green arrows, the red cars (still in the same spots two 

Maps in 2013; this aerial 

photograph confirms that the blue objects are still in use two years later and seem to be 

tarps covering material and/or equipment temporarily stored on the dock. 

 
b); a) MF red signature with 0.14 threshold, b) 

a, part of a marina is displayed along with the adjacent parking and a 

b captures the same area from 

ects in the WV-2 image 

and the Google Maps image; the red arrows tie together the sails on a sailboat and the 

seats in the cockpit of a powerboat, green arrows, the red cars (still in the same spots two 



 

years later), the yellow arrows the red deck chairs a

arrows larger areas of red structures.

 

Figure 54 Detailed visualization of 
with 0.42 threshold overlaid on PAN
PAN-sharpened image, c) MF green
arrows highlight PAN-sharpening mis

 

Figure 54 displays the area of interest highlight in 

freight wharf with a large numbe

for the SAM algorithm with a calculated threshold of 0.42 and

algorithm with a calculated threshold of 0.06. Once again, both algorithms perform at 

what appears to be a near optimum degree. It can also be noticed that at the eastern edge 

of both images (the dark pixels on the
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years later), the yellow arrows the red deck chairs around the pavilion, and the blue 

arrows larger areas of red structures. 

isualization of commercial freight wharf (highlight in Figure 50c); a) SAM 
with 0.42 threshold overlaid on PAN-sharpened image, b) MF green signature with 0.06 threshold overlaid on 

green signature with 0.06 threshold overlaid on original multispectral image;
sharpening mis-registration at image edge 

displays the area of interest highlight in Figure 50c, the commercial 

freight wharf with a large number of green containerized shipping palettes; 

for the SAM algorithm with a calculated threshold of 0.42 andFigure 54b is for the MF 

algorithm with a calculated threshold of 0.06. Once again, both algorithms perform at 

what appears to be a near optimum degree. It can also be noticed that at the eastern edge 

(the dark pixels on the western edge are water, but on the eastern edge are 

round the pavilion, and the blue 

 
SAM green signature 

signature with 0.06 threshold overlaid on 
signature with 0.06 threshold overlaid on original multispectral image; red 

c, the commercial 

r of green containerized shipping palettes; Figure 54a is 

b is for the MF 

algorithm with a calculated threshold of 0.06. Once again, both algorithms perform at 

what appears to be a near optimum degree. It can also be noticed that at the eastern edge 

western edge are water, but on the eastern edge are 
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non-pixels) that occasionally the polygons appear to be falling over red containers, 

possibly indicating false detection errors. However, investigation in the original MSI 

scene (Figure 54c) shows that the original polygon placements are correct and therefore, 

the displacement in the PAN-sharpened image must be due to difficulties experienced by 

the ENVI sharpening routine near image edges. 
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This work postulated that fully automated spectral target detection is possible 

providing that a method for automatically determining an optimal search threshold exists 

and that directed searches perform at least as well as manual in-scene searches. It 

established the definition of small target from previous literature as any object of interest 

in the image that is smaller than the photographic blur circle of the image. It established 

the definition of optimum threshold as one which causes the search results to minimize 

the false and missed detection rates while simultaneously maximizing the true detection 

rate. It then demonstrated that mathematically this is the spot at which the false detection 

rate curve crosses the missed detection rate curve as the threshold varies – it is labeled the 

analytic sweet spot. This work documented experiments that demonstrated that taking the 

first order statistic of the histogram for target detections with a threshold set inordinately 

high will deduce a value near the analytic sweet spot threshold for that image. Next an 

experiment was run to determine if directed searches produced results no worst at the 

sweet spot then in-scene searches. A new, more pleasing visual presentation was 

constructed using a morphological approach identified as the nearest neighbor inflation 

target estimator which provides an approximation of the target dimensions in pixel space. 

Bringing these elements together, this work then presented a prototype fully automated 

demonstration of the end-to-end process. Lastly, it performed an assessment of the 
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relative performance of target detection searches using 8-band, high resolution imagery 

versus otherwise identical 4-band imagery. 

Empirical data was generated sustaining the sweet spot as the intersection of the 

missed detection and false detection curves. This empirical data was plotted against the 

histogram mean predicted data; the plots demonstrated remarkable similarity. Statistical 

analysis determined a high rate of correlation between the empirically derived sweet spot 

and the suggested mean approximation. Analysis of the difference of the means and 

Kolmogorov-Sminov similarity testing determined that the plots were not significantly 

different. The coefficient of determination between the two sets of data indicates that one 

is an excellent model for the other. The data was then regrouped by differing 

characteristics (e.g., algorithm, signature) and re-analyzed producing near identical 

results to the group as a whole. Therefore, it is concluded that the first moment statistic of 

the histogram of target detection results from an exorbitantly large search threshold can 

be used as predictor of the sweet spot metric for the same image. Additionally, it was 

noted that the histogram mean predictor tends to select a slightly more open threshold 

than the empirically derived sweet spot. This might be taken into account when 

automating this function to slightly tighten the result. Further, while this work 

concentrated on multispectral directed searches, the suggested metric and approximation 

methodology are applicable to other domains.  

An experiment was formulated to test the hypothesis that directed search target 

detection performs at least as well as in-scene target detection methods. Comparable 

methods of determining true and false detection rates for directed and in-scene searches 
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across two algorithms, three signatures, and three images was established and 162 search 

runs were executed. The results were catalogued and analyzed both literally and 

statistically. While individual head-to-head comparisons results varied, 88% of the 

comparisons supported the hypothesis and in only one case was the in-scene true 

detection rate more than marginally better. Visual interpretation of ROC curves of the 

directed results and in-scene results clearly presented appreciably better performance for 

the directed search. In these cases it was not just better at the sweet spot but usually all 

along the entire length of the ROC curve. The results at the sweet spot were then 

analyzed statistically. Again, the detection rates were significantly correlated and not 

significantly different; however, area under the curve analysis demonstrated that the 

directed search presented a higher normalized detection rate (over 9% higher) and 

coincident lower normalized false detection rate (almost 10%). As a generality, when 

taken as a whole or in similar groups, the hypothesis that directed search performs at least 

as well as in-scene search was universally supported. However, the sample size was small 

and additional work needs to be completed with greater numbers of algorithms, 

signatures, and images. Additionally, investigation should be made into the effects of 

collection geometry on the results. 

The Nearest Neighbor Inflation (NNI) target estimator was presented as well as 

visual results supporting its usefulness. It conveys a well defined polygon around the 

target rather than points on one or more pixels. This adaptation in shapefile form provides 

a more easily recognized target designation and is useful in literal analysis. However, 

more work needs to be performed to reduce errors due to target amalgamation when 
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multiple targets adjacent to each other and when the nearest neighborhood utilized is too 

small to encompass the anticipated targets. 

This work also supports the intuitive conclusion that 8-band VNIR data provides 

better spectral search results than 4-band data. Plot and ROC curve analysis similar to the 

directed versus in-scene comparison was performed. It clearly demonstrated that in 72% 

percent of the cased 8-bands performed at least well and in half the cases it performed 

significantly better. However, in almost 17% of the cases the 4-band searches performed 

better and in 50% of the cases at least as well. This work did not investigate to determine 

if there was a particular set of circumstances (e.g., band placement relative to target 

signature) that enabled the 4-band to outperform the higher fidelity images. Statistical 

analysis indicates that the detection rates were significantly correlated and not 

significantly different; however, area under the curve analysis demonstrated that the 8-

band search presented a higher normalized detection rate (over 8%) and coincident lower 

normalized false detection rate (almost 6.5%). This supports the conclusion that, 

generally, 8-bands of dimensionality are more useful than 4-bands in spectral searches. 

Lastly, the prototype demonstration bringing this effort together supports the 

premise that fully automated spectral small target detection is possible and a viable 

alternative to manual in-scene search methodologies. The end-to-end runs produced 

results that were visualized using standard electronic light table technology with 

acceptable results. 

This work is suggestive of several prospects for additional research. The most 

obvious one is to increase the depth and breadth of this work; performing additional tests 
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with more algorithms, images, and signatures would presumably corroborate the 

conclusions presented. Other specific avenues of research would investigate the nature of 

an “exorbitantly high” seed threshold for the sweet spot predictor. It is clear that too high 

a threshold could overwhelm the results with errors and skew the mean to threshold that 

is not actually optimum.  

The directed search is premised on using spectral signatures that are modeled for 

the specific collection geometry. While some work has been done in this area, further 

investigation as to the importance of collection geometry and the relative performance 

difference in using nadir direct hemispherical reflectance values (DHR) versus BDRF 

values is appropriate. Other effects of geometry merit further review, such as how does 

the scattering angle affect the results – forward vs. backward vs. side scatter geometries. 

The 8-band versus 4-band search comparisons provided anecdotal evidence of the 

importance of the number and placement of bands which begs further research. 

In this work, the MF algorithm seemed to provide superior results to the SAM 

algorithm. However, generating the covariance matrix for an entire image could become 

computational taxing. Investigation into how varying the size of the covariance kernel to 

reduce computation complexity affects the error rates would prove interesting as 

demonstrated for anomaly detection searches (Pegler et al., 2007). Further research into 

why this was the case and possible solutions should prove remarkable. Additionally, 

follow through work on the trade-offs between algorithm and signature should be 

performed to explain the difference noted in this work’s results. 
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Also, in this work, reflectance was computed for top-of-the-atmosphere values. 

Many research and analysis efforts assume at-target reflectance. Experiments to 

determine the relative perform of detection attempts based on TOA and ground leaving 

reflectance could be performed. 

The nearest neighbor inflation target estimator is currently in a somewhat 

rudimentary form. Further work might expand its sensitivity to orientation and pixel 

phasing, as well as, addressing driving down the two types of errors. Additionally, 

including other spatial qualities and/or constraints such as target size, shape, and phasing 

should be explored. 

Lastly, it would prove immensely interesting to use the methods suggested here 

against other phenomenology, e.g., thermal, to determine if these methods do indeed 

transfer to other spectral domains. If this transference is confirmed, further tests 

combining signatures from multiple sensors to create compound signatures and 

performing detection searches could be extremely enlightening. Also, extending the 

algorithmic approach to incorporate a chain of algorithms, for instance, an anomaly 

detector with a target detection search on only the anomalies, is an intriguing follow-on 

to this work. 
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5. APPENDIX A – DATA 

5.1 Image Metadata 
 

Table 14 Image metadata; a) columns 1-7, b) columns 8-14, c) columns 15-16, d) columns 17-23, and e) columns 
24-31 
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5.2 NEF Generated Spectral Signatures 
 

Table 15 NEF generated spectral signatures by image 
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6. APPENDIX B – MATLAB SOURCE CODE 

6.1 Directed Search Data Generator 

6.1.1 Main Program 
function  varargout = main10(varargin)  
% MAIN6 MATLAB code for main6.fig  
%      MAIN6, by itself, creates a new MAIN6 or rai ses the existing  
%      singleton*.  
% 
%      H = MAIN6 returns the handle to a new MAIN6 or the handle to  
%      the existing singleton*.  
% 
%      MAIN6('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,. ..) calls the local  
%      function named CALLBACK in MAIN6.M with the given input 
arguments.  
% 
%      MAIN6('Property','Value',...) creates a new MAIN6 or raises the  
%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left , property value 
pairs are  
%      applied to the GUI before main6_OpeningFcn g ets called.  An  
%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property 
application  
%      stop.  All inputs are passed to main6_Openin gFcn via varargin.  
% 
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Cho ose "GUI allows only 
one  
%      instance to run (singleton)".  
% 
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES  
  
% Edit the above text to modify the response to hel p main6  
  
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 21-Feb-2013 16:54:12  
  
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT  
gui_Singleton = 1;  
gui_State = struct( 'gui_Name' ,       mfilename, ...  
                   'gui_Singleton' ,  gui_Singleton, ...  
                   'gui_OpeningFcn' , @main6_OpeningFcn, ...  
                   'gui_OutputFcn' ,  @main6_OutputFcn, ...  
                   'gui_LayoutFcn' ,  [] , ...  
                   'gui_Callback' ,   []);  
if  nargin && ischar(varargin{1})  
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});  
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end  
  
if  nargout  
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State,  varargin{:});  
else  
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});  
end  
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT  
  
  
  
% --- Executes just before main6 is made visible.  
function  main6_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, vara rgin)  
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.  
% hObject    handle to figure  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
% varargin   command line arguments to main6 (see V ARARGIN) 
  
% Choose default command line output for main6  
handles.output = hObject;  
  
% Update handles structure  
guidata(hObject, handles);  
  
% UIWAIT makes main6 wait for user response (see UI RESUME) 
% uiwait(handles.figure1);  
var = get(handles.Merit, 'Value' );  
var2 = sprintf( '%5.4g' , var);  
set(handles.SliderText, 'Value' , var);  
set(handles.SliderText, 'String' , var2);  
set(handles.BufferSize, 'Value' , 1);  
set(handles.BufferSize, 'String' , '1' );  
  
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to th e command line.  
function  varargout = main6_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, ha ndles)  
% varargout  cell array for returning output args ( see VARARGOUT);  
% hObject    handle to figure  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
  
% Get default command line output from handles stru cture  
varargout{1} = handles.output;  
  
% --- Executes on selection change in Image.  
function  Image_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to Image (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
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% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns Image 
contents as cell array  
%        contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns sel ected item from 
Image  
set(gcf, 'Pointer' , 'watch' );  
global  imagesXLS;  
global  NefXLS;  
global  beginningNef;  
[r1, r2, imagesXLS] = xlsread( 'ImageData.xlsx' );  
xlssize = size(imagesXLS,1);  
txt = [];  
for  z = 2:xlssize;  
    if  cell2mat(imagesXLS(z,26));  
        txt2 = strcat(char(imagesXLS(z,1)), ' (PS)' );  
    else ;  
        txt2 = char(imagesXLS(z,1));  
    end ;  
    txt = strvcat(txt, txt2);  
end ;  
set(hObject, 'String' , txt);  
%fill matching spectra  
[r1, r2, NefXLS1] = xlsread( 'NefSpectra.xlsx' );  
xlssize = size(NefXLS1,1);  
txt = [];  
ptr = get(hObject, 'Value' )+1;  
parent = char(imagesXLS(ptr,3));  
NefXLS = NefXLS1(1,:);  
for  z = 2:xlssize;  
    tmp = cell2mat(NefXLS1(z,1));  
    if  ~isnan(tmp);  
        if  strcmp(char(NefXLS1(z,1)),parent);  
            txt = strvcat(txt, char(NefXLS1(z,2)));  
            NefXLS = [NefXLS;NefXLS1(z,:)];  
        end ;  
    end ;  
end ;  
beginningNef = txt;  
set(handles.Spectra, 'String' , beginningNef);  
drawnow;  
set(gcf, 'Pointer' , 'arrow' );  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after settin g all properties.  
function  Image_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to Image (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    empty - handles not created until afte r all CreateFcns 
called  
  
% Hint: listbox controls usually have a white backg round on Windows.  
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.  
if  ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' ), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor' ))  
    set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' , 'white' );  
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end  
global  imagesXLS;  
global  NefXLS;  
global  beginningNef;  
[r1, r2, imagesXLS] = xlsread( 'ImageData.xlsx' );  
xlssize = size(imagesXLS,1);  
txt = [];  
for  z = 2:xlssize;  
    if  cell2mat(imagesXLS(z,26));  
        txt2 = strcat(char(imagesXLS(z,1)), ' (PS)' );  
    else ;  
        txt2 = char(imagesXLS(z,1));  
    end ;  
    txt = strvcat(txt, txt2);  
end ;  
set(hObject, 'String' , txt);  
%fill matching spectra  
[r1, r2, NefXLS1] = xlsread( 'NefSpectra.xlsx' );  
xlssize = size(NefXLS1,1);  
txt = [];  
ptr = get(hObject, 'Value' )+1;  
parent = char(imagesXLS(ptr,3));  
NefXLS = NefXLS1(1,:);  
for  z = 2:xlssize;  
    tmp = cell2mat(NefXLS1(z,1));  
    if  ~isnan(tmp);  
        if  strcmp(char(NefXLS1(z,1)),parent);  
            txt = strvcat(txt, char(NefXLS1(z,2)));  
            NefXLS = [NefXLS;NefXLS1(z,:)];  
        end ;  
    end ;  
end ;  
beginningNef = txt;  
  
% --- Executes on button press in SAM.  
function  SAM_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to SAM (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
  
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state o f SAM  
  
% --- Executes on button press in ED.  
function  ED_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to ED (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
  
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state o f ED  
  
% --- Executes on button press in SSS.  
function  SSS_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to SSS (see GCBO)  
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% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
  
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state o f SSS  
  
% --- Executes on button press in Execute.  
function  Execute_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to Execute (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
global  imagesXLS;  
set(handles.Status, 'String' , ' ' );  
set(handles.Hits, 'String' , ' ' );  
drawnow;  
mimage = get(handles.Image, 'Value' );  
if   get(handles.SAM, 'Value' ) == get(handles.SAM, 'Max' );  
    malgorithm = 'SAM' ;  
elseif  get(handles.LSMA, 'Value' ) == get(handles.LSMA, 'Max' );  
    malgorithm = 'LSMA' ;  
elseif  get(handles.MFSAM_ratio, 'Value' ) == get(handles.MFSAM_ratio, 
'Max' );  
    malgorithm = 'ratio' ;  
elseif  get(handles.MF, 'Value' ) == get(handles.MF, 'Max' );  
    malgorithm = 'MF' ;  
end ;  
mmerit = get(handles.Merit, 'Value' );  
  
%Directed Search  
zxls = get(handles.Image, 'Value' )+1;  
fname = strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/' ,char(imagesXLS(zxls,1)));  
[img, imgHdr] = enviread(fname);  
%end;  
[lines, samples, bands2] = size(img);  
bands = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,4));  
firstsample = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,12));  
lastsample = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,13));  
firstline = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,10));  
lastline = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,11));  
  
%adjustment for pan sharpened pictre  
pansharp = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,26));  
%calc lat/lon  
LonUL =cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,6));  
LonLL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,30));  
LonUR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,29));  
LonLR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,8));  
LatUR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,27));  
LatLR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,9));  
LatUL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,7));  
LatLL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,28));  
RowUL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,10));  
RowUR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,10));  
RowLL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,11));  
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RowLR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,11));  
ColUL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,12));  
ColUR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,13));  
ColLL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,12));  
ColLR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,13));  
rightcol = ColUR - ColUL + 1;  
lowerrow = RowLL - RowUL + 1;  
% cpts = [1 1;rightcol 1; 1 lowerrow; rightcol lowe rrow];  
cpts = [1 1;samples 1; 1 lines; samples lines];  
mpts = [LonUL LatUL; LonUR LatUR; LonLL LatLL; LonL R LatLR];  
t4 = cp2tform(cpts, mpts, 'projective' );  
%t4 = cp2tform(cpts, mpts, 'affine');  
  
%ephemeris data  
effBandWidth = eval(strcat( '[' , char(imagesXLS(zxls,15)), ']' ));  
Esun = eval(strcat( '[' , char(imagesXLS(zxls,16)), ']' ));  
absCalFactor = eval(strcat( '[' , char(imagesXLS(zxls,17)), ']' ));  
Eup = eval(strcat( '[' , char(imagesXLS(zxls,14)), ']' ));  
Edown = eval(strcat( '[' , char(imagesXLS(zxls,24)), ']' ));  
d = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,23));  
solarZenith = 90-cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,18));  
solarElev = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,18));  
viewAngle = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,22));  
  
%Get selected NEF spectrum  
global  NefXLS;  
mspectra = get(handles.Spectra, 'Value' )+1;  
R_nef = eval(strcat( '[' , char(NefXLS(mspectra,4)), ']' ));  
  
hits = [];  
hitsall = [];  
if  get(handles.wAtmo, 'Max' ) == get(handles.wAtmo, 'Value' );  
    wAtmo = true;  
else ;  
    wAtmo = false;  
end ;  
  
%Preparation  
%create reflectance cube  
if  fname(1) == 'K' ;  
    sensor = 'IK' ;  
else ;  
    sensor = 'WV' ;  
end ;  
orig_img = img;  
set(handles.Status, 'String' , 'Refl' );  
set(handles.Status, 'ForegroundColor' , 'Black' );  
drawnow;  
rname = strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/Data/Reflectance.mat' );  
listing = dir(rname);  
if  size(listing,1);  
    load(rname);  
else ;  
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    for  y = 1:lines;  
        z = rem(y, 10);  
        if  z == 0;  
            set(handles.Status, 'String' , 'Refl' );  
            set(handles.Status, 'ForegroundColor' , 'Black' );  
            set(handles.Hits, 'String' , num2str(y));  
            drawnow;  
        end ;  
        for  x = 1:samples;  
            if  reshape(img(y, x, 1:bands2),bands2,1) ~= 
zeros(bands2,1);  
                L_tgt = zeros(1, bands2);  
                R_pix = zeros(1, bands2);  
                for  b = 1:bands2;  
                    [L_tgt(b), E] = Radiance(img(y,  x, b), 
absCalFactor(b), effBandWidth(b),Esun(b), d, solarZ enith, sensor);  
                    if  wAtmo;  
                        R_pix(b) = AtmoCorrect1(tru e, L_tgt(b), 
solarZenith, viewAngle, E, d, Esun(b), Eup(b), Edow n(b));  
                    else ;  
                        R_pix(b) = AtmoCorrect1(fal se, L_tgt(b), 
solarZenith, viewAngle, E, d, Esun(b), Eup(b), Edow n(b));  
                    end ;  
                    img(y,x,b) = R_pix(b);  
                end ;  
                %add lat/lon for TL & BR to pixel vector  
                tpts = [(x) (y)];  
                latlon = tformfwd(t4, tpts);  
                img(y, x, b+1) = latlon(1);   %lon  
                img(y, x, b+2) = latlon(2);   %lat  
                tpts = [(x+1.0) (y+1.0)];  
                latlon = tformfwd(t4, tpts);  
                img(y, x, b+3) = latlon(1);   %lon  
                img(y, x, b+4) = latlon(2);   %lat  
            end ;  
        end ;  
    end ;  
clc  
clc  
save(rname, 'img' );  
end ;  
  
%MF prep  
if  (strcmp(malgorithm, 'MF' )) || (strcmp(malgorithm, 'ratio' )) || 
(strcmp(malgorithm, 'ACE' ));  
    %find mean, covariance, inverse covariance  
    set(handles.Status, 'String' , 'Mean' );  
    set(handles.Hits, 'String' , ' ' );  
    drawnow;  
    imgtemp = img(:,:,1:bands2);  
    iM = reshape(img_mean(imgtemp),bands2,1);  
    set(handles.Status, 'String' , 'Cov' );  
    drawnow;  
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    iC = img_cov(imgtemp);  
    set(handles.Status, 'String' , 'invCov' );  
    drawnow;  
    invC = inv(iC);  
end ;  
%LSMA Prep 
if  (strcmp(malgorithm, 'LSMA' ));  
    endM = [];  
    %background signatures for linear least squares  
    %get six modeled signatures  
    for  z = 2:size(NefXLS,1);  
        isig = char(NefXLS(z,2));  
        if  strcmp(char(NefXLS(z,1)), char(imagesXLS(zxls,1)))  && 
strcmp(isig(1:5), 'LU-90' );  
            tmp = eval(strcat( '[' , char(NefXLS(z,4)), ']' ));  
            endM = [endM, tmp'];  
        end ;  
    end ;  
    %add image mean as background  
    mu = reshape(img_mean(img(:,:,1:bands2)),bands2 ,1);  
    endM = [endM, mu];  
    %add NEF target signature  
    endM = [endM, R_nef'];  
end ;  
  
%Algorithm processing loop  
R_nef = reshape(R_nef,bands2,1);  
hitctr = 0;  
hits = [];  
imgTgt(1:lines, 1:samples) = NaN;  
buff = get(handles.BufferSize, 'Value' );  
for  y = 1+buff:lines-buff; %lines  
    z = rem(y, 10); %display status  
    if  z == 0;  
        set(handles.Status, 'String' , num2str(y));  
        set(handles.Status, 'ForegroundColor' , 'Black' );  
        set(handles.Hits, 'String' , num2str(hitctr));  
        drawnow;  
    end ;  
    for  x = 1+buff:samples-buff; %samples  
        if  reshape(img(y, x, 1:bands2),bands2,1) == zeros(ban ds2,1);  
%check for masked pixel  
            continue ;  
        end ;  
        R_pix = reshape(img(y, x, 1:bands2+4),bands 2+4,1);  
  
        %algorithms  
        %SAM 
        if  strcmp(malgorithm, 'SAM' );  
            %add matching lat/lon to NEF vector  
            t = R_nef;  
            t(bands2+1,1) = R_pix(bands2+1);   %lon  
            t(bands2+2,1) = R_pix(bands2+2);   %lat  
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            t = reshape(t,bands+2,1);           %R_pix  
            p = reshape(R_pix(1:bands2+2),bands2+2, 1);  
            %determine if potential target  
            t1 = R_nef;  
            p1 = reshape(R_pix(1:bands2),bands2,1);  
            SAM1 = acos(dot(t1, p1)/(norm(t1)*norm( p1)));  
            if  SAM1 > mmerit;  
                continue ;  
            end ;  
            %perform nearest neighbor search  
            hitctr = hitctr + 1;  
            t = reshape(p(1:bands2),bands2,1);  %make the target = the 
current pixel vector  
            hitctrb = hitctr;   %check for hit already part of larger 
target  
            for  ynn = y-buff:y+buff;  
                for  xnn = x-buff:x+buff;  
                    if  ~isnan(imgTgt(y,x))  
                        hitctrb = imgTgt(y,x);  
                    end ;  
                end ;  
            end ;  
            for  ynn = y-buff:y+buff;  
                for  xnn = x-buff:x+buff;  
                    if  reshape(img(ynn, xnn, 1:bands2),bands2,1) == 
zeros(bands2,1);  %check for masked pixel  
                        continue ;  
                    end ;  
                    p = reshape(img(ynn, xnn,1:band s2),bands2,1);   
%get the nearest neighbr pixel vector  
                    SAM = acos(dot(t, p)/(norm(t)*n orm(p)));  
                    if  ((SAM <= mmerit) && (isnan(imgTgt(ynn,xnn))));  
                        imgTgt(ynn,xnn) = hitctrb;  
%                         if isnan(imgTgt(y,x));  % check for hit 
already part of larger target  
%                             imgTgt(ynn,xnn) = hit ctr;  
%                         else;  
%                             imgTgt(ynn,xnn) = img Tgt(y,x);  
%                         end;  
                        hits = 
[hits;hitctrb,img(ynn,xnn,9),img(ynn,xnn,10),img(yn n,xnn,11),img(ynn,xn
n,12),xnn,ynn,SAM1,SAM];  
                    end ;  
                end ;  
            end ;  
        end ;  
        %LSMA 
        if  strcmp(malgorithm, 'LSMA' );  
            p = reshape(R_pix(1:bands2),bands2,1);  
            [weights, dummy, resid, exitflag] = lsq nonneg(endM, p);  
%             b = ones(8,1);  
%             lb = zeros(8,1);  
%             ub = ones(8,1);  
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%             [weights,resnorm,resid, exitflag] = 
lsqlin(endM,p,endM,b,[],[],lb,ub);  
            sumW = sum(weights);  
            mixW = weights .* (1/sumW);  
            bestfit = 0;  
            bctr = 0;  
            for  zz = 1:size(mixW(:,1));  
                if  mixW(zz,1) > bestfit;  
                    bestfit = mixW(zz,1);  
                    bctr = zz;  
                end ;  
            end ;  
            %check if it matches search and converged  
            if  (exitflag == 1) && (bctr == bands2);  
                LSMA = bestfit;  
            else ;  
                LSMA = 0;  
            end ;  
            if  LSMA < mmerit;  
                continue ;  
            end ;  
            %perform nearest neighbor search  
            hitctr = hitctr + 1;  
            endM1 = endM(:,1:bands2-1);  
            endM1 = [endM1, p];  %make the target = the current pixel 
vector  
            hitctrb = hitctr;   %check for hit already part of larger 
target  
            for  ynn = y-buff:y+buff;  
                for  xnn = x-buff:x+buff;  
                    if  ~isnan(imgTgt(y,x))  
                        hitctrb = imgTgt(y,x);  
                    end ;  
                end ;  
            end ;  
            for  ynn = y-buff:y+buff;  
                for  xnn = x-buff:x+buff;  
                    if  reshape(img(ynn, xnn, 1:bands2),bands2,1) == 
zeros(bands2,1);  %check for masked pixel  
                        continue ;  
                    end ;  
                    p = reshape(img(ynn, xnn,1:band s2),bands2,1);   
%get the nearest neighbr pixel vector  
                    [weights, dummy, resid, exitfla g] = 
lsqnonneg(endM1, p);  
%                     b = ones(8,1);  
%                     lb = zeros(8,1);  
%                     ub = ones(8,1);  
%                     [weights,resnorm,resid, exitf lag] = 
lsqlin(endM1,p,endM,b,[],[],lb,ub);  
                    sumW = sum(weights);  
                    mixW = weights .* (1/sumW);  
                    bestfit = 0;  
                    bctr = 0;  
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                    for  zz = 1:size(mixW(:,1));  
                        if  mixW(zz,1) > bestfit;  
                            bestfit = mixW(zz,1);  
                            bctr = zz;  
                        end ;  
                    end ;  
                    %check if it matches search and converged  
                    if  (exitflag == 1) && (bctr == bands2);  
                        LSMA1 = bestfit;  
                    else ;  
                        LSMA1 = 0;  
                    end ;  
                    if  ((LSMA1 >= mmerit) && (isnan(imgTgt(ynn,xnn))));  
%                         imgTgt(ynn,xnn) = hitctr;  
%                         hits = 
[hits;hitctr,img(ynn,xnn,9),img(ynn,xnn,10),img(ynn ,xnn,11),img(ynn,xnn
,12),xnn,ynn,LSMA,LSMA1];  
                        imgTgt(ynn,xnn) = hitctrb;  
                        hits = 
[hits;hitctrb,img(ynn,xnn,9),img(ynn,xnn,10),img(yn n,xnn,11),img(ynn,xn
n,12),xnn,ynn,LSMA,LSMA1];  
                    end ;  
                end ;  
            end ;  
        end ;  
        %MF 
        if  strcmp(malgorithm, 'MF' );  
            p = reshape(img(y,x,1:bands2),bands2,1) ;  
            MF = (R_nef-iM)' * invC * (p-iM);  
            if  (MF/1000) < mmerit;  
                continue ;  
            end ;  
            %perform nearest neighbor search  
            hitctr = hitctr + 1;  
            t = reshape(p(1:bands2),bands2,1);  %make the target = the 
current pixel vector  
            hitctrb = hitctr;   %check for hit already part of larger 
target  
            for  ynn = y-buff:y+buff;  
                for  xnn = x-buff:x+buff;  
                    if  ~isnan(imgTgt(y,x))  
                        hitctrb = imgTgt(y,x);  
                    end ;  
                end ;  
            end ;  
            for  ynn = y-buff:y+buff;  
                for  xnn = x-buff:x+buff;  
                    if  reshape(img(ynn, xnn, 1:bands2),bands2,1) == 
zeros(bands2,1);  %check for masked pixel  
                        continue ;  
                    end ;  
                    p = reshape(img(ynn, xnn,1:band s2),bands2,1);   
%get the nearest neighbr pixel vector  
                    MF1 = (t-iM)' * invC * (p-iM);  
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                    if  ((MF1 > mmerit) && (isnan(imgTgt(ynn,xnn))));  
%                         imgTgt(ynn,xnn) = hitctr;  
%                         hits = 
[hits;hitctr,img(ynn,xnn,9),img(ynn,xnn,10),img(ynn ,xnn,11),img(ynn,xnn
,12),xnn,ynn,MF,MF1];  
                        imgTgt(ynn,xnn) = hitctrb;  
                        hits = 
[hits;hitctrb,img(ynn,xnn,9),img(ynn,xnn,10),img(yn n,xnn,11),img(ynn,xn
n,12),xnn,ynn,MF,MF1];  
                    end ;  
                end ;  
            end ;  
        end ;  
        %MF/SAM Ratio  
        if  strcmp(malgorithm, 'ratio' );  
            %SAM part  
            t1 = R_nef;  
            p1 = reshape(R_pix(1:bands2),bands2,1);  
            SAM = acos(dot(t1, p1)/(norm(t1)*norm(p 1)));  
            if  SAM == 0.0;  
                SAM = 0.001;  
            end ;  
            %MF part  
            p2 = reshape(img(y,x,1:bands2),bands2,1 );  
            MF = (R_nef-iM)' * invC * (p2-iM);  
            %ratio part  
            mfsam = MF/SAM;  
            if  mfsam < mmerit;  
                continue ;  
            end ;  
            %perform nearest neighbor search  
            hitctr = hitctr + 1;  
            t = p1;  %make the target = the current pixel vector  
            hitctrb = hitctr;   %check for hit already part of larger 
target  
            for  ynn = y-buff:y+buff;  
                for  xnn = x-buff:x+buff;  
                    if  ~isnan(imgTgt(y,x))  
                        hitctrb = imgTgt(y,x);  
                    end ;  
                end ;  
            end ;  
            for  ynn = y-buff:y+buff;  
                for  xnn = x-buff:x+buff;  
                    if  reshape(img(ynn, xnn, 1:bands2),bands2,1) == 
zeros(bands2,1);  %check for masked pixel  
                        continue ;  
                    end ;  
                    pn = reshape(img(ynn, xnn,1:ban ds2),bands2,1);   
%get the nearest neighbr pixel vector  
                    SAM1 = acos(dot(t, pn)/(norm(t) *norm(pn)));  
                    if  SAM1 == 0.0;  
                        SAM1 = 0.001;  
                    end ;  
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                    MF1 = (t-iM)' * invC * (pn-iM);  
                    mfsam1 = MF1/SAM1;  
                    if  ((mfsam1 >= mmerit) && 
(isnan(imgTgt(ynn,xnn))));  
                        imgTgt(ynn,xnn) = hitctrb;  
                        hits = 
[hits;hitctrb,img(ynn,xnn,9),img(ynn,xnn,10),img(yn n,xnn,11),img(ynn,xn
n,12),xnn,ynn,mfsam,mfsam1];  
                    end ;  
                end ;  
            end ;  
        end ;  
    end ;  
end ;  
if  size(hits,1) > 0;  
    delete( 'RXhits.xlsx' );  
    xlswrite( 'RXhits.xlsx' , hits);  
end ;  
  
%create shapefile  
set(gcf, 'Pointer' , 'watch' );  
if  size(hits,1) > 0;  
    %Target shapefile  
    %get lat/lon data  
    ctr = size(hits,1);  
  
    if  pansharp;  
        fname = 
strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/' ,char(imagesXLS(zxls,26)));  
        jimg = imread(fname);  
        [dline, dsample, dbands] = size(img);  
        [pline, psample, pbands] = size(jimg);  
        factL = pline/dline;  
        factS = psample/dsample;  
        fname = 
strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/' ,char(imagesXLS(zxls,2)));  
        dimg = imread(fname);  
    else ;  
        fname = 
strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/' ,char(imagesXLS(zxls,2)));  
        dimg = imread(fname);  
    end ;  
  
    %find unique entries  
    hits = real(hits);  
    hits = sortrows(hits,1);  
    uhits = unique(hits(:,1));  
    sizeUhits = size(uhits,1);  
    %shapefile  
    [Targets(1:sizeUhits).Geometry] = deal( 'Polygon' );  
    for  i = 1:sizeUhits;  
        [r,c] = find(hits(:,1)==uhits(i));  %get hits matching this 
unique  
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        lon = [];  
        lat = [];  
        ctr = 0;  
        for  j = 1:size(r,1);    %gather all the lat/lon  
            z = size(lon,2);  
            lon(z+1) = hits(r(j),2);  
            lat(z+1) = hits(r(j),3);  
            lon(z+2) = hits(r(j),4);  
            lat(z+2) =  hits(r(j),5);  
        end ;  
        minx = min(lon');   %identify TL & BR  
        maxx = max(lon');  
        miny = min(lat');  
        maxy = max(lat');  
        %populate shapefile entry  
        Targets(i).BoundingBox = [minx miny; maxx m axy];  
        lon1 = [minx maxx maxx minx minx];  
        lat1 = [maxy maxy miny miny maxy];  
        Targets(i).Lon = lon1;  
        Targets(i).Lat = lat1;  
        Targets(i).Lon1 = hits(r(j),2);  
        Targets(i).Lat1 = hits(r(j),3);  
        Targets(i).tgt = hits(r(1),1);  
        Targets(i).x = hits(r(1),6);  
        Targets(i).y = hits(r(1),7);  
        Targets(i).Merit = hits(r(1),8);  
        Targets(i).Merit1 = hits(r(1),9);  
    end ;  
    dspec = makedbfspec(Targets);  
    if  strcmp(malgorithm, 'ratio' );  
        fname = strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/Data/' , 'R-' , 
char(imagesXLS(zxls,1)), '-' , char(NefXLS(mspectra,2)), '-' , 
malgorithm);  
    elseif  strcmp(char(imagesXLS(zxls,1)), 'J4_4010_p009_01_ps' );  
        fname = strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/Data/' , 'PS-' , 
char(imagesXLS(zxls,1)), '-' , char(NefXLS(mspectra,2)), '-' , 
malgorithm);  
    else  
        fname = strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/Data/' , 'E-' , 
char(imagesXLS(zxls,1)), '-' , char(NefXLS(mspectra,2)), '-' , 
malgorithm);  
    end ;  
%     if wAtmo;  
%         fname = strcat(fname, '-AC');  
%     end;  
    fname = strcat(fname, '-B' , num2str(buff));  
    tmp = num2str(mmerit);  
    tmp = strrep(tmp, '.' , '_' );  
    fname = strcat(fname, '-' , tmp);  
    shapewrite(Targets, fname, 'DbfSpec' , dspec);  
    fname = strcat(fname, '.mat' );  %save off hits list for potential 
later use  
    save(fname, 'hits' );  
end ;  
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set(handles.Status, 'String' , 'Complete' );  
set(handles.Status, 'ForegroundColor' , 'Red' );  
set(handles.Hits, 'String' , num2str(size(hits, 1)));  
drawnow;  
set(gcf, 'Pointer' , 'arrow' );  
  
%draw image window  
if  size(hits,1) > 0;  
    isfig = exist( 'fig' );  
    if  isfig;  
        close fig ;  
    end ;  
    fig = figure;  
     
    if  get(handles.PanSharp, 'Value' ) == get(handles.PanSharp, 'Max' );  
        imagesc(jimg);  
%         outsamples = round((cell2mat(hits(:,2))-1 ).*factS);  
%         outlines = round((cell2mat(hits(:,1))-1). *factL);  
    else ;  
        imagesc(dimg);  
        outsamples = hits(:,6);  
        outlines = hits(:,7);  
    end ;  
    hold on;  
    if  strcmp(char(NefXLS(mspectra,2)), 'Red' ) || 
strcmp(char(NefXLS(mspectra,2)), 'Red-90' );  
        scatter(outsamples, outlines,10, '+' , 'g' );  
    else ;  
        scatter(outsamples, outlines,10, '+' , 'g' );  
    end ;  
    fname = strrep(fname, '_' , '\_' );  
    title(fname);  
    impixelinfo;  
end ;     
  
% --- Executes on slider movement.  
function  Merit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to Merit (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
  
% Hints: get(hObject,'Value') returns position of s lider  
%        get(hObject,'Min') and get(hObject,'Max') to determine range 
of slider  
var = get(hObject, 'Value' );  
var2 = sprintf( '%5.4g' , var);  
set(handles.SliderText, 'Value' , var);  
set(handles.SliderText, 'String' , var2);  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after settin g all properties.  
function  Merit_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to Merit (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
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% handles    empty - handles not created until afte r all CreateFcns 
called  
  
% Hint: slider controls usually have a light gray b ackground.  
if  isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' ), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor' ))  
    set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' ,[.9 .9 .9]);  
end  
set(hObject, 'Value' , 0.5);  
  
  
function  SliderText_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to SliderText (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of SliderText as text  
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of 
SliderText as a double  
var = get(hObject, 'String' );  
var = str2num(var);  
var2 = sprintf( '%5.4g' , var);  
var = str2num(var2);  
set(handles.Merit, 'Value' , var);  
set(hObject, 'Value' , var);  
drawnow;  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after settin g all properties.  
function  SliderText_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to SliderText (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    empty - handles not created until afte r all CreateFcns 
called  
  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white backgrou nd on Windows.  
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.  
if  ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' ), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor' ))  
    set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' , 'white' );  
end  
  
  
  
function  Status_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to Status (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of Status as text  
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of Status 
as a double  
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% --- Executes during object creation, after settin g all properties.  
function  Status_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to Status (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    empty - handles not created until afte r all CreateFcns 
called  
  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white backgrou nd on Windows.  
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.  
if  ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' ), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor' ))  
    set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' , 'white' );  
end  
  
% --- Executes on selection change in Spectra.  
function  Spectra_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to Spectra (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
  
% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns Spectra 
contents as cell array  
%        contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns sel ected item from 
Spectra  
  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after settin g all properties.  
function  Spectra_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to Spectra (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    empty - handles not created until afte r all CreateFcns 
called  
global  beginningNef;  
set(hObject, 'String' , beginningNef);  
  
  
% Hint: listbox controls usually have a white backg round on Windows.  
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.  
if  ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' ), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor' ))  
    set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' , 'white' );  
end  
  
  
  
function  Hits_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to Hits (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
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% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of Hits as text  
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of Hits as 
a double  
  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after settin g all properties.  
function  Hits_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to Hits (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    empty - handles not created until afte r all CreateFcns 
called  
  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white backgrou nd on Windows.  
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.  
if  ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' ), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor' ))  
    set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' , 'white' );  
end  
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in wAtmo.  
function  wAtmo_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to wAtmo (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in PanSharp.  
function  PanSharp_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to PanSharp (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
  
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state o f PanSharp  
  
  
  
function  BufferSize_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to BufferSize (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of BufferSize as text  
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of 
BufferSize as a double  
var = get(hObject, 'String' );  
var = str2num(var);  
var2 = sprintf( '%5.4g' , var);  
var = str2num(var2);  
set(hObject, 'Value' , var);  
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% --- Executes during object creation, after settin g all properties.  
function  BufferSize_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to BufferSize (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    empty - handles not created until afte r all CreateFcns 
called  
  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white backgrou nd on Windows.  
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.  
if  ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' ), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor' ))  
    set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor' , 'white' );  
end  
set(hObject, 'Value' , 1);  
junk = 1;  
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in b4data.  
function  b4data_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% hObject    handle to b4data (see GCBO)  
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future v ersion of MATLAB  
% handles    structure with handles and user data ( see GUIDATA)  
  
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state o f b4data  
 

6.1.2 Atmospheric Correction 
%Cosine estimation of atmospheric transmittence  
function  rho = AtmoCorrect(withAtmo, rad, solar_zenith, 
sensor_viewangle, E, d, E_sun, E_up, E_down);  
  
if  withAtmo;  
    part1 = (rad-E_up-E_down)*pi*(d^2);  
    part2 = 
(cosd(sensor_viewangle)*cosd(solar_zenith)*E_sun*co sd(solar_zenith));  
    rho = part1/part2;  
else  
%     part1 = rad*pi*(d^2);  
%     part2 = E_sun*cosd(solar_zenith);  
    part1 = rad;  
    part2 = E_sun*cosd(solar_zenith);  
    rho = part1/part2;  
    rho = rho/10;  
    rho = rad/10000;  
end ;  
if  rho < 0.001;  
    rho = 0.001;  
elseif  rho > 1.0;  
    rho = 0.99;  
end ;  
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6.1.3 Graphical User Interface (GUI) Screenshot 
 

 
Figure 55 Screenshot of GUI 

 

6.2 Prototype Automated Detection 
%Automated Target Detection  
  
clear;  
clc;  
  
global  imagesXLS;  
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global  NefXLS;  
global  beginningNef;  
global  imagesXLS;  
  
%% Set desired parameters  
malgorithm = 'SAM' ;  
mspectra = 2+1; %from NEF table  
firstRun = false;  
ptr = 5+1;  %image selection from image table 5=boat  
  
%get image path & file  
[r1, r2, imagesXLS] = xlsread( 'ImageData.xlsx' );  
xlssize = size(imagesXLS,1);  
txt = [];  
for  z = 2:xlssize;  
    if  cell2mat(imagesXLS(z,26));  
        txt2 = strcat(char(imagesXLS(z,1)), ' (PS)' );  
    else ;  
        txt2 = char(imagesXLS(z,1));  
    end ;  
    txt = strvcat(txt, txt2);  
end ;  
%fill matching spectra  
[r1, r2, NefXLS1] = xlsread( 'NefSpectra.xlsx' );  
xlssize = size(NefXLS1,1);  
txt = [];  
parent = char(imagesXLS(ptr,3));  
NefXLS = NefXLS1(1,:);  
for  z = 2:xlssize;  
    tmp = cell2mat(NefXLS1(z,1));  
    if  ~isnan(tmp);  
        if  strcmp(char(NefXLS1(z,1)),parent);  
            txt = strvcat(txt, char(NefXLS1(z,2)));  
            NefXLS = [NefXLS;NefXLS1(z,:)];  
        end ;  
    end ;  
end ;  
  
zxls = ptr;  
fname = strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/' ,char(imagesXLS(zxls,1)));  
txt = strcat( 'fname=' ,fname);  
disp(txt);  
[img, imgHdr] = enviread(fname);  
[lines, samples, bands2] = size(img);  
bands = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,4));  
firstsample = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,12));  
lastsample = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,13));  
firstline = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,10));  
lastline = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,11));  
  
%adjustment for pan sharpened pictre  
pansharp = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,26));  
%calc lat/lon  
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LonUL =cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,6));  
LonLL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,30));  
LonUR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,29));  
LonLR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,8));  
LatUR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,27));  
LatLR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,9));  
LatUL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,7));  
LatLL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,28));  
RowUL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,10));  
RowUR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,10));  
RowLL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,11));  
RowLR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,11));  
ColUL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,12));  
ColUR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,13));  
ColLL = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,12));  
ColLR = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,13));  
rightcol = ColUR - ColUL + 1;  
lowerrow = RowLL - RowUL + 1;  
cpts = [1 1;samples 1; 1 lines; samples lines];  
mpts = [LonUL LatUL; LonUR LatUR; LonLL LatLL; LonL R LatLR];  
t4 = cp2tform(cpts, mpts, 'projective' );  
  
%ephemeris data  
effBandWidth = eval(strcat( '[' , char(imagesXLS(zxls,15)), ']' ));  
Esun = eval(strcat( '[' , char(imagesXLS(zxls,16)), ']' ));  
absCalFactor = eval(strcat( '[' , char(imagesXLS(zxls,17)), ']' ));  
Eup = eval(strcat( '[' , char(imagesXLS(zxls,14)), ']' ));  
Edown = eval(strcat( '[' , char(imagesXLS(zxls,24)), ']' ));  
d = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,23));  
solarZenith = 90-cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,18));  
solarElev = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,18));  
viewAngle = cell2mat(imagesXLS(zxls,22));  
  
%Get selected NEF spectrum  
global  NefXLS;  
R_nef = eval(strcat( '[' , char(NefXLS(mspectra,4)), ']' ));  
  
wAtmo = true;  
  
%Preparation  
%create reflectance cube  
sensor = 'WV' ;  
orig_img = img;  
rname = strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/Data/Reflectance.mat' );  
listing = dir(rname);  
if  size(listing,1);  
    load(rname);  
else ;  
    disp( 'refl' );  
    for  y = 1:lines;  
        z = rem(y, 10);  
        if  z == 0;  
            txt = strcat( 'Refl = ' , num2str(y));  
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            disp(txt);  
        end ;  
        for  x = 1:samples;  
            if  reshape(img(y, x, 1:bands2),bands2,1) ~= 
zeros(bands2,1);  
                L_tgt = zeros(1, bands2);  
                R_pix = zeros(1, bands2);  
                for  b = 1:bands2;  
                    [L_tgt(b), E] = Radiance(img(y,  x, b), 
absCalFactor(b), effBandWidth(b),Esun(b), d, solarZ enith, sensor);  
                    R_pix(b) = AtmoCorrect1(true, L _tgt(b), 
solarZenith, viewAngle, E, d, Esun(b), Eup(b), Edow n(b));  
                    img(y,x,b) = R_pix(b);  
                end ;  
                %add lat/lon for TL & BR to pixel vector  
                tpts = [(x) (y)];  
                latlon = tformfwd(t4, tpts);  
                img(y, x, b+1) = latlon(1);   %lon  
                img(y, x, b+2) = latlon(2);   %lat  
                tpts = [(x+1.0) (y+1.0)];  
                latlon = tformfwd(t4, tpts);  
                img(y, x, b+3) = latlon(1);   %lon  
                img(y, x, b+4) = latlon(2);   %lat  
            end ;  
        end ;  
    end ;  
save(rname, 'img' );  
end ;  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%MF prep  
if  strcmp(malgorithm, 'MF' );  
    %find mean, covariance, inverse covariance  
    disp( 'img mean' );  
    imgtemp = img(:,:,1:bands2);  
    iM = reshape(img_mean(imgtemp),bands2,1);  
    disp( 'img cov' );  
    iC = img_cov(imgtemp);  
    invC = inv(iC);  
end ;  
  
R_nef = reshape(R_nef,bands2,1);  
hitctr = 0;  
buff = 1;  
if  firstRun;  
    disp( 'first' );  
    imgVals = zeros(lines, samples, 8);  
    for  y = 1:lines; %lines  
        z = rem(y, 10); %display status  
        if  z == 0;  
            txt = strcat( 'first Lines = ' , num2str(y));  
            disp(txt);  
        end ;  
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        for  x = 1:samples; %samples  
            if  reshape(img(y, x, 1:bands2),bands2,1) == 
zeros(bands2,1);  %check for masked pixel  
                continue ;  
            end ;  
            R_pix = reshape(img(y, x, 1:bands2+4),b ands2+4,1);  
  
            %algorithms  
            %SAM 
            if  strcmp(malgorithm, 'SAM' );  
                %determine if potential target  
                p = reshape(R_pix(1:bands2),bands2, 1);  
                SAM = acos(dot(R_nef, p)/(norm(R_ne f)*norm(p)));  
                imgVals(y,x,1) = pow10_round(SAM, - 2);  %SAM 
                imgVals(y,x,2) = R_pix(bands2+1);       %ul-lon  
                imgVals(y,x,3) = R_pix(bands2+2);       %ul-lat  
                imgVals(y,x,4) = R_pix(bands2+3);       %lr-lon  
                imgVals(y,x,5) = R_pix(bands2+4);       %lr-lat  
                imgVals(y,x,6) = NaN;                   %hitctr  
                imgVals(y,x,7) = y;                     %line  
                imgVals(y,x,8) = x;                     %sample 
            end ;  
            %MF 
            if  strcmp(malgorithm, 'MF' );  
                p = reshape(R_pix(1:bands2),bands2, 1);  
                MF = (R_nef-iM)' * invC * (p-iM);  
                MF = MF/1000;  
                imgVals(y,x,1) = pow10_round(MF, -2 );   %MF 
                imgVals(y,x,2) = R_pix(bands2+1);       %ul-lon  
                imgVals(y,x,3) = R_pix(bands2+2);       %ul-lat  
                imgVals(y,x,4) = R_pix(bands2+3);       %lr-lon  
                imgVals(y,x,5) = R_pix(bands2+4);       %lr-lat  
                imgVals(y,x,6) = NaN;                   %hitctr  
                imgVals(y,x,7) = y;                     %line  
                imgVals(y,x,8) = x;                     %sample 
            end ;  
        end ;  
    end ;  
    fname = strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/Data/' , 'ZZ-' , 
char(imagesXLS(zxls,1)), '-' , char(NefXLS(mspectra,2)), '-' , 
malgorithm);  
    save(fname, 'imgVals' );  
else ;  
    fname = strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/Data/' , 'ZZ-' , 
char(imagesXLS(zxls,1)), '-' , char(NefXLS(mspectra,2)), '-' , 
malgorithm);  
    load(fname);  
end ;  
  
disp( 'Get first mean' );  
txt = strcat( 'Algo = ' , malgorithm);  
disp(txt);  
txt = strcat( 'NEF = ' , NefXLS(mspectra,2));  
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disp(txt);  
%remove non-values  
tars = reshape(imgVals,[],8);  
[r,c]=find(~isnan(tars(:,1)));  
tars = tars(r,:);  
vals = tars(:,1);  
vals = reshape(vals,[],1);  
  
%first pass  
m1 = pow10_round(mean(vals), -2);  
s1 = pow10_round(std(vals), -2);  
if  strcmp(malgorithm, 'SAM' );  
    vv = find(vals > (m1-s1));  
else ;  
    vv = find(vals < (m1+s1));  
end ;  
vals = vals(~ismember(1:size(vals, 1), vv));  
txt = strcat( 'mean 1 = ' , num2str(m1));  
disp(txt)  
txt = strcat( 'std 1 = ' , num2str(s1));  
disp(txt)  
  
%second pass  
disp( 'Get second mean' );  
if  strcmp(malgorithm, 'SAM' );  
    m2 = pow10_round(mean(vals), -2);  
    s2 = pow10_round(std(vals), -2);  
    ss = m2-s2;  
else ;  
    m2 = pow10_round(mean(vals), -2);  
    s2 = pow10_round(std(vals), -2);  
    ss = m2+s2;  
end ;  
txt = strcat( 'mean 2 = ' , num2str(m2));  
disp(txt)  
txt = strcat( 'std 2 = ' , num2str(s2));  
disp(txt)  
txt = strcat( 'sweet spot = ' , num2str(ss));  
disp(txt)  
  
%processing loop  
hitctr = 0;  
hits = [];  
buff = 1;  
disp( 'start' );  
tars = reshape(imgVals,[],8);  
[r,c]=find(~isnan(tars(:,1)));  
tars = tars(r,:);  
tars = sortrows(tars,[7 8]);  
if  strcmp(malgorithm, 'SAM' );  
    [r,c]=find(tars(:,1) <= ss);  
else ;  
    [r,c]=find(tars(:,1) >= ss);  
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end ;  
tars = tars(r,:);  
ii = size(tars,1);  
txt = strcat( 'ii = ' , num2str(ii));  
disp(txt);  
figure;  
histnorm(tars(:,1),0:0.05:1, 'plot' );  
for  i = 1:ii;  
    z = rem(i, 100); %display status  
    if  z == 0;  
        txt = strcat( 'i Lines = ' , num2str(i));  
        disp(txt);  
    end ;  
    hitctr = hitctr+1;  
    y = tars(i,7);   %get line  
    x = tars(i,8);   %get sample  
    t = reshape(img(y, x, 1:bands2),bands2,1);  %make the target = the 
current pixel vector  
    hitctrb = hitctr;  
    if  ((y==1) || (y==lines) || (x==1) || (x==samples));  
        continue ;  
    else ;  
        for  ynn = y-buff:y+buff;    %check if part of larger target  
            for  xnn = x-buff:x+buff;  
                if  (~isnan(imgVals(ynn,xnn,6)));  
                    hitctrb = imgVals(ynn,xnn,6);  
                    break ;  
                end ;  
            end ;  
            if  (hitctrb ~= hitctr);  
                break ;  
            end ;  
        end ;  
        for  ynn = y-buff:y+buff;    %NNI 
            for  xnn = x-buff:x+buff;  
                if  reshape(img(ynn, xnn, 1:bands2),bands2,1) == 
zeros(bands2,1);  %check for masked pixel  
                    continue ;  
                end ;  
                p = reshape(img(ynn, xnn,1:bands2), bands2,1);   %get 
the nearest neighbor pixel vector  
                if  strcmp(malgorithm, 'SAM' );  
                    SAM = acos(dot(t, p)/(norm(t)*n orm(p)));  
                    if  (SAM <= ss);  
                        imgVals(ynn,xnn,6) = hitctr b;  
                    end ;  
                else ;  
                    if  reshape(img(ynn, xnn, 1:bands2),bands2,1) == 
zeros(bands2,1);  %check for masked pixel  
                        continue ;  
                    end ;  
                    MF = (t-iM)' * invC * (p-iM);  
                    MF = MF/1000;  
                    if  (MF >= ss);  
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                        imgVals(ynn,xnn,6) = hitctr b;  
                    end ;  
                end ;  
            end ;  
        end ;  
    end ;  
end ;  
  
%create shapefile  
disp( 'create shp' );  
tars = reshape(imgVals, [],8);  
[r,c]=find(~isnan(tars(:,6)));  %select only pixels with target 
designator  
tars = tars(r,:);  
[r,c]=find(tars(:,6) > 0);  
tars = tars(r,:);  
ii = size(tars, 1);  
if  ii > 0;  
    %find unique entries  
    hits = sortrows(tars,6);  
    uhits = unique(tars(:,6));  
    sizeUhits = size(uhits,1);  
    %shapefile  
    [TargetsE(1:sizeUhits).Geometry] = deal( 'Polygon' );  
    for  i = 1:sizeUhits;  
        [r,c] = find(tars(:,6)==uhits(i));  %get hits matching this 
unique  
        lon = [];  
        lat = [];  
        ctr = 0;  
        for  j = 1:size(r,1);    %gather all the lat/lon  
            z = size(lon,2);  
            lon(z+1) = tars(r(j),2);  
            lat(z+1) = tars(r(j),3);  
            lon(z+2) = tars(r(j),4);  
            lat(z+2) = tars(r(j),5);  
        end ;  
        minx = min(lon');   %identify TL & BR  
        maxx = max(lon');  
        miny = min(lat');  
        maxy = max(lat');  
        %populate shapefile entry  
        TargetsE(i).BoundingBox = [minx miny; maxx maxy];  
        lon1 = [minx maxx maxx minx minx];  
        lat1 = [maxy maxy miny miny maxy];  
        TargetsE(i).Lon = lon1;  
        TargetsE(i).Lat = lat1;  
        TargetsE(i).Lon1 = tars(r(j),2);  
        TargetsE(i).Lat1 = tars(r(j),3);  
        TargetsE(i).tgt = tars(r(1),6);  
        TargetsE(i).x = tars(r(1),8);  
        TargetsE(i).y = tars(r(1),7);  
        TargetsE(i).Merit = tars(r(1),1);  
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    end ;  
  
    dspec = makedbfspec(TargetsE);  
    fname = strcat(char(imagesXLS(zxls,3)), '/Data/' , 'XX-' , 
char(imagesXLS(zxls,1)), '-' , char(NefXLS(mspectra,2)), '-' , 
malgorithm);  
    fname = strcat(fname, '-B' , num2str(buff));  
    tmp = num2str(ss);  
    tmp = strrep(tmp, '.' , '_' );  
    fname = strcat(fname, '-' , tmp);  
    shapewrite(TargetsE, fname, 'DbfSpec' , dspec);  
end ;  
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